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GENERAL INFORMATION (OECEMBE~ 1975) PAGE 1 
INTkOOUCTION. 
AT THE REQUEST OF THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTRE OF AHSTERlAH lSARAJTHE 
HATHEHATICAL CENTRE HAS ADAPTED ANO EXTENDED ITS LIBRARY OF NUMERICAL 
PROCEDURES FOR USE WITH THE CD CYBER 70 SYSTEM. THE RESULTING LIBRARY 
IS CALLED "NUHAL" ( "NUH~ERICAL PROCEDURES IN "ALNGOL &O ). 
THE AIH OF NUHAL IS TO PROVIDE A HIGH LEVEL NUMERICAL LIBRARY 
FOR ALGOL 60 PROGRAHHERS. THE LIBRARY CONTAINS A SET OF VALIDATED 
NUM~RICAL PROCEDURES TOGETHER WITH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION. 
£XC£PT FOR A SHALL NUHBER OF DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC ROUTINES 
ALL THE SOURCE TEXTS ARE WRITTEN IN ALGOL 60 ANO THEY ARE TO A HIGH 
DEGREE INDEPENDENT OF THE COHPUTOR/COHPILER USED. 
THE LIBRARY IS UNDER CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT ANO ,HENCE,ANY JESC~IPTION 
WILL BE AN INSTANTANEOUS ONE. THE HATHEHATICAL CENTRE HILL DISTRIBUTE 
UPDATINGS ANO EXTENSIONS OF THE HlNUA. O~CE A YEAR. 
ORGANIZATION. 
EACH PROCE~URE OF THE LIBRARY IS IDENTIFIED BY A NAME ANO A 
GODl NUMBER. THE CODE NUMBER HAS TO BE USED WHEN, IN AN ALGOL 60 
PROGRAH, REFERENCE IS HADE TO THE PRE-COMPILED PROCEDURE IN THE 
OBJ~CT CODE LIBRARY. 
ALL PROCEOU~ES IN NUHAL ARE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SUBJECT. 
THE SUBJECTS ARE IDENTIFIED BY A SECTION NUMBER. 
THE MANUAL IS ORDERED BY THESE SECTION NUMBERS. 
IN ORDER TO FINO A PARTICULAR PROCEDU~E, THERE IS A SYSTEMATICAL INDEX 
IN HHICH ALL PROCEDURES ( TH£IR NAMES AND THEIR CODE NUMBERS) ARE 
MENTIONED, CLASSIFIED BY THEIR SECTION NUMBER ( I.E. BY SUBJECT>• 
FOP. CROSS REFERENCING THERE IS AN INDEX BY CODE NUMBER, 
HAS REFERENCES TO P~CEDURE NAME ANO SECTION NUHBER, AND 
IS ALSO A KWIC INDEX IN WHICH KEYWORaS ANO PROCEOUR~ NAMES 




GENERAL INFORMATION (DECEHBE~ 1975) PAGE 2 
OkIGIN OF THE PROGRAMS. 
THE MAJOR P~RT OF THE LIBRARY CONSISTS OF PROCEDURES THAT HA~E BEEN 
DEVcLOP~D AT THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE. HOWEVER, SOME P~OCEOURES ARE 
ADAPTED VERSIONS OF PROCEDURES PUBLISHED IN THE LITE~ATURE. 
IN PARTlCULAR A NUMBER OF PROGRAMS A~E DERIVED FROM PROCEDURES 
PUBLISHED BY G.H. GOLUB ANO C. REINSCH. 
EDITORIAL BOARD. 
N[W CONTRIBUTIONS CAN BE INSERTED IF THEY SATISFY THE STANDARDS ANO 
IF THEY FIT INTO THE FRAMEWORK OF NUHAL. CONTRIBUTIONS CAN BE 
SUBMITTED TO ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE EDITORIAL BOAROI 
C. OEN HEIJER 
Pe W. HEMKER 
P.J, VAN DER HOUWEN 
N.H. TEHHE 
o.r. HINTER 
FURTHER INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED FROM P.w. HEMKER, MANAGING EDITOR 
OF THE NUMAL PROJECT. 
GtNERAL INFORMATION COECEHBE~ 1975) PAGE 3 
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THE LIB~ARY NUHAL IS BEING DEVELOPED BY THE JOINT EFFORTS OF THE 
HE.HB~RS OF THE LIBRARY GROUP OF THE NU~ERICAL MATHEHATI;s DEPARTMENT 
OF THI:. MATHEMATICAL CENTRE. IN PA~TICULAR, HOWEVER, WE WANT TO 
ACKNOWL[OGE THI:. HEHSERS Fe GROEN, R. ?ISCAER ANO G.J.F. VINKESTEYN, 
WHO TOOK CAR~ OF FILE MANIPULATION, EDITING OF THE DOCUMENTATION 
FlL~S AND ADAPTION ANO RUNNING OF THE KWIC INOEX PROGRAM. 
P.H. HEMKER 
HANAGING EDITOR 
P.J. VAN DER HOUWEN 
HEAD OF THE DEPT. OF NUMERICAL HATHE~ATICS 
SYST~HATICAL INDEX (DECEHBE~ 1975) PAGE 1 
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SUBJECT, THIS INDEX CONTAINS THE NAMES OF 
THE PROCEDURES ANO THE CORRESPONDIN; CODE NUMBERS. THE JOCUHENTATION 
OF THE ?Ru~EDURES IS PRESENTED IN VOLUHES 1 THROUGH 7 AND IS ARRANGED 
ACCORDING TJ SECTION NUMBERS, HENCE REFERENCE IS IHMEOIATE. 
IN ADDITION TO THE COOENUHBER ANO THE NA~E OF EACH PROCEDURE THE MONTH 
Of FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE FINAL DOCUMENTATION IS LISTED. 
A S~PARATE REVISION RECORD ENABLES THE USER TO CHECK HHETHER HIS 
HANUAL IS ACCURATELY UPDATED. 
TO LOCATE A PIECE OF DOCUMENTATION IN 1ACHI~E-REAJABLE FORM CE.G FOR 
US[ WITH THE CO CYBER 70 SYSTEM) THE SYSTEMATICAL INDEX ALSO GIVES 
THE RECORD NUHBER C LEVEL O) WHERE ElCH ?IECE OF OOCJMENTATION CAN BE 
FOUND ON THE OOCUHENTATION FILE CI.Ca ON TAPE). 
FOP. USE HITH THE CO 
IS AVAILABLE ANO 
THIS LIBRARY FILE 
ARE LOADED. 
CYBER 70 SYSTEH, THE OBJECT CODE OF THE PRlCEOURES 
IT IS CONTAINED IN THE LIBRARY FILE "NUHAL3•. 
CAN BE USED WHEN PRlGRAHS COHPILEO UNDER ALGOL 3 
FOR USE OF A LIBRARY FILE SEE E.G. 
CDC SCOPE REF. MANUAL, CHAPTER&; 
CDC l~TE~COH REF. MANUAL, CHAPTER3, XEQ COMMAND. 
A LIBRARY FILE FOR USE WITH PRO,RAHS COMPILED UNDER ALGOL~ IS 
IN PREPARATION. 






1.ELE~ENfA~Y PROCEDURES :% 
1.REAL VECT AND HAT OPERATIONS ~ 
1 .INITIALIZATION -4 
M INIVEC • 31010 APR/71t 1 C') 
INIHAT • 31011 APR/71t 1 ~ 
INIHATD • 31012 APR/71t 1 r 
INISYl10 31013 APR/71t 1 
INISYHROIC 3101ft APR/71t 1 H 
2.DUPLIC4TION z 
0 DUPVEC • 31030 APR/71t 3 fTI OUPVECROIC • 31031 APRl71t 3 )( 
OUPROWV::C • 31032 APR/71t 3 
OUPVECCOL • 31033 APR/71t 3 
OUPCOLVEC • 310 31t APR/71t 3 OUPHAT • 
3.HULTIPLIClTIO~ 
31035 APR/71t 3 
HULVEC • 31020 APR/71t 5 
HULROH • 31021 APR/7tt 5 
HULCOL • 31022 APR/71t 5 
COLCST • 31131 APR/71t 5 
ROWCST • 31132 APR/71t 5 It.SCALAR PRODUCTS -C lell'ECTOR 1/E~fOR PROJUCTS f"l1 
VECVEC • 34010 OEC/75 1 0 NATI/EC • 31t011 DEC/75 1 ,,, 
TAKI/EC • 31t012 DEC/75 7 :x 
HATHAT • Jlt01J OEC/75 1 a, 
TAHHAT • Jlt011t OC:C/75 7 f"l1 
HATT AH • 31t015 DEC/75 1 ;u 
SEQVEC • 31t016 OEC/75 1 ~ 
SCAPRD1 • 34017 DEC/75 1 '° SYHHATVEC 
2.HATRIX VECTOR PRODUCTS 
31t018 DEC/75 1 
..., 
\f1 -FULHATVEC • 31500 DEC/75 15 
FULTAHIIEC • 31501 DEC/75 15 
FULSYHHATVEC 31502 OEC/75 15 
RESVEC • 31503 DEC/75 15 
SYHRESVEC 3150ft DEC/75 15 
3.HATRIX HATRIX PRODUCTS 
HSHVEClfAT • '31070 JAN/76 Z&9 
HSHCOLHAT • 31071 JAN/76 Z&9 
HSHROWHAT • 31072 JAN/76 2&3 
HSHVECTAH • 31073 JAN/76 269 
HSHCOL TAN • 31074 JAN/76 269 
HSHROHTAH • 31075 JAN/16 Z69 
5of.LIHINATION 
ELHIIEC • 31tOZO APR/71+ 9 
ELHCOL • 31tDZ3 APRl71t 9 
ELHROW • 31t0Zlt APR/71t 9 
ELH~ECCOL • 31t021 APR/71t i 
ELHCOLVEC • 31tOZ2 APR/71+ 9 
ELHVECR:lW • 31tOZ6 APR/71+ 9 "'O 
ELHROWVEC • 31tDZ7 APR/74 9 > 
ELHCOLROW • 31t0Z9 APR/71t 9 Cil 1. 1. 5. ELHROWCOL • 31t028 APR./71+ 9 IT1 
I\) 





5. HAXELHROW • 34025 APR/74 9 ::x 1. 1. ► &.INTERCHANGIN!i -t 
ICHIIEC • 34030 APR/74 11 H 
ICHCOL • 34031 APR/74 11 Ci 
ICHROW • 34032 APR/71+ 11 :?>-
ICHROWCOL • 34033 APR/74 11 r 
ICHSEQIIEC • 340 3 I+ APR/74 11 H 
ICHSEQ • 34035 APR/74 11 z 
7 .ROTATION CJ 
ROTCOL • 34040 APR/74 13 ITI 
ROTROW • 34041 APR/74 13 X 
8.NORHS 
INFNRHll::C • 310&1 OCT/75 241 
INFNRHROW • 310&2 OCT 175 21+1 
INFNRHCOL • 31063 OCT 175 241 
INFNRHHAT • J10&4 OCT 175 241 
ONENRHVEC • 31D65 OCTl75 241 
ONENRHROH • 310&6 OCT 175 241 
ONENRHCOL • 310&7 OCT 175 21+1 
ON::NRHHU • 310&8 OCT/75 Zlt1 
ABSHAXHAT • 31069 OCT 175 241 -9eSCAUNG 0 




COHCOLCST 31t352 HAYl71t 21 7Q 
COHROWCST 31t353 HAY/74 21 .... 
It.SCALAR PRODUCTS w 
COHHATVEC 31,354 HAY/71o 23 ..... 
HSHCOHCOL 31t355 HAYl71t 23 \J1 
HSHCOHPRO 31t35& HAY/74 23 .... 
5oELIHINATION 
ELHCOH VE CCOL 3437& HAY/74 25 
ELHCOMCOI. 34377 HAY/74 25 
ELH:;OMROWVEC 31tJ78 HAY/71t 25 
&eINTERCHANGIN!i 
7 •ROTATION 
ROTCOHCOL 34357 JAN/76 27 
ROTC OHR.OH 31t358 JAN/76 27 
CHSH2 34611 JAN/76 27 
6oNORHS 
COHEUCNRH 34359 OEC/75 31 
9.SCALING 
COHSCL 34193 DEC/75 2:J 
SCLCOH 34360 DEC/75 29 
3.COMPLEX ARlTHHETIC 
1oHONADIC OPERATIONS 
COHABS 3431+0 HAY/74 35 
COHSQ.RT 34343 HAY/74 35 ,, 
CAR.POL 31tJ44 HAY 174 35 l> 
2.0YAOIC OPERATIONS C'l 
COHHUL 3431o1 HAY/74 37 (Tl 
1. 3. z. COHDIV 31t31t2 HAY/74 37 
CJ,! 





1. ,.LJNG INTEGER ARITHHETIC ~ 
LNGINTAOO 31200 OCT/7/t 201 -t 
LNGINTSUBTRACT 31201 OCT /Tit 201 H 
0 LNGINTHULT 31202 OCT/74 201 1=" LNGINTOIVIOE 31203 OCT /74 201 r 
LNG I NT POWER 31201t OCT/74 201 
5.L~NG REAL ARITHHETIC H 
1oELEHo ARITHHETIC OPERATIONS z 
DP ADD • 31101 JAN/76 271 Cl 
OP SUB • 31102 JAN/76 271 
..,, 
X 
DP HUL • 31103 JAN/7& 271 
OP DIii • 31104 JAN/7& 271 
LNG ADD • 31105 JAN/76 271 
LNG SUB • 3110& JAN/76 271 
LNG HUL • 31107 JAN/76 271 
LNG DIV • 31108 JAN/76 271 
ZoSCALAR PRODUCTS 
1.VECTOR VECTOR PRODUCTS 
LNGVECVEC • 34410 JAN/7& 39 
LNGHATVEC • 34411 JAN/7& 39 
LNGTA11VEC • 31t412 JAN/7& Jg -C LNGHATHAT • 34413 JAN/7& 39 fTI 
LNGTAHHAT • 34/tilt JAN/76 39 C') 
LNGl1ATTAH • 34415 JAN/76 39 f11 
LNGSEQVEC • 3i+416 JAN/76 39 :x 
LNGSCAPR01 • 31tl+ 17 JAN/76 33 lD fTI LNGSYHHATVEC 31tl+18 JAN/76 39 ;IU 
2.HATRIX VECfOR PRODUCTS 
LNGFULHATVEC • 31505 JAN/76 285 ... 
LN:iFUL TAHIIEC • 31506 JAN/76 211!> '° LNGFULS'l'HHAT VEC 31507 JAN/76 285 ..., 
LNGRESVEC • 31508 JAN/76 285 U'I -LN:iSYHRESVEC 31509 JAN/76 285 
2.ALGEBRAIC EIIALUATIONS 
1.EIIAL. OF A FINITE SE~IES 
2eEVALo OF POLYNOHIALS 
loEVAL. OF GENE~AL POLYNOHIALS 
loPOLYNOHlALS IN GRUNERT FO~H 
POL 3101t0 OCT 175 2 45 
TA'l'POL 3121t1 OCT /75 245 
NORDERPOL 3121t2 OCT 175 21+5 
OERPOL 3121t3 OCT /75 21+5 
2.POL'l'NOHI~LS IN NEWTON FORH 
NEWPOL 31041 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ZoEIIAL. OF ORTHOGON. POLYNO~IALS 
1.GENERAL ORfHOGON, POLYNOHIALS 
ORTPOL 31044 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ALLORTPOL 31045 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ORT POLS ER 310'47 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
2oCHEBYCHEV POLYNOHIALS 
CHEPOL 31042 OCT/75 229 "ti 
. ALLCHEPOL 3101t3 OCT /75 . zzg ► 
·cHEPOLSER J101t6 OCT/75 zzg (j) 
3oEVAL. OF TRIGONOH. POLYNO~IALS fTi 
2. z. 3. 1.EVALo OF FOURIER SERIES -,:-






z. z. 3, 1. SINSER 31090 OCT 174 203 l> 
GOSSER 31091 OCT /74 203 -t 
FOUSER 31092 OCT/74 203 H (j 
FOUSER1 31093 OCT /74 203 1> 
FOUSER2 31094 OCT 174 203 r-
COHFOUSER 31095 OCT 174 203 
COHFOUSER1 3109€> OCT 174 203 H 
COHFOUSERZ 31097 OCT /74 203 z 
3,EVALo Of CO~TINUEO FRACTIONS 0 ITI 
JFRAC 35083 11AY/74 41 X 
4oOPERATIONS ON POLYNOMIALS 
1.TRANSF. OF REPRESENTATION 
NEWGRN 31050 DEC/75 43 
PDLCHS 31250 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
POHCHS 31051 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
z.oP. ON GENERAL POLYNOMIALS 
ADOPOL 31053 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
SUBPOL 31051+ NOT YET AVAILABLE 
HULPOL 31052 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
OIFPOL 31055 NOT YET AVAILABLE -INTPOL 31057 NOT YET AVAILA8L£ 0 
J.DP. ON ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS fT1 
INTCHS 312U OCT 174 205 0 
5oFAST FOURIER TRANSFORM ,,, 
FFT 31300 NOT YET AVAILABLE 3: 
J.LIN:'.AR ALGEaRA 0:, fT1 
1,LlNEAR SYSTEMS 1U 
1oFULL HATRXCES 
1eSQUARE NON•SINGULAR MATRICES .... 
loREAL HAHICES \P 
!.GENERAL MATRICES 
...., 
U'l 1,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES -DEC 34300 HAY 174 45 
GSSELH 34231 11AY/74 45 
ONENRHINV 34240 HAY/74 lt5 
ERBEL11 3421t1 HAY/74 4:; 
GSSERB 31t242 HAY /74 45 
GSSNRI 31+252 HAY/74 lt5 
2.CALCULATION OF DETERHINANf 
OETERN 31t303 HAY/71t It 7 
3oSO~UTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOL 34051 HAY/74 4 9 
OECSOL 31t301 liAY/71+ 43 
SOLELH 34061 HAY/74 49 
GSSSOL 34232 HAY/74 49 
GSSSOLERB 34Zlt3 11AY/74 49 
4.HATRIX lNVERSI~N 
INV 31t053 MAY/7<+ 51 
OECINV 34302 HAY/74 51 
INV1 34235 11AY/74 51 
GSSINV 34230 l'IAY/74 51 ,, 
GSSINVERB 31t244 HAY/74 51 ► 
5oITERAfIVELY IHPRJVEO SOLUTION c;, 
IT I SOL 34250 HAY /74 53 
l'T1 
3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 5. GSSITISOL 31t251 HAY/71t 53 VI 





3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. s. ITISOLER8 31t253 rn HAY/71t 53 :I: 
GSSITISOLER8 31t251t HAY/71t 53 )> 
2oSYHHETRIC POS DEF 1ATRICES -I 
1oPREPA~ATDRY PROCEDURES M 
CHLDEC2 31t310 HAY/71t 55 0 )> CHLDEC1 31t311 HAY/71t 55 r 2oCALCULATION OF DETERMINANT 
CHLDETERH2 34312 HAY/71t 57 t-4 
CHLDETERH1 31t.S13 HAY/71+ 57 ::z 
3oSOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 0 
CHLSOL2 31t390 HAY/Tit 59 fTI 
CHLSOL1 31+391 HAY/71+ 59 X 
CHLDECSOL2 31t392 HAY/74 59 
CHLDECSOL1 34393 HAY /71t 59 
ltoHAJRIX INVERSION 
CHLINVZ 31tlt00 HAY/71t 61 
CHLINVl 31tlt01 HAY/71+ 61 
CHLDECINV2 31t't02 HAY/71+ 61 
CHLDECINV1 31tlt03 HAY171t 61 
3oG£NERAL SYHMETRIC MATRICES 
1oPRfPARATORY PROCEDURES 
SYMDECZ 31+700 JAN/76 277 -C SYHDEC1 31t701 JAN/76 277 f'l1 2oCALCULATION OF DETERMINANT C') 
SYHDETERHZ 31+702 JAN/76 279 I'll 
SYHDETERH1 31t703 JAN/76 279 :I: 
3oSOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS CD 
SYHSOL2 31t7Dlt JAN/76 281 "1 
SYHSOLl 31t705 JAN/76 281 1U 
SYMDECSOL2 31t706 JAN/76 281 .. 
SYHDECSOL1 Jlt707 JAN/76 281 '° ltoHAIRlX lNVERSl~N ..., 
SYMINV2 31t708 JAN/76 283 \11 -SYHINVl 31t709 JAN/76 283 SYHDECINV2 31t710 JAN/76 283 
SYHDEC1NV1 34711 JAN/76 283 
2oCOHPLEX HATRICES 
ZoFULL RANK OVERDETERH SYSTEMS 
1oREAL MATRICES 
1oPREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
LS~ORTDEC 34131t NAY/71t 63 
LSQDGLINV Jlt1J2 HAY/71t 63 
2oLEAST S~UARES SOLUTION 
LSQSOL Jlt131 HAY/71t &S 
LSQDRTOECSOL 34135 HAY/71+ 65 
JoINVERSE HATRIX OF NORHAL EQN. 




leSOLUTlON OVERDETERMINED SYSF 
SOLSVOOVR 31t280 HAY/71+ 67 ""0 
SOLOVR 31tZ81 HAY/74 67 J> 
2oSOLUTlON UNOERDETERH SYSTEHS Cil 
3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 2. SOLSVOUNO 34282 HAY/71t 69 l"1 
0\ 






J. 1. 1. 3. 1. z. SOLUNO Jlt283 HAY/71t 6i ► 3.SOLUTION HOHOGENEOUS EQUATION -I 
HOHSOLSVO 31t281t HAY/71+ 71 H 
HOHSOL 31+285 HAY/71+ 71 (") 
lt.PSEUOO•INVERSION ► r 
PSOINVSVD 31tZ86 HAY/71t 73 
PSOINV 31tZ87 HAY/71t 73 H 
z.cOHPLEX HATRICES z 
Z.SPARSE HATRICES 0 
1.otucr METHODS rn 




DECBND 31t32D JUN/71t T5 
2oCALCULATION OF OETERHINA1T - DETERHBND 31t3Z1 JUN/Tit 77 
Jo SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOL8NO 31t071 JUN/71t 79 
OECSOLBNO 31t3Z2· JUN/71+ 79 
z.TRIDIAGONAL HATRICES -1.PREPA~ATORY PROCEDURES 0 rn 
DEC TRI 31tlt23 JUN/71t 81 0 
OECTRIPIV Jltlt26 JUN/71t 81 '" 2.CALCULATION OF OETERHINA~l 3: 
3oSOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS tD 
SOLTRI 31tlt21t JUN/71t 83 fTI 
OECSOLTRI 31tft25 JUN/Tit 83 "" 
SOLTRIPIV 31tltZ7 JUN/71t 83 ... 
DECSDLTRIPIV 31tltZ8 JUN/71t 83 '° 3.BLOC•TtlDIAGDNAL HATRICES .... 
z.SYHKETRIC POS DEF HAT~ICES U1 
1.BANO HATRICES -
1.PREPA~ATORY PROCEDURES 
CHLOECBNO JftUO JUN/7ft 85 
2.CALCULATION OF OETERHINANT 
CHLOETERHBNO 31t331 JUN/71t 87 
3.SOLUTION OF LINEA~ EQUATIONS 
CHLSOLBNO 31+332 JUN/71t 89 
CHLOECSOLBND 31t333 JUN/71t 89 
z.TRIDIAGONAL HATRICES 
1.PREPARATJRY PROCEDURES 
DECSYHTRI 31tltZO JUN/71t 91 
z.CALCU~ATION OF OETERNINANT 
J.SOLUTION OF LINEA~ EQUATIONS 
SOLSYNTRI 31tltZ1 JUN/74 93 




t.REAL HATRICES "ti 
CONJ GRAD 31t220 JUN/74 95 ► CONJ RESI 31t221 NOT YET AVAILABLE en 
ZoCOHPLEX HATRICES ITI 
3. Z.TRANSFORHATION TO SPECIAL FORH ..... 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE ltNT/YR RECORD 
(I) NUH6ER -< 
en .... r,1 
3. 2. 1eSIHILARITY TRANSFORHATIONS 3 
1 •EQUILIBRATION J> 
loREAL HATRICES -f .... EQIL8R. 34173 JUNl71t 97 (") 
BAKLBll Jlt171t JUN/71t 97 J> 
2.COHPLEK_HATRICES r 
EQILBRCOH 31t361 JUN/71t 99 
H BAKLBRCOH 3ft362 JUN/74 99 
ZoTRANSf TD HESSENBERG FORH z: 
0 'leREAL MATRICES I'll 
loSYHHETRlC ~AT~ICES X 
TFHSYHTRIZ 34140 JUN/Tit 101 
BA<SYHTIUZ 34141 JUNl71t 101 
TFHPREVEC 31t11t2 JUN/74 . 101 
TFltSYHTIU1 31t11t3 JUNl71t 101 
BAKSYHTRU 34144 JUN/Tlt 101 
2eASYHHET~IC NATRICES 
TFHREAHES 34170 JUN/Tit 103 
BAKREAHES1 34171 JUN/71t 103 
BAKREAHESZ 31t172 JUN/74 103 
ZeCOHPLEX NATRICES -l.HERHITUN MATRICES C1 
HSHHRHUI 34363 JUN/Tit 105 ,,, 
HSHHRHJRIVAL 31t364 JUN/71t 105 0 
BAKHR11UI Jlt365 JUN/Tit ·10s 
,,, 
2.NON•HERNITIAN MATRICES :r; 
G:I HSHCOHHES 34366 JUN/Tit 107 "' BAKCOHHES 31t367 JUN/74 107 ~2e0THER TRANSFORHATIDNS 
leTRANSF TJ BIOIAGO~AL FORM .... 
' leREAL MATRICES '° ...., HSHREABID 31t260 JUNl71t 109 VI PSTTFlfHAT 31t261 JUNl71t 109 -PRETFHMAT 31t262 
2oCOHPLEX HATRICES 
JUNl71t 103 




VALSYHTRI 31t1S1 JUL/71t 111 
VECSYHTRI 31t152 JUL/7'. 111 
QRIVALSYHTRI 31t160 JUL/74 111 
QRISYHTRI 341&1 JUL/71t 111 
RATQRI 
2oFULL ttATIUCES 
31+1&& NOT YET AVAILABLE 
EIGVALSYtt2 31t153 JUL/Tit 113 
EIGSYH2 31t1Slt JUL/7'+ 113 
EIGVALSYttl 31t1SS JUL/74 113 
EIGSYl11 31t156 JUL/71t 113 
QRIVALSYHZ 31t1&Z JULl71t 113 
QRISYl't Jlt1&3 JUL/71t 113 
QRIVALSYl'tl 31t161t JUL/74 113 ~ 
2.ASYHHETRIC HATRICES ,.. 
(il 1.l'tATRICES IN HESSENBERG FORN 
rri 3. 3. 1. z. 1. REAVAL~RI 31t180 JUL/71t 115 
CICI 





REAVECHES 31+161 JUL/71+ 115 :x 3. 3. 1. z. 1. J> REAQRI 31+186 JUL/71+ 115 -t 
COHVALlRI 34190 JUL/74 115 .... 
COHVECHES 34191 JUL/74 115 C") 
.ZoFULL HA TRICES J:, 
REAEIGVAL 34182 JUL/74 117 r 
REAEIG1 34184 JUL/71+ 117 H 
REAE:IGZ 34185 NOT YET AVAILABLE z 
REAEIG3 34187 JUL/74 117 0 
COHC:IGIIAL 34192 JUL/74 117 m 
COKEIG1 31+194 JUL/74 117 X 
COHEIGZ 34195 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ZoCOHPLEX liATRICES 
1.HERHITIAN MATRICES 
EIGVALH~H 34368 JUL/71+ 1B 
EIGHRH 31+369 JUL/74 119 
QRIVALHRH 34370 JUL/74 119 
QRIHRH 31+371 JUL/71+ 119 
2.NON•HERHITI,N HAT~ICES 
1.HATRICES IN HESSENBERG FORK 
VALQRICOH 34372 JUL/71+ 121 -QRICOH 31+373 JUL/74 121 C 
2,FULL HATIUCES 
rr, 
0 EIGVALCOH 34374 JUL/74 123 Pl 
EIGCOH Jlt375 JUL/74 123 :I: 
l+oTHE GENERALIZED EIGENV PROBLEM OJ 
1okEAL MATRICES m 
1,SYHHETRI; MATRICES 7(J 
2.ASYHHETRIC MATRICES ... 
QZIVAL 31+600 JAN/76 2&7 ~ 
Q.ZI 31+&01 JAN/7& 267 ..., 
HSHOECHUL 34&02 JAN/76 267 \11 
HESTGL3 34603 JAN/76 267 -HESTGL2 34604 JAN/7& 267 
HSH2COL Jit&OS JAN/76 2&7 
HSH3COL 31+606 JAN/76 267 
HSH2ROH3 31+607 JAN/76 2&7 
HSH2ROH2 3'+608 JAN/76 267 
HSH3ROH3 34609 JAN/76 267 




QRISNGVALBIO 34Z70 JUL/71+ 125 
QRISNGV~LOECBID JltZ71 JUL/71+ 125 
Z,fULL HATRICES 
QRISNGVAL 3'+272 JUL/71+ 127 
QRISNGVALDEC 34Z73 JUL/71t 1Z7 
2.COHPLEX HATRI~ES 
&.ZlROS Of POLYNOHIALS 
1.ZEROS OF GENE~AL REAL POLYNO~. -0 
POLZEROS 31+500 OCT 17'+ 209 J> 
2oZEROS OF ORTHOGONAL POLYNOH. Ci") 
ALLZ.ERORTPOL 31362 OCT /71t 211 ,,, 
3. &e z. LUPZERORTPOL 3UU OCT/74 211 
u) 




3. SELZERORTPOL 313&4 OCT /74 211 :x 0• z. ),. 3.ZEROS OF COMPLEX POLYNOHIALS -4 
COHKWO 31+345 JUL/74 129 H 
lteANALYTIC EVALUATIONS (j 
1.EVAL. OF AN.INFINITE SERIES l> 
EULER 32010 JUL/74 131 r 
SUHPOSSERIES 32020 JUL/74 131 H 2.QUAORATURE z 1oONE-DI~EN~IONAL QUADRATURE 0 
QADRAT 32070 JUL/74 133 rn 
INTEGRAL 32051 JUL/74 135 X 
ZeNULTIDIHENSIONAL QUAORATU,E 
TRICUB 32075 OCT/75 257 
3.;AUSSIAN WEIGHTS 
RECCOF 3121t9 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
GSSWGT 
JoNJHERICAL DIFFERENTIATION 
31420 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
1.FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 
2.FUNCTIONS OF HORE VARIABLES 
· loCALC. WITH DIFFERrnCE FORHULAS 
JACOBNNF 3't't37 OCT/71t '213 .... 
JACOBNHF 34438 OCT 174 213 0 
JACOBNBNDF 34439 OCT /74 213 f11 
C") SeANALYTICAL PROBLEHS m loANALYTICAL EQUATIONS 
% loNON•LINEAR EQUATIONS CD 
1.A SINGLE EQUATION f11 
loNO OERIVATIV~ AVAILABLE -,.;, 
ZEROIN 34150 OCT 175 215 ..... ZEROINIUT 34436 OCT /75 215 ID ZoOERIVATIVE AVAILABLE .... 
ZEROINDER 31t't53 OCT/75 233 VI 
2.A SYSTEH OF EQUATIONS -1.AUXILIARY PROCEDURES 
2eJACJBIAN HAT,IX NOT AVAILABLE 
BROWNLS 3lt450 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
QUANEW 31tlt51 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
QUANEW1 31tlt52 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
QUANEWBND 31+430 OCT /Tit 217 
QUANEWBN01 341+31 OCT /74 217 
3oJACOBIAN HAT,IX AVAILABLE 
NEWRAP 31t202 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
OAHPEO NEWTON 34200 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
3.POLYNOHIAL EQUATIONS 
SEE ALSO SECTION 3.6 
2.UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION 
1.FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 
1,DERIVATIVE NOT AVAILABLE 
HININ 31t433 OCT/75 235 
2.0ERIVATIVE AVAILABLE 
"ti HININOH 31tlt35 OCT 175 237 J> 2oFUNCTIONS OF HORE VA,tABLES 
G'l 1.AUXILIARY PR~CEOURES IT1 
LINEHIN 31t210 DEC/75 139 
>• 1. 2~ 2. ie RNK1UPD 31tZ11 DEC/75 13:J ... 
c:, 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE HNT/YR RECORD 
(I) NUKBER -< 
C/) 
~ ,.,, 
5. 1. z. z. 1. DAVUPD Jlt212 DEC/75 139 ::J: 
FLEUPO 34213 DEC/75 139 J> 
ZeNO DERIVATIVES AVAILABLE -t .... 
PRAXIS. 34432 OCT 175 239 (") 
3.GRADIENT AVAILABLE J> 
RNK1HIN 34214 OEC/75 19 r 
FLEHIN 34215 DEC/75 19 
It.GRADIENT L JACOBIAN AVAILABLE t-1 z NEWJONHIN 31t203 NOT YET AVAILABLE 0 3.0VEROETERHINED NONLINEAR SYST. rri 
1oLEAST SQU~RES SOL~TIO~S X 
SEE ALSO SECTION 7o 
1.AUXILIARY PROCEDURES 
2.JACOBIAN HATRIX NOT AVAILABLE 
SEE ALSO SECTION s.1.2.2.z. 
3.JACOBIAN HAT~IX AVAILABLE 
MARQUARDT. 34440 DEC/75 219 
GSSNEWTON Jltltlt1 DEC/75 219 
2eFUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
loOI~FERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
1oINITIAL VALUE PROSLEHS -1eFIRST ORDER JROINARY OoEo CJ 
1oNO DERIVATIVES· RHS AVAILABLE f1'1 
SEE ALSJ SE~TlDij 5o2ele1e1olo n 
RK1 33010 AUG/74 141 STt 
RKE 33033 OEC/75 11+3 :x CD RKltA 33016 AUG/74 145 fT1 
RKltNA 33017 AUG/7/t 11t7 tlU 
RKSNA 33018 AUG/74 lltil 
HUL TI STEP 33080 AUG/74 151 ... 
DIFFSYS 33180 AUG/74 153 ..a 
. ARK 33061 OEC/75 155 .... U1 EFRK 33070 AUG/7/t 157 -ZoJACDBIAN HATRIX AVAILABLE 
EFSIRK 33160 AUG/74 159 
EFERK 33120 AUG/74 161 
LINIGEIUVS 33132 OCT /74 221 
LUUGERZ 33131 AUG/7/t 165 
IHPEX 33135 OCT/75 231 
GHS 33191 OCT/74 Z23 
SEE ALSO PROC. HULTlSTEP (5.2.1.1.1.1, 
3.SEVERAL DERIVATIVES AVAILABLE 
HOOIFIEO TAYLOR 33040 AUG/71t 1&7 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED TAYLO\ 33050 AUG/74 169 
2.SECONO O~OE~ OR~INARY O.E. 
1.NO DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILABLE 
SEE ALS3 S~CTIO~ s.2.1.1.z.1. 
RKZ 3301Z AUG/71t 171 
RKZN 33013 AUG/71t 173 
RK3 33014 AUG/71t 175 
RK3N 33015 AUG/71t 177 "'O 
Z.SEVERAL OERIV. RHS AVAILABLE :JI, 
3.PARTIAL OIFFERE~TIAL EQ~ATIONS G"I 
ZeBOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS fTI 
s. 2. 1. 2. 1.rwo POINT B.~.P. .... .... 





5. 2. 1. z. 1. 1.SHOOTIN~ METHODS :x l> 
SEE ALSO SECTION 5.2.1.3.1 -I 
2oLINEAR GLOBAL HETHODS .... 
loSE~ONO OROER TPBVP 0 
!.SELF ADJOINT TPBV? l> 
FEN LAG 33300 JAN/76 261 r 
FEH LAG SYH 33301 JAN/76 261 H 
2.SKEW ADJOINT TPBVP z 
FEH LAG SKEW 33302 JAN/76 263 0 
2.FOURTH ORDER TPBVP l"'1 
1oSELF ADJOINT TPBV~ )( 
FEN HER.ti SYH 33303 JAN/76 265 
2oSKEW ADJOINT TPBVP 




z.sPECIAL LINEAR SVSTEHS 
RICHARDSON 33170 OCT/71+ 225 
ELIMINATION 33171 OCT /Tit ZZ5 
SEE ALSO SECTION 3.1.Z -3.SPECIAL NON•LINEAR SVSTEHS g 
2.PARABOLIC l HYPERBOLIC B.V.PoS rn 
3.HULTI-DIHENSIONAL a.v.P. 0 ftl 
ltoOVER·DETERHINEO PROBLEHS :x 
3.PARAHETER ESTIHATION IN D.E. OJ 
1oPolo IN INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS fTl 
PEIDE 31tl+ltlt OCT/75 259 ,IQ 
ZolNTEGRAL EQUATIONS .... 
3.INTEGRO- DIFFERENTIAL EQS 
'° ltouIFFERENCE EQUATIONS --., 
5.CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS \11 
00SPECIAL FUNCTIONS l CONSTANTS -1.HATHEHATICAL CONSTANTS 
PI • 3000& JAN/76 273 
E "' 30007 JAN/76 273 
2.HACHINE CONSTANTS 
HBASE "' 30001 JAN/76 275 
ARREB • 30002 JAN/76 275 
OWARf "' 30003 JAN/76 275 
GIANT • 30001+ JAN/76 275 
INTCAP "' 30005 JAN/76 275 
OVERFLOW • 30006 JAN/76 275 
UNDERFLOW • 30009 JAN/76 2 75 
3.RANOOH NUMBERS 
RANDOH 30010 NOT VET AVAILABLE 
SETRANDOH 30011 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
~.ELEHENTARY FUNCTIONS 
leCIRCULAR FUNCTIONS 
TAN 35120 SEP/71t 179 
'V ARCSIN 35121 SEP/71+ 179 l> ARCCOS 35122 SEPl71t 179 (i1 
ZoHYPE~BOLIC FUNCTIONS rn 
SINH 35111 SEP/71+ 181 
&, ~- z. COSH 35112 SEP/71t 181 .... "' 
- j 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE HNT/YR RECJRD 




bo Ito 2. TANH 35113 SEP/74 181 :z. 
ARCSINH 35114 SEP/71t 181 J> 
ARCCOSH 35115 SEP/74 181 -t .... 
ARCTANH 3!H1& SEP/74 181 C') 
5oEXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL, ETC. J> 
loEXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL r 
EI 35080 SEP/71t 183 
1-1 El ALPHA 35081 SEP/74 183 z ENX 3508& SEP/74 183 0 
NONEXP ENX 35087 SEP/74 183 ITI 
ZoSINE ANO COSINE INTEGRAL X 
SINCOSINT 35084 SEP/74 185 
SlNCOSFa 35085 SEP/74 185 
&oGAHHA F~NCTION, ETC, 
GAHHA 350&1 SEP/71t 187 
RECIP GAHHA 35060 SEP/74 187 
LOG GAMltA 350&2 SEP/71t 187 
INCOMGAH 35030 SEP/74 187 
INCBETA 35050 SEP/74 187 
I8PPLUSN 35051 SEP/71t 187 
IBQPLUSN 35052 SEP/74 187 -lXQFIX 35053 SEP/71t 187 C 
IXPFIX 3505ft SEP/74 187 fl1 
FORKARD 35055 St.P/71t 187 0 
BACKWARD 35056 SEP/71t 187 fTl :::r; 
7.ER~OR FUNCTION, ET:. CD 
ERRORFUNCTION 35021 OCT/71t Z27 fl1 
NONE:XPERFC 35022 OCT/71t 227 ';cJ 
INV£RSE ERROR FUNCTION 35023 OCT/Tit 227 ..... FRESNEL 35027 OCT /71t ZZ7 
FG 35028 OCT/Tit Z27 '° ~8oLE~ENDRE FUNCTIONS "' 9oBlSSEL FUNCTIONS OF INT. ORDER -1oBESSEL FUNCTIONS JANDY 
BESS JO 35160 OCT/75 253 
BESS J1 351&1 OCT/75 253 
BESS J 35162 OCT 175 253 
BESS Y01 35163 OCT 175 253 
BESSY 35161+ OCT 175 253 
BESS PQO 351&5 OCT 175 253 
BESS PQ1 35166 OCT 175 253 
ZoBESSEL FUNCTIONS I ANO K 
BESS 10 35170 OCT /75 255 
BESS Ii 35171 OCT /75 255 
BE:SS I 35172 OCT 175 255 
BESS K01 35173 OCT/75 255 
BESS K 3517ft OCT 175 z5; 
NONEXP BESS 10 35175 OCT 175 255 
NON:.XP BESS 11 35176 OCT/75 255 
NONEXP BESS 1 35177 OCT 175 255 
NONEXP BESS K01 35178 OCT/75 255 ~ 
NDNEXP BESS K 35179 OCT/75 255 ]ti> 
loKELVIN FUNCTl::>NS (i) 
10,BESSEL FU~CTIONS OF REAL ORDER 
fTI 
bo 10. lo8ESSEL FUNCTIONS JANDY ... 
w 





e.. 10 • 1. BESS JAPLUSN 35180 OCT 175 24~ :a:,.. 
BESS YA01 35181 OCT /75 249 -f 
BESS YAPLUSN 35182 OCT/75 249 t-t 
BESS PQ.A01 35183 OCT 175 249 (") 
ZoBESSEL FUNCTIONS I ANO K 
):,. 
BESS IAPLUSN 35190 OCT/75 251 
r 
BESS KA01 35191 OCT/75 251 H 
BESS KAPLUSN 35192 OCT 175 251 z 
NONEXP BESS IAPLUSN 35193 OCT 175 251 C) 
NONEXP BESS KA01 3519,. OCT 175 251 r,J 
NON~XP BESS KAPLUSN J5195 OCT 175 251 X 
3.SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
SPHER BESS J 35150 OCT 175 247 
SPHER BESSY 35151 OCT 175 2r.7 
SPHER BESS I 35152 OCT 175 · 247 
'SPHER BESS K 35153 OCT/75 21t7 
NONEXP SPHER BESS I 35154 OCT 175 21t7 
NON:.XP SPHER BESS K 35155 OCT /75 2 lt7 
4.AIRY FUNCTIONS 
AIRY 3511t0 OCT /75 2r.3 
AIRY ZEROS 3511t5 OCT /75 21t3 -
7elNTERPOLATION L APPROXl~ATIO~ 0 
loREAL DATA IN ONE OI~E~SION 
.,, 
C") 
1.INTEKPOLATlOk, WITH Pl 
1.POL YNOHULS :x 
loGENERAL POLYNOHIALS OJ 
HENTON 36010 SEP/71t 195 JTl 
ZeORTHOGONAL POLYNOHIALS 70 
ZeSPLINES .... 
1.GENERAL SPLINES \D 
' 2.NATU~AL SPLINES ..,, 






2~APPROXIMAT10N IN 2•NORH, HITrl 
1oGENERAL FUNCTIONS 









· &.EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
3.APPROXIHATION IN INF-NORH,WITH "'O 1.GENERAl FUN~TIONS )> 
ZoPOLVNOHIALS (il 
1oGENERAL POLYNOMIALS rn 
INI 36020 OEC/75 197 








~.APPROXIMATION IN i•NORK, WITH 
1.G~NERAL FUNCTIONS 
Z.POLYNOHIALS 
z.R~AL DATA IN HORE DIHENSIONi 
3oKtAL FUNCTIONS lN 1 DIHENSION 






CODE HNT/YR RECORD 
NJHBER. 
36022 OCT/75 197 
39999 NOT YET AVAILABL£ 
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BESS J l6o9o11 
BESS Y 1609.1) 
BE.SS I l&o9o Z) 
BESS K i&.9.21 
BESS KD1 C&.9.2) 
NONEXP BESS I C&.9.2) 
NONt.XP BESS K C&o9o2J 
NONEXP BESS K01 C6oio21 
BESS YAD1 C&.1D.11 
BESS YAPLUSN (6.10.1) 
BESS PQAD1 C6.1Do1) 
BESS KA01 C&.10.2) 
BESS KAPLUSN C&.10,ZJ 
NONEXP BESS KA01(6o10oZ) 


































IND~X BY CODE NUMBER ( J~NUA~Y 1976 > PA:;E 1 
GODE S:.CTION PROCEDURE HNT /YR 
30001 b. 2. HBASE .. JAN/76 
30002 be 2. A RR:'. B • JAN/76 
30003 6. 2. DWARF • JAN/76 
30004 be 2. GIANT • JA'4/76 
30005 6. 2. INTCAP • JAN/76 
30006 be 1. PI • JAN/7& 
30007 6. 1. E • JAN/76 
30008 6. 2. O\IE~FLOW • JAN/76 
30009 6. 2. UNDERFLOW • JAN/76 
30010 6. 3. RAN~OH 
30011 6. 3. SET~AN00H 
31010 1. 1. 1. INIVEC • APR/74 
31011 1. 1. 1. I NI MAT • APR/74 
31012 1. 1. 1. INI!tATO • APR/74 
31013 1. 1. 1. INISYHO APR/71+ 
31014 1. 1. 1. INISVHROW APR./71+ 
31020 1. 1. 3. HULVEC • APR/74 
31021 1. 1. 3. HULROW • APR/74 
31022 1. 1. 3. HULCOL • APR/71+ 
31030 1. 1. 2. OUPVEC • APR/74 
31031 1. 1. 2. OUPVEC~OW • AP'r<../74 
31032 1. 1. 2. OUPROW\IEC • APR/74 
31033 1. 1. 2. OUP\IECC::lL • APR/71+ 
31034 1. 1. 2. OUPCOLVEC • APR/74 
31035 1. 1. 2. OUP'1AT • APR/7'+ 
3101.+0 2. 2. 1. 1. POL OCT/75 
3101+1 2. 2. 1. 2. NEWPOL 
3101.+2 2. 2. 2. 2. CHEPOL OCT/75 
3101+3 2. 2. 2. 2. ALLCHEPOL OCT/75 
310Lt4 2. 2. 2. 1. ORTPOL 
3101.+5 2. 2. 2. 1. ALL:>RTPOL 
3101.+6 2. 2. 2. 2. CHEPOLSER OCT/75 
31047 2. 2. 2. 1. ORTPOLSER 
31050 2. I+. 1. NEWGRN OEC/75 
31051 2. 4. 1. POWCHS 
31052 2. 4. 2. HULPOL 
310 53 2. '+. 2. ADOPOL 
31054 2. 4. 2. SUBPOL 
31055 2. '+• 2. DIFPOL 
31057 2. 4. 2. INTPOL 
31060 DBSOL.ETE PROCEDURE ABSHAXl.#EC 
31061 1. 1. 8. INFNRHVEC • OCT/75 
31062 1. 1. 8. INFNRHROW • OCT/75 
31063 1. 1. 8. INFNRHCOL • OCT /75 
3106'+ 1. 1. 8. INFNRHHAT • OCT/75 
31065 1. 1. e. ONENRHVEC • OCT/75 
31066 1. 1. 8. ONENRH~0W • OCT/75 
31067 1. 1. 8. ONENRHCOL • OCT/75 
31068 1. 1. e. ONENRHMAT • OCT/75 
31069 1. 1. s. ABSHAXttAT • OCT/75 
310 70 1. 1. I+. 3. HSH\IECHAT • JAN/76 
INDE.X BY CODE NUMBER ( JANUA~Y 1976 ) PA:iE 2 
CODE. ~ECTION PRO::;EOJRE HNT /YR 
31071 1. 1. '+. 3. HSHCOLl1AT • JAN/76 
31072 1. 1. I+. 3. HSHROWMAT • JAN/76 
31073 1. 1. 4. 3. HSHVECTAH • JAN/76 
31074 1. 1. I+. 3. HSHCOLTAH • JAN/76 
31075 1. 1. 4. 3. HSHROWTAM • JAN/76 
31090 2. 2. 3. 1. SINSER OCT/74 
31091 2. 2. 3. 1. COSSER OCT/74 
31092 2. 2. 3. 1. FOUSER OCT /74 
31093 2. 2. 3. 1. FOUSER1 OCT /74 
31094 2. 2. 3. 1. FOUSER2 OCT /74 
31095 2. 2. 3. 1. COHFOUSER OCT/74 
31096 2. 2. 3. 1. COHFOUSER1 OCT /74 
31097 2. 2. 3. 1. COHFOUSER2 OCT /74 
31101 1. 5. 1. OP ADO • JAN/76 
31102 1. 5. 1. OP SUB • JAN/76 
31103 1. 5. 1. DP HUL • · JAN/76 
31104 1. 5. 1. OP Dl\/ • JAN/76 
31105 1. s. 1. LNG ADO • JAN/76 
31106 1. 5. 1. LNG SUB • JAN/76 
31107 1. 5. 1. LNG HUL • JAN/76 
31108 1. s. 1. LNG DIV • JAN/76 
31131 1. 1. 3. COLCST • APR/74 
31132 1. 1. 3. ROWCST • APR/74 
31200 1. 4. LNGINTAOO OCT/74 
31201 1. 4. LNGINTSUBTRACT OCT/74 
31202 1. '+• LNGINTHULT OCT /74 
31203 1. 4. LNGINTOIVIOE OCT/74 
31204 1. 4. LNGINTPOWER OCT /74 
31241 2. 2. 1. 1. TAYPOL OCT/75 
31242 2. 2. 1. 1. NORDERPOL OCT /75 
31243 2. 2. 1. 1. OERPOL OCT/75 
31246 2. 4. 3. INTCHS OCT/74 
31249 4. 2. 3. RECCOF 
31250 2. 4. 1. POLCHS 
31300 2. 5. FFT 
31362 3. 6. 2. AllZERORTPOL OCT/74 
31363 3. 6. 2. LUPZERORTPOL OCT/74 
31364 3. 6. 2. SELZERORTPOL OCT/74 
31420 4. 2. 3. GSSWGT 
31500 1. 1. '+• 2. FULMATVEC • DEC/75 
31501 1. 1. 4. z. FULTAH\fEC • DEC/75 
31502 1. 1. I+. 2. FULSYMHATVEC OEC/75 
31503 1. 1. 4. 2. RESIIEC • OEC/75 
31504 1. 1. I+. 2. SYH~ESVEC OEC/75 
31505 1. s. 2. 2. LNGFULHATVEC • JAN/76 
31506 1. 5. 2. 2. LNGFULTAHVEC • JAN/76 
31507 1. s. 2. 2. LNGFULSYHHATVEC JAN/76 
31508 1. 5. 2. 2. LNGRES\/EC • JAN/76 
31509 1. s. 2. 2. LNGSYHRESVEC JAN/76 
32010 4. 1. EULER JUL/74 
32020 4. 1. SUHPOSSERIES JUL/74 
INDEX BY CODE NUHBER ( JANUA~Y 1976 , PAGE 3 
CODE SECTION PROCEDURE MNT /YR 
32051 4. 2. 1. INTEGRAL JUL/74 
32070 4. 2. 1. QAORAT JUL/74 
32075 4+. z. 2. TRICUB OCT/75 
33010 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. RK1 AUG/74 
33011 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE RK1N 
33012 s. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. RKZ AUG/74 
33013 s. 2. 1. 1. z. 1. RKZN AUG/74 
33014 s. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. RK3 AUG/74 
33015 s. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. RK3N AUG/74 
33016 5. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. RK4A AUG/74 
33017 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. RK4NA AUG/74 
33016 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. RK5NA AUG/74 
33033 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. RKE OEC/75 
33040 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 3. HODIFI ED TAYLOR AU~/74 
33050 5. 2. 1. 1. 1. 3. EXPONENTIALLY FITTED TAYLOR AUG/74 
33061 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. ARK DEC/75 
33070 5. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. EFRK AUG/74 
33080 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. HULTISTEP AUG/74 
33120 s. 2. 1. 1 • 1. 2. EFERK AUG/74 
33130 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE LINIGER1 AUG/74 
33131 5. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. LINIGER2 AUG/74 
33132 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. LINIGE~1\IS OCT /74 
33135 5. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. INPEX OCT /75 
33160 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. z. EFSIRK AUG/74 
33170 s. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. 2. RICHARDSON OCT /74 
33171 5. 2. 1. 2. z. 1. 2. ELIMINATION OCT/74 
33160 5. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. OIFFSYS AUG/74 
33191 s. 2. 1. 1. 1. z. GHS OCT /74 
33300 5. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. fEH LAG JAN/76 
33301 s. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. FEH LAG SYM JAN/76 
33302 5. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. FEM LAG SKEW JAN/76 
33303 5. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. fEH HERH SYM JAN/76 
34010 1. 1. 4. 1. VECVEC • OEC/75 
34011 1. 1. L+. 1. HATVEC • OEC/75 
34012 1. 1. 4. 1. TAHVEC • DEC/75 
34013 1. 1. 4. 1. HATHAT .,,. DEC/75 
34014 1. 1. 4. 1. TAHHAT • OEC/75 
34015 1. 1. 4. 1. HATTAH • OEC/75 
34016 1. 1. 4. 1. SEQVEC • OEC/75 
34017 1. 1. 4. 1. SCAPRD1 "DEC/75 
34018 1. 1. 4. 1. SYHHATVEC OEC/75 
34020 1. 1. s. ELHVEC • APR/74 
31+021 1. 1. s. ELHVECCOL • APR/74 
34022 1. 1. 5. ELHCOLVEC .. APR./74 
34023 1. 1. s. ELHCOL .. APR/74 
34024 1. 1. s. ELHROW .. APR/74 
34025 1. 1. 5. HAXElHROH .. APR/74 
34026 1. 1. s. ELHVECROW • APR/74 
34027 1. 1. 5. ELHROHVEC • APR/74 
34026 1. 1. s. ELMROWCOL .. APR./74 
34029 1. 1. s. ELMCOLROH .. APR/74 
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34030 1. 1. 6. ICH\IEC • APR/74 
34031 1. 1. 6. ICHCOL ... APR/74 
34032 1. 1. 6. ICHROW ... APR/71+ 
34033 1. 1. 6. ICHROWCOL • APR/74 
34034 1. 1. 6. ICHSEQVEC • APR/74 
34035 1. 1. 6. ICHSEQ ... APRl7i+ 
34040 1. 1. 1. ROTCOL • APR/74 
34041 1. 1. 7. ROTROW • APR/74 
34050 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE OET 
34051 J. 1. 1 • 1. 1. 1. 3. SOL HAY/71t 
34053 3. 1. 1. 1 • 1. 1. 4. INV HAY/71t 
34061 3. 1. 1. 1 • 1. 1. 3. SOLELH HAY/71t 
34071 3. 1. 2. 1 • 1. 1. 1. 3. SOLBND JUN/74 
34130 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE LSQOEC 
34131 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. LSQSOL HAY/74 
34132 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 1. LSQOGLINV HAY/74 
34134 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 1. LSQORTOEC HAY/71+ 
34135 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. LSQORTOECSOL HAY/74 
34136 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. 3. LSQINV OCT/74 
34140 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. TFHSYHTRI2 JUN/74 
341'+1 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. BAKSYHTR12 JUN/74 
34142 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. TFHPREIIEC JUN/74 
34143 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. TFHSYHTRI1 JUN/74 
34144 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. BAKSYHTRI1 JUN/71+ 
34150 s. 1. 1. 1. 1. ZEROIN OCT /75 
34151 3. 3. 1. 1. 1. VALSYHTRI JUL/74 
34152 3. 3. 1. 1. 1. VECSYKTRI JUL/74 
34153 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. EIGVALSYH2 JUL/74 
34154 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. EIGSYH2 JUL/74 
34155 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. EIGVALSYH1 JUL/74 
34156 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. EIGSYH1 JUL/74 
34160 3. 3. 1. 1. 1. QRIVALSYHTRI JUL/74 
34161 3. 3. 1. 1. 1. QRISYHTRI JUL/71+ 
34162 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. QRIVALSYH2 JUL/74 
34163 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. QRISYH JUL/74 
34164 3. 3. 1. 1. 2. QRIVALSYH1 JUL/74 
34166 3. 3. 1. 1. 1. RATQRI 
34170 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. TFHREAHES JUN/74 
34171 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. BAKltEAHES1 JUN/74 
34172 3. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. BAKREAHES2 JUN/74 
34173 3. 2. 1. 1. 1. EQILBR JUN/74 
J4174 3. 2. 1. 1. 1. BAKLBR JUN/71+ 
34180 3. 3. 1. 2. 1. REAVALQRI JUL/74 
34181 3. 3. 1. z. 1. REAVECHES JUL/74 
34182 3. 3. 1. 2. 2. REAEIGVAL JUL/74 
34183 1. 1. 9. REASCL APR/71+ 
34184 3. 3. 1. 2. 2. REAEIG1 JUL/74 
34185 3. 3. 1. 2. z. REAEIG2 
34186 3. 3. 1. 2. 1. REAQRI JUL/74 
34187 3. 3. 1. 2. z. REAEIG3 JUL/74 
34190 3. 3. 1. 2. 1. COHVALQRI JUL/74 
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34191 3. J. 1. 2. 1. COHVECHES JUL/7'+ 
34192 3. 3. 1. 2. 2. COHEIGVAL JUL/74 
34193 1. 2. 9. COHSCL OEC/75 
3419'+ 3. 3. 1. 2. 2. COHEIG1 JUL/74 
34195 3. 3. 1. 2. 2. COHEIG2 
34200 s. 1. 1. 2. 3. DAMPED NEWTON 
34202 s. l.. 1. 2. 3. NEHRAP 
3'+203 s. 1. 2. 2. 4. NEWTONHIN 
34210 s. 1. z. 2. 1. LINEKIN OEC/75 
3'4211 s. 1. 2. 2. 1. RNK1UPO OEC/75 
34212 5. 1. 2. 2. 1. OAVUPO OEC/75 
34213 s. 1. 2. 2. 1. FLEUPO OEC/75 
34214 s. 1. 2. 2. 3. RNKUUN OEC/7S 
34215 s. 1. 2. 2. 3. FLEHIN 0EC/75 
34220 3. 1. 2. z. 1. CONJ GRAD JUN/74 
34221 3. 1. 2. 2. 1. CONJ RESI 
34230 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE HAXMAT 
34231 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. GSSELH HAY /74 
34232 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. GSSSOL HAY/71+ 
34235 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 4. INV1 HAY 111+ 
34236 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. I+. GSSINV HAY/71.+ 
34240 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. ONENRHINV MAY/74 
34241 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. ERBELN HAY/71+ 
34242 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. GSSERB MAY/74 
34243 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. GSSSOLERB MAY/74 
34241+ 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. I+. GSSINVERB HAY /74 
34250 3. .1. 1. 1. 1. 1. s. ITISOl MAY/74 
34251 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 5. GSSITISOL MAY/74 
34252 3. .1. 1. 1. 1 • 1. 1. GSSNRI HAY/74 
34253 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 5. ITISOLERB HAY /74 
34254 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 5. GSSITISOlERB HAY/74 
34260 3. 2. 2. 1. 1 .. HSHREABIO JUN/74 
34261 3. 2. 2. 1. 1. PSTTFHHAT JUN/74 
34262 3. 2. 2. 1. 1. PRETFNHAT JUN/74 
34270 3 .. s. 1. 1. QRISNGVAlBIO JUL/74 
34271 3. 5. 1. 1. QRISNGVALDECBID JUL/74 
34+272 3. 5. 1. 2. QRISNGVAl JUL/74 
34273 3. s. 1., 2. QRISNGIJALDEC JUL/74 
34280 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 1. SOlSVOOVR HAY /74 
34281 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 1. SOLOVR HAY/74 
34282 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 2. SOLSVOUNO MAY/74 
3'+283 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 2. SOLUND HAY/74 
3428'+ 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 3. HOHSOLSVO HAY /74 
34285 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. J. HOHSOl HAY/74 
34286 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 4. PSOINVSVO MAY/74 
34287 3. 1. 1. 3. 1. 4. PSOINV HAY/74 
31+300 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. DEC HAY /74 
34301 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. J. OECSOL HAY/74 
34302 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 4. OECINV MAY/74 
31+303 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. OETERH MAY/74 
3 !+310 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. CHLDEC2 MAY/74 
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34311 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. CHLOEC1 l'IAY/74 
34312 3. 1. 1 .. 1. 1. 2. 2. CHLDETERH2 HAY/74 
34313 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 2. CHLOETERH1 HAY/74 
34320 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. DECBNO JUN/74 
34321 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. DETERHBNO JUN/74 
34322 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. OECSOLBNO JUN/74 
31+330 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. z. 1. 1. CHLOECBNO JUN/74 
34331 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. CHLOETERHBNO JUN/74 
34332 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. 3. CHLSOLBNO JUN/74 
34333 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. 3. CHLOECSOLBNO JUN/74 
34340 1. 3. 1. COHA8S HAY/74 
3431+1 1. 3. 2. COHHUL HAY 171+ 
34342 1. 3. 2. COHOIV HAY/74 
34343 1. 3. 1. COHSQRT HAY/7'+ 
34344 1. 3. 1. CARPOL HAY/71+ 
34345 3. 6. 3. COHKWD JUL/74 
34352 1. 2. 3. COHCOLCST HAY/74 
34353 1. 2. 3. COHR.OWCST HAY/74 
34354 1. 2. 4. COHHATVEC HAY/74 
34355 1. 2. 4. HSHCOHCOL HAY /74 
34356 1. 2. I+. HSHCOHPRO HAY/74 
34357 1. 2. 7. ROTCOHCOL JAN/76 
34358 1. 2. 7. ROTCOHROH JAN/76 
34359 1. 2. 8. COHEUCNRH DEC/75 
34360 1. 2. 9. SCLCOH DEC/75 
34361 3. 2. 1. 1. 2. EQILBRCOH JUN/74 
34362 3. 2. 1. 1. 2. BAKLBRCOH JUN/74 
34363 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. HSHHRHTRI JUN/74 
34364 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. HSHHRHTRIIJAL JUN/74 
34365 3. 2. 1. z. 2. 1. BAl<HRHTRI JUN/74 
34366 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. 2. HSHCOHHES JUN/74 
34367 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. 2. BAKCOHHES JUN/74 
34368 3. 3. 2. 1. EIGVALHRH JUL/74 
34369 3. 3. 2. 1. EIGHRH JUL/74 
34370 3. 3. 2. 1. QRIVALHRH JUL/74 
34371 3. 3. 2. 1. QRIHRH JUL/74 
34372 3. 3. 2. 2. 1. VALQRICOH JUL/74 
34373 3. 3. 2. 2. 1. QRICOH JUL/74 
34374 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. EIGVALCOH JUL/74 
34375 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. EIGCOH JUL/74 
31.+376 1. 2. s. ELHCOHVECCOL MAY/74 
34377 1. 2. s. ELHCOHCOL HAY/74 
34378 1. 2. s. ELHCOMROWVEC MAY /74 
34390 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. CHLSOL2 HAY/74 
34391 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. CHLSOL1 MAY /74 
34392 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. z. 3. CHLOECSOL2 HAY/74 
34,393 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. CHLDECSOL1 MAY/74 
34400 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 4. CHLINV2 MAY/74 
34'+01 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 4. CHLINVi HAY/74 
34'+02 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 4. CHLDECINV2 MAY/74 
34403 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. z. 4. CHLOECINV1 MAY /74 
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34410 1. s. 2. 1. LNGVECVEC • JAN/76 
34411 1 .. s. 2 II 1. LNGMATVEC • JAN/76 
34412 1. s. 2. 1. LNGTAHVEC • JAN/76 
34413 1. s .. 2. 1. LNGMATMAT • JAN/76 
34414 1 .. 5. 2. 1. LNGTAMMAT ... JAN/76 
31+415 1. s. 2. 1. LNG HATT AM • JAN/76 
34416 1. s. 2. 1 .. LNGSEQVEC • JAN/76 
34417 1. 5. 2 .. 1. LNGSCAPR01 • JAN/76 
34418 1. s. 2. 1. LNGSYMHATVEC JAN/76 
34420 3. 1. 2. 1 • 1. 2. 2. 1. OECSYHTR.I JUN/74 
34421 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. SOLSYMTRI JUN/74 
34422 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2 .. 3. OECSOLSYHTRI JUN/74 
34423 3. 1. 2. 1. 1 .. 1. 2 .. 1. OECTRI JUN/74 
34424 3. 1. 2 .. 1. 1. 1 .. 2. 3. SOLTRI JUN/74+ 
34425 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. OECSOLTRI JUN/7 4 
34426 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. OECTRIPIV JUN/74 
34427 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. SOLJRIPIV JUN/74 
34428 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. OECSOLTRIPIV JUN /74 
34430 5. 1 .. 1. 2. 2. QUANEWBNO OCT /74 
34431 5., 1. 1. 2. 2. QUANEWBN01 OCT /74 
34432 5., 1. 2. 2. 2. PRAXIS OCT /75 
34433 5. 1. 2. 1. 1. HINlN OCT/75 
34435 5. 1 .. 2. 1. 2. HINlNOER OCT/75 
34436 5 .. 1. 1. 1. 1. ZEROIN~AT OCT /75 
34437 4 .. 3 .. 2. 1. JACOBNNF OCT/74 
34438 4., 3. 2. 1. JACOBNHF OCT 17'+ 
34439 4., 3. 2. 1 .. JACOBNBNOF OCT/7'+ 
34440 5. 1 .. 3. 1. 3. MARQUARDT OEC/75 
34441 5 .. 1. 3. 1. 3. GSSNEWTON OEC/75 
34444 5. 2 .. 1. 3. 1. PEIOE OCT/75 
34450 5 .. 1. 1. 2. 2. BROWNLS 
34451 :;;. 1. 1. 2. 2. QUANEW 
34452 5. 1. 1. 2. 2. QUANEW1 
34½53 5. 1. 1. 1. 2. ZEROINOER OCT /75 
34500 3. 6. 1. POLZEROS OCT/74 
34600 3 .. Lj- .. 1. 2" QZIVAL JAN/76 
34601 3. 4. 1. 2. QZI JAN/76 
34602 3., '+• 1. 2. HSHOECHUL JAN/76 
34603 3. 4., 1. 2. HESTGL3 JAN/76 
34604 3. 4., 1. 2. HESTGL2 JAN/76 
34605 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH2COL JAN/76 
3Lt~06 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH3COL JAN/76 
34607 3. l+ • 1. 2. HSH2ROW3 JAN/76 
34608 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH2ROW2 JAN/76 
34609 3. 1+. 1. 2. HSH3ROW3 JAN/76 
34610 3. t+ .. 1. 2. HSH3ROW2 JAN/76 
34611 1. 2. 7. CHSH2 JAN/7& 
3£+700 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 1 .. SYHOEC2 JAN/76 
34701 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 1. SYHOEC1 JAN/76 
34702 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 2. SYHDETERM2 JAN/76 
31+703 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 2. SYHDETERM1 JAN/76 
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34311 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. CHLDEC1 MAY/74 
34312 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 2. CHLDETERM2 HAV/74 
34313 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 2. CHLOETERH1 HAY/74 
34320 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. OECBND JUN/74 
34321 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. i. 1. z. OETERHBND JUN/74 
34322 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. OECSOLBND JUN/74 
34330 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. 1. CHLOECBNO JUN/74 
34331 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. CHLOETERHBND JUN/74 
34332 3. 1. z. 1. 1. 2. 1. 3. CHLSOLBNO JUN/74 
34333 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. 3. CHLDECSOLBNO JUN/74 
34340 1. 3. 1. COHABS MAY/74 
34341 1. 3. 2. COHHUL MAY/74 
34342 1. 3. 2. COHOIV MAV/74 
34343 1. 3. 1. COHSQRT HAY/74 
34344 1. 3. 1. CARPOL HAV/7'+ 
34345 3. 6. 3. COHKWD JUL/74 
34352 1. 2. 3. COHCOLCST HAV/74 
34353 1. 2. 3. COHROWCST MAY/74 
34354 1. 2. 4. COHHATVEC MAY/74 
34355 1. 2. '+. HSHCOHCOL HAY /74 
34356 1. 2. 4. HSHCOHPRD MAY/74 
34357 1. 2. 7. ROTCOHCOL JAN/76 
34358 1. 2. 7. ROTCOHROW JAN/76 
34359 1. 2. 8. COHEUCNRH OEC/75 
34360 1. 2. 9. SCLCOH OEC/75 
14361 3. 2. 1. 1. 2. EQILBRCOH JUN/74 
14362 3. 2. 1. 1. 2. BAKLBRCOM JUN/74 
.$4363 3. 2. 1 • 2. 2. 1. HSHHRHTRI JUN/71+ 
34364 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. HSHHRHTRIVAL JUN/74 
34365 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. BAKHRHTRI JUN/74 
34366 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. z. HSHCOHHES JUN/74 
34367 3. 2. 1. 2. 2. 2. BAKCOHHES JUN/74 
34368 3. 3. 2. 1. EIGVALHRH JUL/74 
34369 3. 3. z. 1. EIGHRH JUL/74 
34370 3. 3. z. 1. QRIVALHRH JUL/74 
34371 3. 3. 2. 1. QRIHRH JUL/74 
34372 3. 3. 2. 2. 1. VALQRICOH JUL/74 
34373 3. 3. 2. 2. 1. QRICOH JUL/74 
34374 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. EIGVALCOH JUL/74 
34375 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. EIGCOH JUL/74 
34376 1. 2. s. ELHCOH\IECCOL HAY /74 
34377 1. 2. s. ELHCOHCOL HAY/74 
34378 1. 2. s. ELHCOHROWVEC HAY /74 
34390 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. z. 3. CHLSOLZ HAY/74 
34391 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. CHLSOL1 MAY /74 
34392 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. CHLDECSOLZ M.AY/74 
34393 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. z. 3. CHLOECSOL1 HAY/74 
3'+400 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. '+• CHLINVZ MAY/74 
3'+401 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 4. CHLINV1 HAY/74 
34402 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. '+• CHLOECINl/2 MAY/74 
34403 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2. 4. CHLDECINl/1 MAY/74 
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34410 1. 5. 2. 1. LNGVECVEC • JAN/76 
34411 1. s. 2. 1. LNGMATVEC • JAN/76 
34412 1. 5. 2. 1. LNGTAHVEC • JAN/76 
34413 1. s. 2. 1. LNGHATMAT .. JAN/76 
34414 1. 5. 2. 1. LNGTAHHAT • JAN/76 
34415 1. s. 2. 1. LNGMATTAM • JAN/76 
34416 1. 5. 2. 1. LNGSEQVEC • JAN/76 
34417 1. s. 2. 1. LNGSCAPR01 • JAN/76 
3'+416 1. s. 2. 1. LNGSYHHATVEC JAN/76 
3t+420 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. DECSYMTRI JUN/74 
34421 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. SOLSYHTRI JUN/74 
34422 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2. 3. OECSOLSYHTRI JUN/74 
34423 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. DECTRI JUN/74 
34424 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. z. 3. SOLTRI JUN/74 
34425 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. z. 3. DECSOLTRI JUN/74 
34426 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. OEGTRIPIV JUN/74 
34427 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. SOLTRIPIV JUN/74 
34428 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. DECSOLTRIPIV JUN/74 
3'+430 5. 1. 1. 2. 2. QUANEWBNO OCT /74 
34431 5. 1. 1. 2. 2. QUANEWBN01 OCT/74 
34432 s. 1. 2. 2. 2. PRAXIS OCT/75 
34433 s. 1. 2. 1. 1. HININ OCT/75 
34435 5. 1. 2. 1. 2. HININOER OCT/75 
3443& s. 1. 1. 1. 1. ZEROIN~AT OCT /75 
34437 4. 3. 2. 1. JACOBNNF OCT/74 
34438 4. 3. 2. 1. JACOBNMF OCT/74 
34439 4. 3. 2. 1. JACOBNBNOF OCT/74 
34440 s. 1. 3. 1. 3. HARQUAROT OEC/75 
34441 5. 1. 3. 1. 3. GSSNEWTON OEC/75 
3'+44'+ 5. 2. 1. 3. 1. PEIDE OCT/75 
31+450 5. 1. 1. z. z. BROWNLS 
3'+451 5. 1. 1. 2. 2. QUANEW 
341+52 s. 1. 1. 2. 2. QUANEW1 
34453 5. 1. 1. 1. 2. ZEROINOER OCT/75 
3'+500 3. 6. 1. POLZEROS OCT/74 
34600 3. 4. 1. 2. QZIVAL JAN/76 
34601 3. 4. 1. 2. QZI JAN/76 
31+602 3. 4. 1. 2. HSHDECHUL JAN/76 
34603 3. 4. 1. 2. HESTGL3 JAN/76 
3'+60'+ 3. 4. 1. z. HESTGL2 JAN/76 
34605 3. 4. 1. z. HSH2COL JAN/76 
34€,06 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH3COL JAN/76 
34607 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH2ROW3 JAN/76 
34608 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH2ROW2 JAN/76 
34609 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH3ROW3 JAN/76 
34610 3. 4. 1. 2. HSH3ROW2 JAN/76 
34611 1. 2. 7. CHSH2 JAN/76 
34700 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 1. SYHOEC2 JAN/76 
3'+ 701 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 1. SYHOEC1 JAN/76 
34702 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 2. SYHDETERH2 JAN/76 
34703 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 2. SYHOETERM1 JAN/76 
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34704 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 3. SYHSOL2 JAN/76 
34705 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 3. SYMSOL1 JAN/76 
34706 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 3. SYMDECSOLZ JAN/76 
34707 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 3. SYHDECSOL1 JAN/76 
34708 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 4. SYHINV2 JAN/76 
34709 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. l+. SYMINV1 JAN/76 
34710 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. '+• SYHDECINVZ JAN/76 
34711 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. 3. 4. SYHDECINV1 JAN/76 
35020 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE ERF 
3 5021 6. 7. ERRORFUNCTION OCT/74 
35022 6. 1. NONEXPERFC OCT /74 
35023 6. 1. INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION OCT/74 
35027 6. 1. FRESNEL OCT/74 
35028 6. 1. FG OCT/74 
35030 6. 6. INCOHGAH SEP/74 
35038 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE NONEXPKO 
35040 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE KO 
35050 6. 6. INCBETA SEP/74 
35051 6. 6. IBPPLUSN SEP/74 
35052 6. 6. IBQPLUSN SEP/74 
35053 6. 6. IXQFIX SEP/74 
35054 6. 6. IXPFIX SEP/74 
35055 be 6. FORWARD SEP/74 
35056 6. 6. BACKWARD SEP/74 
"350 60 6. 6. RECIP GAMMA SEP/74 
35061 6. 6. GAHHA SEP/74 
!5062 6. 6, LOG GAMMA SEP/74 
35071 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE KA 
35072 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE KAPLUSN 
35073 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE NONEXPKA 
35074 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE NONEXPKAPLUSN 
35075 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE YA 
35076 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE YAPLUSN 
35077 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE BESSELPQ 
35080 6. 5. 1. EI SEP/74 
35081 6. 5. 1. EI ALPHA SEP/74 
35083 2. 3. JFRAC HAY/74 
35084 6. s. 2. SINCOSINT SEP/7'+ 
35085 6. 5. 2. SINCOSFG SEP/74 
35086 6. s. 1. ENX SEP/74 
35087 6. s. 1. NONEXP ENX SEP/74 
35100 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE BESSELJ 
35101 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE BESSELY 
35102 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE BESSELI 
35103 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE BESSELK 
35104 OBSOLETE PROCEDURE NONEXPBESSELI 
35105 OBSOLETE PROCEO!JRE NONEXPBESSELK 
35111 6. 4. 2. SlNij SEP/74 
35112 6. l+. 2. COSH SEP/74 
35113 6. 4. 2. TANH SEP/74 
35111+ 6. 4. 2. ARCSINH SEP/7'+ 
INDEX BY CODE NUMBER ( JANUARY 197& ) PAGE 9 
CODE SECTION PROCEDURE HNT /YR 
35115 6. 4. 2. ARCCOSH SEP/74 
35116 6. 4. 2. ARCTANH SEP/74 
35120 6. 4. 1. TAN SEP/74 
35121 6. '+. 1. ARCS IN SEP/74 
3 5122 6. 4. 1. ARCCOS SEP/74 
35140 E:.10. 4. AIRY OCT/75 
35145 b. 10 • 4. AIRY ZEROS OCT /75 
35150 6. 10. 3. SPHER BESS J OCT/75 
35151 6. 10 • 3. SPHER BESS y OCT/75 
35152 6. 10 • 3. SPHER BESS I OCT/75 
35153 6. 10. 3. SPHER BESS K OCT/75 
35154 6. 10 • 3. NONEXP SPHER BESS I OCT/75 
35155 6. 10. 3. NONEXP SPHER BESS K OCT /75 
35160 6. 9. 1. BESS JO OCT/75 
35161 E>. 9. 1. BESS J1 OCT/75 
35162 6. 9. 1. BESS J OCT/75 
35163 6. 9. 1. BESS Y01 OCT/75 
35164 6. 9. 1. BESSY OCT/75 
35105 6. 9. 1. BESS PQO OCT/75 
35166 6. 9. 1. BESS PQ1 OCT/75 
35170 6. 9. 2. BESS IO OCT/75 
35171 6. 9. 2. BESS 11 OCT /75 
35172 6. 9. 2. BESS I OCT/75 
35173 &. 9. 2. BESS K01 OCT/75 
35174 6. 9. 2. BESS K OCT /75 
35175 6. 9. 2. NONEXP BESS IO OCT /75 
3517& &. 9. 2. NONEXP BESS Ii OCT/75 
35177 6. 9. 2. NONEXP BESS I OCT/75 
35178 b. 9. 2. NONEXP BESS K01 OCT/75 
35179 b. 9. 2. NONEXP BESS K OCT/75 
35180 6. 10. 1. BESS JAPLUSN OCT/75 
35181 &.10. 1. BESS YA01 OCT/75 
35182 &. 10. 1. BESS YAPLUSN OCT/75 
35183 6. 10 • 1. BESS PQA01 OCT /75 
35190 6. 10 • 2. BESS IAPLUSN OCT/75 
35191 6. 10 • 2. BESS KA01 OCT/75 
35192 6. 10 • 2. BESS KAPLUSN OCT /75 
35193 6.10. 2. NONEXP BESS IAPLUSN OCT/75 
35194 6. 10 • 2. NONEXP BESS KA01 OCT /75 
35195 6. 10 • 2. NONEXP BESS KAPLUSN OCT/75 
3t>010 7. 1. 1. 1. 1. NEWTON SEP /7 '+ 
36020 7. 1. 3. 2. 1. INI OEC/75 
36021 7. 1. 3. 2. 1. SNDREHEZ DEC/75 
36022 7. 1. 3. 2. 1. HINHAXPOL OCT /75 
391398 9. WRITE 
3 9'399 9. READ 
KW!~ INJEX (DECEMBER 1375) PAGE 0 
IN THI5 KEY HORD IN CONTEXT (KWIC) INDEX KEY WORDS AND PROCEDURE 
NAM~S ARE ORDER~O ALPHABETICALLY. 
THE KWIC INDEX IS BASED UPON PROGRAM ABSTRACT SUCH ASI 
32070 tQADRAT (#QUADRATURE) COMPUTES THE #DEFINITE #INTEGRAL OF A 
IFUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL. 
THE ~BSTRACT COMPRISES THE CODE NUHBER ANO A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PROGRAM <IT~ NAME, WHAT IT DOES, AND HOW IT DOES IT>. 
THE "'IHP:lRTA~T" WORDS <PRECEDED BY A # IN THE ABOVE EXAHPLE) ARE USED 
~S K~Y WORDS IN THE KWIC INDEX. 
THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF OUR ABO~E EXAHPLE ABSTRACT IN THE KWIC INDEX 
ISi 
QAORAT COMPUTES THE .DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE 
VARIABLE. OVER A FINITE INTERVAL. 32070 133 
IF THIS PRJG~AM (QADRAT) IS OF INTEREST, YOU CAN LOCATE IT BY HEANS 
OF ITS coo~ NUMBER (32070). 
IN C4Sl AN ~NTRY IN THE KWI~ INDEX IS 
TRUNCATED AT AN ENO OF THE LINE>, YOU 
( BY CODE N~MBER > OF ALL THE ABSTR~CTS 
NOT COMPLETELY R~A~ABL~ (I.E. 
CAN FIND A COHPLETE LISTING 
FOLLOWING THE KWIC INDEX. 
SING~ ALL PROCEDURE NAMES ~AVE BEEN INSERTED AS (EYWORDS, THE 
KWIG INDEX CAN ALSO BE USED TO TRACE A PROCEDURE BY ITS NAHEe 
Kw!CINOEX 
ITERATIVE HETHOD, WHICH IS AN 
LTISTEP HETHOO AOAHS•HOULTON, 
















EVALUATES THE AIRY FUNCTIONS 
AIRY EVALUATES THE 
ANO ASSOCIATED VALUES OF THE 
PERFORMS THE SUHHATION OF AN 
CIENTS OF THE POLVNOHIAL THAT 
ORDER RUHGE-KUTTA HETHOD; THE 
ARCCOS COMPUTES THE 
ARCSIN COMPUTES THE 
AP.REB DELIVERS THE 
BASE DELIVERS THE BASE OF THE 
EFSIRK SOLVES AN 
EFERK SOLVES AN 
LINIGER2 SOLVES AN 
LINIGER1VS SOLVES AN 
GHS SOLVES AN 
VEN SET OF INTEGERS; IT IS AN 
OF A REFERENCE SET; IT IS AN 
FG IS AN 
HSHOECMUL IS AN 
HESTGL3 IS AN 
HESTGL2 IS AN 
HSH2COL IS AN 
HSH3COL IS AN 
HSH2ROW3 IS AN 
t1SH2".0W2 IS AN 
HSH3ROW3 IS AN 
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ABSHAXHAT CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF THE LARGEST ELEMENT Of A HATRIX ANO DELIVERS THE INOIC 
ACCELERATION OF RICHARDSON'S METHOD. 
ADAHS•BASHFDRTH OR GEAR'S METHOD; THE ORDER OF ACCURACY IS AUTOMATIC, UP TO 5TH ORDER; THI 
ADAMS-HOJLTON, ADAMS-BASHFORTH OR GEAR'S METHOD; THE ORDER OF ACCURACY IS AUTOHATIC, UP TO 
ADDS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR. 
ADOS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR. 
ADOS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR. 
ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
ADOS A CONSTANT TIHES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR. 
AuOS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUHN VECTOR, 
ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTO~ TO A ROW VECTOR. 
ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, HAXELHROW&=THE SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT 
ADOS A CONSTA~T TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR• 
ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TD A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TD A ROW VECTOR. 
ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A VECTOk ■ 
ADDS TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUHBERS. 
ADOS THO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION SUH. 
AICZI ANO ailZ> ANO THEIR DERIVATIVES. 
AIRY EVALUATES THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AICZ> ANO BilZ) ANO THEIR DERIVATIVES. 
AIRY FUN:TIONS AI(ZI AND BI(Z) A~O THEIR DERIVATIVES. 
AIRY FUNCTIONS AI<Z> AND BI(Zl ANO THEIR OERIVATIVESo 
AIRYZEROS COMPUTES THE ZEROS AND ASSOCIATED VALUES Of THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AlCZ> AND 81(21 A 
ALLCHEPOL EVALUATES ALL CHEBYSHEV POLYNOHIALS UP TO A CERTAIN DEGREE. 
ALLZERORTPOL CALCULATES ALL ZEROS Of AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOHIAL. 
ALTERNATING INFINITE SERIES. 
APPROXIMATES A FUNCTION, GIVEN FDR DISCRETE ARGUMENTS, SUCH THAT THE INFINITY NORH OF THE 
ARC LENGTH rs INTRODUCED AS AN INTEGRATION VARIABLE; THE INTEGRATION IS TERHINATEO AS SOON 
ARCCOS COMPUTES THE ARCCOSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
AKCCOSH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT Xo 
ARCCOSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X ■ 
ARCSIN COMPUTES THE ARCSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X ■ 
ARCSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT Xe 
ARCSINH COMPUTES THE INVE~SE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
ARCTANH COMPUTES THE INVE~SE HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUHENT Xo 
ARITHMETIC ERROR BOUND OF THE COMPUTORo 
ARITHMETIC OF THE COHPUTORa 
ARK SJLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM) BY HEANS 
ARKEB DELIVERS THE ARITHMETIC ERROR BOUND OF THE COMPUTOR. 
AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL 
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL 
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH Of 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL 
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ElUATIONS C INITIAL 
AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL 






AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR HINHAXPOL ■ 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
AUXILIARY P~OCEOURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
AUXILIARY PkOCEOURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF 
AUXILIARY PKOCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 







GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES ■ 
GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
GEN~RALIZED E1GENVALUES. 
PROBLEM ) BY 
PROBLEM ) BV 
PROBLEM) BY 
PR03LEM I BY 

































































HSH3R.OH2 IS AN 
IXQFIX IS AN 
IXPFIX IS AN 
FORWARD IS AN 
BACKWARD IS AN 
BESS POA01 IS AN 
BESS PQ1 IS AN 
BESS PQO IS AN 
SINCOSFG IS AN 
8AKREAHES1 PERFORMS THE 
BAKREAHES2 PERFORMS THE 
BAKLBR PERFbRMS THE 
BAKCOHHES PERFORMS THE 
BAKHRHTRI PERFORMS THE 
BAKSYMTRI1 PERFORMS THE 
BAKSYHTRIZ PERFORMS THE 
THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS IN 
LCULATES THE OETERHINANT OF A 
A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC 
A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A 
HSASE DELIVERS THE 
SS Ji CALCULATES THE ORDINARY 
SS 11 CALCULATES THE HOOIFIEO 
SS 11 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
SS JO CALCULATES THE ORDINARY 
SS IO CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
SS IO CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
2&/01/ 7& 
AUXILIARY PROCELURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES ■ 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 
AUXILIARY PROCEUU~E FDR THE COMPJTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF INCOHPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS FOR LARGE VALUES OF THEIR 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF ORDER ONE FOR 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF ORDER ZERO FOR 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FDR THE SINE ANO COSINE INTEGRALS. 
aACK TRANSFORHATION I ON A VECTOR) CORRESPONDING TO TFHREAHES. 
BACK TRANSFORMATION I ON COLUMNS l CORRESPONDING TO TFMREAHES. 
BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO EQILBR. 
BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TD HSHCOHHES ■ 
BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHHRHTRio 
BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO TFHSYMTRI1 ■ 
BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO TFHSYHTRI2 ■ 
BACKWARD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COiPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONSe 
BAKCOMHES PERFORHS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHCDHHES. 
BAKHRHTRI PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHHRMTRI. 
BAKLBR PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONOING TO EQILBR. 
BAKLBRCOH TRANSFORMS THE EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX EQUILIBRATED C BY EQILBRCOH) MATRIX IN 
BAKREAHES1 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION ( ON A VECTOR) CORRESPONDING TO TFMREAHES. 
BAKREAHESZ PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION C ON COLUMNS I CORRESPONDING TO TFHREAHES. 
BAKSYMTRI1 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO TFHSYHTRI1o 
BAKSVHTRI2 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO TFHSYHTRI2 ■ 
BAND FORM AND IS STORED ROHWISE IN A ONE•DIHENSIONAL ARRAY ■ 
BANO MATRIX ■ 
SANO MATRIX ■ 
BAND ~ATRIX. 
BAND HATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
BASE OF THE ARITHHETIC OF THE COHPUTOR ■ 
BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L I L = Dt•••tN) 
BESS IAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=Dt ■ • 
BESS IO CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO. 
BESS 11 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE ■ 
BESS J CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L IL= D, ••• ,N I 
BESS JAPLUS~ CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+K I O<=K<=N, D<=A< 
BESS JO CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO ■ 
BESS Jl CALCULATES THE ORJINARV BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE ■ 
BESS K CALCULATES THE HOOIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER L ( L = O, ••• ,N I 
aESS KAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND Of ORDER A+N, N=O, •• 
uESS KA01 C~LCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A AND Atl, A>= 
BESS K01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDERS ZERO AllD ONE W 
BESS PQA01 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS FOR LARGE 
BESS PQO IS AN AU~ILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF 
BESS PQ1 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF 
BESSY CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND OF ORDER L I L = O, ••• ,N I 
BESS YAPLUSN CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ••• ,NHAX , 
BESS YA01 CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND ( ALSO CALLEO NEUHANN'S FUNCTION 
BESS Y01 CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND ORDER ZERO ANO ONE WITH 
BESSEL FUNCTI~N OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE. 
BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND Of ORDER ONE. 
BESSEL FUNCTION ~F THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE; THE RESULT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXPC-ABSCX)I 
BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND Of ORDER ZERO. 
BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO. 
BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO; THE RESULT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXPC•ABSIXIJ. 
PAGE 2 
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ULATES THE HODifIEO SPHERICAL 
BcSS JAPLUSN CALCULATES THE 
PLUSN CALCULATES THE HODifIEO 
PLUSN CkLCULATES THE MODIFIED 
ESS J CALCULATES THE ORDINARY 
ESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
ESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
ULATES THE MOOIFIEO SPHERICAL 
SS J CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL 
BESS YA01 CALCULATES THE 
8ESS YAPLUSN CALCULATES THE 
ESSY CALCULATES THE ORDINARY 
S Y01 CALCULATES THE ORDINARY 
ULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL 
KA01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
KA01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
PLUSN CALCULATES THE MOOIFIED 
PLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
ESS K CALCULATES THE HOOiflEO 
ESS K CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
S K01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
S KO! CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
ULATES THE HOOIFIED SPHERICAL 
SS Y CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL 
CBETA COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE 
I3PPLUSN COMPUTES INCOMPLETE 
IBQPLUSN COMPUTES INCOMPLETE 
THl AlF.Y FUNCTIONS AIIZI AND 
REABIO TRANSFORMS A MATRIX TO 
ATES THE SINGULAR VALUES Of A 
E REAL t!GENVALUES I ELLIPTIC 
E P.EAL EIGENVALUES I ELLIPTIC 
SYH SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT 
K~W SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT 
SYH SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT 
LAG SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT 
CARPOL TRANSFOR.MS THE 
CHEPOL EVALUATES A 
ALLCHEPOL EVALUATES ALL 
NDEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A GIVEN 
CHE?OLSER EVALUATES A 
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BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 1ST KIND MULTIPIED BY EXPC-Xll I(K+ ■ 5l CXl•SQRTCPI/CZ•XJl•EXPC-X>, 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 1ST KIND Of ORDER A+K I O<=K<=N, O<=A<! I ■ 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF OROER A+N, N=D, ••• ,NMAX , A>=O AND ARGUMENT X>=D. 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ••• ,NHAX , A>=O ANO ARGUMENT X>=O, HULT 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 1ST KIND Of ORDER L IL= O, ••• ,N I ■ 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 1ST KINO Of ORDER L ( L = O, ••• ,N le 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND Of ORDER L I L = O, ••• ,N ll THE RESULT IS MULTIPLIED BYE 
BtSSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINDi I(K+.5l1Xl•SQRTCPI/12•Xl 1, K=O, ••• ,N , WHERE I(K+.5JCXI 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND& J[K+.5lCX>•SQRTIPI/C2•XII, K=O, ••• ,N, WHERE JCK+ ■ 5JCXI 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 2NO KIND I ALSO CALLEO NEUMANN'S FUNCTIONS) Of ORDER A AND A+l C 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ••• ,NMAX, A>=O, AND ARGUMENT X>O. 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND OF ORDER L C L = O, ••• ,N I WITH ARGUMENT X, X> D ■ 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND ORDER ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUMENT x; X > o. 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND MULTIPLIED BY EXP(+XI I KCI+ ■ 5JIXl•SQRTIPI/!2•X>l•EXPl+Xl 
BESSEL FUNCTIJNS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A ANO A+1, A>=O ANO ARGUMENT X, X>O, MULTIPLIED 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A ANO A+1, A>=O, AND ARGUMENT X, X>O ■ 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A+N, N•D••••oNMAX, A>=O ANO ARGUMENT X>D MULTIP 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RO KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ••• ,NMAX t A>=Do ANO ARGUMENT X>Oo 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER L ( L: O, ••• ,N ) WITH ARGUMENT X, X > Do 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF OROER L IL= O, ••• ,N l WITH ARGUMENT X, X>O; THE RESU 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KINO OF ORDER ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUMENT X, X>O; THE RESULT IS 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDERS ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUMENT X, X > Do 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KINDi KCI+.5JIXl•SQRT<Pil<2•XI 1, I=o, ••• ,N • WHERE KCI+o5J(XJ 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KINOI Y(K+o5J(Xl•SQRT(Pl/(2•X)I, K=D, ••• ,N , WHER.E Y(K+o5l(X) 
BETA-FUNCTION ICX,P,QJ; 0 <= X <= 1, P > D, Q > Da 
BETA•FUNCTION RATIOS I(X,P+N,Q) FOR N s O (1l NHAX, 0 <= X <2 1, P > O, Q > O. 
BETA•FUNCTION RATIOS ICX,P,Q+N> FOR N • 0 11J NMAX, 0 cm X <• 1, P ► O, Q > Oe 
BI(Zl ANO THEIR DERIVATIVES ■ 
BIDIAGONAL FORM, BY PREHULTIPLYING ANO POSTHULTIPLYING WITH ORTHOGONAL MATRICES ■ 
BIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM > BY HEANS OF A NON-STATIONA~Y 2ND ORDER ITERATIVE METHOD. 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM> BY MEANS OF A NON-STATIONARY 2ND ORDER ITERATIVE METHOD, WHICH IS 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A FOURTH ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH OIRICHLE 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-GALERKIN METHOD. 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ•GAL 
BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-GAL 
CAP.POL TRANSFORMS THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF A COMPLEX NUMBER INTO POLAR COORDINATES. 
CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF A COMPLEX NUMBER INTO POLAR COORDINATES. 
CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIAL, 
CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS UP TO A CERTAIN DEGREE. 
CHEBYSHEV SERIES. 
CHEBYSHEV SERIES. 
CHEPOL EVALUATES A CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIAL. 
CHEPOLSER EVALUATES A CHEBYSHEV SERIES. 
CHLOECBND PERFORMS THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION Of A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC BAND MATRIX 
CHLDECINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQ 
CHLDECINV2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMHET~IC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQ 
CHLDECSOLBND SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC LINEAR SYSTEH AND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULA 
CHLDECSOL1 SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAF EQUATIONS BY CHDLESKY'S S 
CHLOECSOL2 SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S S 
CHLDEC1 CALCULATES THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOS 
CHLDEC2 CALCULATES THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOS 
CHLOETER~BNO CALCULATES THE DETERHINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC BAND HATRIX. 
CHLOETERMi CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT Of A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC MATRIX, THE CHOLESK 
CHLDETERHZ CALCULATES OF THE DETERMINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, THE CHOL 
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CHLOECBNO PERFORMS THE 
CHLOtC1 CALCULATES THE 
CHLDEC2 CALCULATES THE 
E TRIANGULA~ OECOHPOSITION BY 
SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
TAHHAT I= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
TAHVEC 1= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
OHCOLCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX 
COLCST HULTIPLIES A 
ES A CONSTANT HULTIPLIEO BY A 
OUPVECCOL COPIES A 
LHCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A 
OHPLEX NUMBER TIHES A COMPLEX 
OHPLEX NUHaER TIMES A COMPLEX 
O~COL AODS A CONSTANT TIMES A 
ECCOL ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A 
ULAT£S THE INFINITY-NORM OF A 
OL CALCULATES THE 1-NORM OF A 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
SCLCOM NORMALIZES THE 
REASCL NORMALIZES THE 
HE ERROR FUNCTION I ERF > ANO 
A COMBINATION OF PARTIAL AND 
OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH 
COHCOLCST HJLTIPLIES A 
ADOS A COMPLEX NUHBER TIMES A 
AOOS A COMPLEX NUMBE~ TIMES A 
~OTCOHCOL REPLACES TWO 
TRANSFORMATION FOLLOWED BY A 
CTOR CORRE~PONDING TO A GIVEN 
ALQP.I CALCULATES THE REAL ANO 
NSFORMS THE EIGENVECTORS OF A 
COMFDUSER EVALUATES A 
COMFOUSER1 EVALUATES A 
COHFOUSER2 EVALUATES A 
LCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A 
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CHLINV2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, IF THE HATRIX HAS 
CHLSDLBNO SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC LINEAR SYSTEH, THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION 
CHLSOL1 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED 
CHLSOL2 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSEO 
CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC BAND MATRIX. 
CHOLESKY DEGO~POSITIDN OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIV 
CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIV 
CHOLESl<Y'S HETHOO. . 
CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD BE ~IVEN COLUHNWISE IN A ONE-
CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN IN THE UPPERTRIANGLE 
CHSH2 FINDS A COMPLEX ROTATION MATRIX. 
COLCST MULTIPLIES A COLUMN VECTOR BV A CONSTANT. 
COLUMN VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
COLUMN VECTOR AND A VECTOR. 
COLUMN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUHBERo 
COLUHN VECTOR BY A CONSTANT, 
COLUMN VECTOR INTO A COLUHN VECTOR, 
COLUHN VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
COLUHN VECTO~ ·To A COLUMN VECTOR. 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR. 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR. 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
COLUMN VECTOR. 
COLUH'l VECTOR. 
COLUHN VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
COLUMNS OF~ COHPLEX MATRIX. 
COLUHNS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
COHABS CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF A COMPLEX NUMBER. 
COHCOLCST MULTIPLIES A COHPLEX COLUMN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER. 
COMOIV CALCULATES THE QUOTIENT OF THO COMPLEX NUHBERS. 
COHEIGVAL CALCULATES THE EIGENIIALUES OF A HATRIX. 
COMEIG1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A HATRIXe 
COMEUCNRH CALCULATES THE EUCLIDEAN NORM OF A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH LW LOWER COOIAGONALSo 
COMFOJSE~ EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
COHFOUSER1 EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES. 
COMFOUSE~2 EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES. 
COMKHO CALCULATES THE ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS, 
COMMATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR ANO A COHPLEX VECTOR. 
COHMUL CALCULATES THE PRODUCT OF THO COMPLEX NUMBERS• 
COHPLEHE'lTARY ERROR FUNCTION I ERFC) FOR A REAL ARGUHENT. 
COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
COHPLEX COEFFICIENTS. 
COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER. 
COMPLEX COLU~'l VECTOR TO A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR. 
COMPLEX COLUMN VECTORS X ANO y BV TWO COMPLEX VECTORS ex. SY AND CY - sx. 
COHPLEX DIAGONAL TRANSFOR~ATION INTO A SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER-HESSENBERG MATRIX HITM A REAL 
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER-HESSENaE~G MATRIX BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
COMPLEX EIGEN~ALUES OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX BY HEANS OF DOUBLE QR ITERATION, 
COMPLEX EQUILIBRATED C BY EQILBRCOH I HATRIX INTO THE EIGENVECTORS OF THE ORIGINAL HATRIXe 
COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES. 
COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES, 
COMPLEX HERHITIAN MATRIX. 



























































LCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVALUES AliO EIGEllVECTOKS OF A 
HSHCOMHES TRANSFORMS A 
HSHCOHPRO P~EHULTIPLIES A 
LATES THE EUCLIDEAN NORM OF A 
H NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A 
EQILBRCOH lQUILIBRATES A 
LCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
N~ECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A 
HE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF A 
S CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF A 
LCULATES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A 
CALCULATES THE PRODUCT OF TWO 
ALCULATES THE QUOTIENT OF TWO 
CHSH2 FINDS A 
LATES THE SCALAR P~ODUCT OF A 
COHROWCST HULTIPLIES A 
ROTCOMROW REPLACES TWO 
LCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
TORS ANU THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
HSHCOHCOL TRANSFORMS A 
AOOS A COMPLEX NUMBER TINES A 
AR EQUATIONS BY THE HETHOO OF 
NULCOL STORES A 
MULROW STORES A 
HULVEC STORES A 
ELHCO"L ADOS A 
ELHROWCOL ADOS A 
ELHVECCOL ADDS A 
ELHCOLROW ADOS A 
ELMROW ADOS A 
HAXELHROW ADDS A 
ELHVEC~OW ADDS A 
ELHCOLVEC ADOS A 
ELHROWVEC ADOS A 
ELNVEC ADOS A 
FRAC CALCULATES A TERMINATING 







COSH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC 
HPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC 
E SINE INTEGRAL SICX) ANO THE 
COSSER EVALUATES A 
COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
2&/01/7& 
COMPLEX MATRIX BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION FOLLOWED BY A COMPLEX DIAGONAL TRA 
COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, 










COMPLEX ROTATION HATRIX, 
COMPLEX ROW VECTOR AND A COMPLEX VECTOR. 
COMPLEX ROW VECTOR BY A COHPLEX NUHBER, 
COHPLEX ROW VECTORS X ANO y BY TWO COMPLEX VECTORS ex ♦ SY AND CY - sx. 
COMPLEX UPPER;_HESSENBERG MATRIX HITH A REAL SUBDIA.GONAL, 
COMPLEX UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX. 
COMPLEX VECTOR INTO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT VECTOR, 
COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COHPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
COHROWCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX ~OH VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
COHSCL NORHALIZES REAL AND COMPLEX EIGENVECTORS, 
COMSQRT CALCULATES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER. 
COHVALQRI CALCULATES THE REAL AND COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX BY 
COHVECHES CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL 
CONJ GRAD SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE METHOD OF 
CONJUGATE GJ;.ADIENTS, 
CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A COLUMN VECTOR INTO A COLUHN VECTOR, 
CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A ROW VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR, 
CONSTANT HULTIPLIEO BY A VECTOR INTO A VECTOR, 
CONSTANT TIMES A COLUHN VECTOR TJ A COLUMN VECTOR,· 
CONSTANT TI~ES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A ROH VECTOR, 
CONSTANT TINES A COLUHN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
CONSTANT TIHES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, HAXELHROWl=THE SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEHENT OF THE 
CONSTANT TINES A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
CONTINUED FRACTION. 
COORDINATES OF A COMPLEX NUMBER INTO POLAR COORDINATES. 
COPIES A COLUMN VECTOR INTO A VECTOR, 
COPIES A MATRIX INTO ANOTHER MATRIX. 
COPIES A ROW VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
COPIES A VECTOR INTO. A COLUMN VECTOR. 
COPIES A VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR, 
COPIES A VECTOR INTO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
COSH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X, 
COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT x. 
COSINE INTEGRAL CICX), 
COSINE SEUES, 
COSSER EVALUATES A COSINE SERIES, 



























































HATR! X HAS BEEII TRIANGULARLY 
GSSN~l PERFORHS A TRIANGULAR 
ALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES 
ALCULATES THE ~INGULAR VALUES 
DECDNO PERFO~HS A TRIANGULAR 
ALCULATE.S THE SINGULAR VALUES 
LCECSND PERFORMS THE CHOLESKY 
LOEC:.1 CAL CUL A TES THE ·cHOLESKY 
LuEC:.2 CALCULATES THE CHOLESKY 
OEC1 CALCULATES THE SYHMETRIC 
OEC2 CALCULATES THE SYMMETRIC 
OECTRI PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR 
CTP.IPIV PERFORMS A TRIA~GULAR 
ALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES 
GSSELH PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR 
DEC PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR 
S ANO PE.RFORMS THE TRIANGULAR 
SANO PE~FORHS THE TRIANGULAR 
GSSERB PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR 
QAORAT COMPUTES THE 
INTEGRAL CALCULJTES THE 
TRICUB COMPUTES THE 
LUATES THE FIRST K NORMALIZED 
OERPOL EVALUATES THE FIRST K 
SYHOETERNZ CALCULATES THE 
DETERHBNO CALCULATES THE 
CHLOETEP.M2 CALCULATES OF THE 
CHLDETERM1 CALCULATES THE 
SYHOETERH1 CALCULATES THE 
DETERM CALCULATES THE 
BRATES A MATRIX BY MEANS OF A 
RHATION FOLLOWED BY A COMPLEX 
LNGINTSUBT~ACT COMPUTES THE 
INTEGRATES A SINGLE 2ND ORDER 
R.K3 SOLVES A SIIIGLE 2ND ORDER 
RA SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT 
UE PROBLEM FO~ A SECOND ORDER 
RA SECOND OROER SELF-ADJOINT 
RK1 SOLVES A SINGLE 1ST ORDER 
K~A SOLVES A SINGLE 1ST ORDER 
RA FOURTH ORDER SELF•AOJOINT 
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OAVUPD ADDS A RANK-2 MATRIX TO A SYMMETRIC MATRIX. 
DEC PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
DECBND PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A BAND MATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
OECINV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX WHOSE ORDER IS SHALL RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF B 
DECOHPOSED BY DEC. 
DECOMPOSITION ANO CALCULATES THE 1-NORM OF THE INVERSE MATRIX. 
DECOMPOSITION ANO SOLVES AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
DECOMPOSITION ANO SOLVES AN UNDEROETERHINEO SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
DECOMPOSITION OF A BAND MATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
OECOHPOSITION OF A MATRIX OF WHICH THE BIDIAGONAL ANO THE PRE- AND POSTMULTIPLYING HATRICE 
DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC BAND MATRIX. 
DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUMN 
DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITlVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN AT 
OECOHPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•OIME 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A TWO•OIHENSIONAL AAA 
DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
OECOHPOSITION U • S • V', HITH U AND V ORTHOGONAL ANO S POSITIVE DIAGONAL. 
OECOHPOSITION'WITH A COMBINATION OF PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE PIVOTING. 
DECOMPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
OECOHPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
DECOMPOSITION WITHOUT PIVJTING. 
OECOHPOSTION OF THE MATRIX OF A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO CALCULATES AN UPPERBOUNO FO 
OECSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE ORDER IS SHALL RELATIVE TO THE NUHBER OF 
OECSOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTIN 
OECSOLSY1TRI SOLVES A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFO~MS THE TR 
OECSOLTRI SOLVES A TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORHS THE TRIANGULAR DECO 
OECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES A TRIJIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR 0 
OECSYMTRI PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIXo 
DECTRI PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX. 
DECTRIPIV PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOT 
DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL• 
DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER 
DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FU~CTION OF TWO VARIABLES OVER A TRIANGULAR DOHAINe · 
DERIVATIVES OF A POLYNOMIAL ( I.E. J•TH OERIVATIVE/(J FACTORIAL) ) , J=0,1, ••• ,K ca OEGREE. 
DERI~ATIVES OF A POLYNOMIAL. 
OERPOL EVALUATES THE FIRST K DERIVATIVES OF A POLYNOMIAL• 
DETERH CALCULATES THE OETERHINANT OF A TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED MATRIX. 
DETERHBND CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A BAND MATRIX. 
DETE~MINANT A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, THE SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN IN A TWO•OIHENSIO~ 
DETERMINANT OF A BAND MATRIX ■ 
D~TERHINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMHETRIC MATRIX, THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVE 
DETERMINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC HATRIX, THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVE 
OETERHINANT OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, THE SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A 
DETERMINANT OF A TRIANGULARLY- DECOMPOSED MATRIX. 
DIAGONAL SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION. 
DIAGONAL TRANSFORMATION INTO A SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER-HESSENBERG MATRIX HITH A REAL NDNNEGA 
DIFFE~ENCE OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS ■ 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-GALERKIN METHOD. 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ•GALERKIN METHOD. 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-GALERKIN METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT OF Y" IS SUPPOSED TO BEU 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOO. 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOD; THE INTEGRATION IS TERMI 













































































TEP.S Itl A 

























































NT OIFFEP.ENTIAL EQUATION WITH 
LNGDIV 
OPDlV 
ST VECTOP. CHANGE LI~EARLY, BY 
LAP. PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS 8Y 
LNGFULMATVEC CALCULATES BY 
LNGFULSYHMAT\/EC CALCULATES BY 
LNGFULTAHVEC CALCULATES BY 
LNGRESVEC CALCULATES BY 
LNGSYMR.ESVEC CALCULATES BY 
A VECTDP. ANO A ROW VECTOR BY 
VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR BY 
1/ECTOA A~O A COLUMN VECTOR BY 
DUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS BY 
PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS BY 
BOTH VECTORS ARE CONSTANT, BY 
NA ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY, BY 
SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A 
LNGAOO AOOS TWO 
LHGSUB SU9TRACTS TWO 
LNGHUL MULTIPLIES TWO 
LNGOlV DIVIDES TWO 
SHlGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A 
SHIGLE PRECISION NUH8ERS TO A 
SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A 
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE-KUTTA HETH 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM) BY HEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER HULTISTEP HE 
DIFFE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM> BY MEANS Of A VARIABLE ORDER TAYLOR HETHO 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A 1ST, 2ND OR 3RD ORDER ONE-S 
DIFFE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A 1ST, 2ND OR 3RD ORDER, EXPJ 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM) BY MEANS OF A 3RD ORDER MULTISTEP METHOD; 
OIFFE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS Of A 3RD ORDER, EXPONENTIALLY FI 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHO 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHO 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHO 
DIFFE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PR08LEH > BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA METHJ 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH I BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHO 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS OF AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, 3RD 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM J BY HEANS OF AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FI 
OIFFE~ENTIAL EQUATI3NS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FI 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS OF THE IHPLICIT HIDPOINT RULE WI 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 1; BY EXTRAPOLATION, APPLIED TO LOW ORDER R 
OIFFE,ENTIAL EQUATIONS; THE UNKNOWN VARIABLES HAY APPEAR NON•LINEARLY BOTH IN THE DIFFEREN 
OIFFSYS SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH J; BY 
DIRlC ◄ LET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BY A RITZ•GALERKIN HETHOO. 
DIVIDES TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUHBERS. 
DIVIDES TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION QUOTIENT. 
DOUaLE LENGTH ARITHMETIC. 
DOUBLE LENTGH ARITHMETIC. 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A• B, WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX ANO BIS A VECTOR 
DOUBLE P~ECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A• B, WHERE A IS A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERT 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A'• B, WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE HATRIX A 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B + X • Ct WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX 1 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC THE RESIDUAL VECllR A• 8 + X • C, WHERE A IS A SYHHEIRIC HAIR 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
DOUBLE P~ECISION ARITHHETIC. 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETICa 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETICe 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC. 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
DOUBLE PRECISION OiffERENCEo 
OOU8LE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
DOUBLE PRECISION NUHBERS. 
DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
DOUBLE PRECISION PRODUCT. 
OOUOLE PRECISION QUOTIENT. 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUH. 
DPAOO ADOS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION SUH. 
DPOIV DIVIDES TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION QUOTIENT. 
DPHUL MULTIPLIES TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION PRODUCT. 
OPSUB SUBTRACTS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION DIFFERENCE. 
DUPCOLVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
DUPMAT C3PIES A HATRIX INTO ANOTHER HATRIX. 
DUPROWV£C COPIES A VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR. 
OUPVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO ANOTHER VECTORo 
OUPVECCOL COPIES A COLUMN VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
OUPVECROW COPIES A ROW VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
DWARF DELIVERS THE SHALLEST ( IN ABSOLUTE VALUE· I REPRESENTABLE REAL NUHBERo 





















































































































ENCE OF ~XPONENTIAL INTEGRALS 
RESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLEX 
EIGSYM1 CALCULATES 
[IGSYH2 CALCULATES 
QZI COMPUTES GENERALIZED 
EIGHRH CALCUL~TES THE 
QRIHRH CALCULATES THE 
COHEIG1 CALCULATES THE 
P.EAQRI CALCULATES ALL 
QRISYH CALCULATES ALL 
QRlSYHTRI CALCULATES THE 
QZIVAL COMPUTES GENERALIZED 
EIGVALHP.H CALCULATES THE 
QRIVALHRH CALCULATES THE 
EIGVALCOH CALCULATES THE 
LCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS ANO 
VALQRICOM CALCULATES THE 
ATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND THE 
co~~IGVAL CALCULATES THE 
P.EAEIGVAL CALCULATES THE 
LCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS ANO 
LCULAT[S THE EIGENVECTORS ANO 
LCULATES THE ~EAL ANO COMPLEX 
REAVALQRI CALCULATES THE 
QP.IVALSYH1 CALCULATES THE 
QRIVALSYMZ CALCULATES THE 
Hl CALCULATES ALL I OR' SOHE > 
H2 CALCULATES ALL ( OR SOHE I 
TES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE, 
Q!UVALSYMTRI CALCULATES THE 
COHVECHES CALCULATES THE 
R[AVECHES CALCULATES AN 
EIGCOM CALCULATES THE 
~EAEIG1 CALCULATES THE 
PEAEIG3 CALCULATES THE 
QRICOM CALCULATES THE 
Ml CALCULATES EIGENVALUES ANO 
HZ GALCULAT[S EIGENVALUES ANO 
S GUlERALIZE.O EIGENIIALUES ANO 
ALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO 
ALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO 
ALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO 
ALCULATES ALL EIGENVALUES ANO 
ALCULATES ALL EIGENVALUES ANO 
VE~SYHTRI CALCULATES 
ALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO 
L NORHALIZES ~EAL ANO COMPLEX 
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EIN,Xl = THE INTEGRAL FROM 1 TO INFINITY OF EXP(-X • Tl/ r••N or. 
EFERK SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROB 
EFRK SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEA~ 
EFSIRK SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PRO 
EI ALPHA CALCULATES A SEQJENCE OF INTEGRALS OF THE FORH INTEGRAL (EXPl•X•Tt•T••N OT), FROH 
EI CALCULATES THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL ■ 
EIGCOH CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX ■ 
EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPE~•HESSENBERG HATRIX BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION ■ 
· EIGENVALUES A~D EIGENVECTJRS BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF QZ•ITERATION ■ 
EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A COHPLEX HERMITIAN HATRIX. 
EIGENVALUES A~O EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN HATRIX. 
EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A HATRIX. 
EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVAL 
EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION ■ 
EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
EIGENVALUES BY HEANS OF QZ•ITERATION. 
EIGENVALUES OF"A COMPLEX HERHITIAN HATRIX ■ 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN HATRIX. 
EIGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX HATRIX. 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX ■ 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX ~PPER-HESSlNBERG HATRIX HITH A REAL SUBOIAGONALo 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER-HESSENBERG HATRIX. 
EIGENVALJES OF A MATRIX. 
EIGENVALUES OF A HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL ■ 
EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. 
EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, PROVIOEO THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. 
EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG HATRIX BY MEANS OF DOUBLE QR ITERATION. 
EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX. PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMHETRIC MATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FROH A 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION·OERIVEO FROH A 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STU 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER-HESSENBERG MATRIX 
EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX BY 
EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX MATRIX ■ 
EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. 
EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. 
EIGENVECTORS ANO THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPL~X UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX, 
EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF QZ-ITERATION. 
EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX HERHITIAN MATRIX. 
EIGENVECTORS ~FA COMPLEX HERMITIAN HATRIX. 
EIGENVECTORS OF A MATRIX ■ 
EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER·HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY H£ANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
EIGENVECTORS. 
EIGHRH CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A COHPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX ■ 
EIGSYH1 CALCULATES EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 



























































ES THE HOOULUS OF THE LARGEST 
H POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES C 
H POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES C 
SHIGlE 2ND OROER DIFFEREHTIAL 
SIIIGLE 2ND OP.CER DIFFERENTIAL 
SINGLE 1ST OROER OIFFERENTIAL 
ATES THE ROOTS OF A QUAORATIC 
TEH OF 1ST OP.DER DIFFERENTIAL 
TE.H OF· 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST OROER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST OP.DER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST OP.DER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST OROER OIFFE~ENTIAL 
TEH OF 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
TlH OF 1ST CRDEk DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 2ND ORDER OIFFERENlIAL 
TEH OF 1ST OP.DER OIFFEREttTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFEREttTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
TEH OF 1ST ORDE~ DIFFERENTIAL 
TE SYHHETRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
TE SYHHETRlC SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
BND SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
A SYMHETRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
A SYHHETRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
OL1 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
OL2 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
OL1 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
OLZ SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
SOLVES A SYSTEH OF NON-LINEAR 
SOLVES A SYSTEH OF NON-LINEAR 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
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EIGVALCOH CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX HATRIX. 
EIGVALHRH CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX HERHITIAN HATRIX. 
EIGVALSYH1 CALCULATES ALL ( OR SOME I EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC HATRIX USING LINEAR INTER 
EIGVALSYHZ CALCULATES ALL C OR SOHE I EIGENVALUES OF A SYHHETRIC HATRIX USING LINEAR INTER 
ELEHENT OF A HATRIX AND DELIVERS THE INDICES OF THE MAXIHAL ELEHENT. 
ELIMINATION SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES C ELLIPTIC 
ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS OF A NON-STATIONARY 2ND ORDER ITERATIVE METHOD. 
ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE P~OBLEH I BY HEANS OF A NON-STATIONARY 2ND ORDER ITERATIVE HETHOO, 
ELHCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A COLUHN VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
ELHCOLROH ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A COLUHN VECTOR. 
ELMCOLVEC AOOS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTOR TO A COLUHN VECTORo 
ELHCO~COL ADOS A COMPLEX NUHBER TIMES A COHPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELHCOHROHVEC ADOS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIHES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COHPLEX ROH VECTOR. 
ELMCOHVECCOL ADOS A COHPLEX NUMBER TIHES A COHPLEX COLUHN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
ELMROH ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A ROH VECTOR TO -A ROW VECTOR, 
ELHROWCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
ELHROHVEC ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
ELHVEC ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
ELHVECCOL ADOS'A CONSTANT TIHES A COLUHN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ELHVECROH ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ENX COHPUTES A SEQUENCE OF EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS ECN,XI = THE INTEGRAL FROH 1 TO INFINITY 
EQILB~ EQUILIBRATES A MAT~lX BY HEANS OF A DIAGONAL SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION. 
EQILBRCOM EQUILIBRATES A COMPLEX MATRIX. 
EQUATION ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH t BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD. 
EQUATION ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOO; THIS METHOD 
EQUATION BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD, 
EQUATION WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS, 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PRDBLEH) BY MEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE-~UTTA· METHOD WITH LIHIT 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH J BY HEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER HULTISTEP METHOD AOAHS•MO 
EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER TAYLOR HETHOD: THIS HETHO 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH t BY HEANS OF A 1ST, 2ND OR 3RD ORDER ONE•STEP TAYLOR HE 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM t BY HEANS OF A 1ST, 2ND OR JPO 8ROER, EXPONENTIONALLY F 
EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF A 3RD ORDER MULTISTEP HETHOD: THIS HETHOO 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH I BY HEANS OF A 3RD ORDER, EXPONENTIALLY·FITTED, SEHI-IM 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM) BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOO, 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE·KUTTA HETHOO. 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOO; THE ARC LE 
EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH J BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOD; THE INTEGR 
EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THIS HETHO 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH J BY HEANS OF AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, 3RD ORDER RUNGE•K 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH I BY HEANS OF AN IHPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST OROE 
EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS OF AN IHPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST OROE 
EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH I BY MEANS OF THE IMPLICIT HIOPOINT RULE WITH SMOOTHING 
EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 1; BY EXTRAPOLATION, APPLIED TO LOW ORDER RESULTS, A HIG 
EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOO; THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN COLUHNW 
EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOu; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN IN THE 
EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIHINATIDN WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING IF T~ COEFFICIENT HATRIX IS IN BA 
EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC OECOHPOSITION ( WITHOUT PIVOTING t; TH£ COEFFICIENT HATRIX SHOULD B 
EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION C WITHOUT PIVOTING 1; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD B 
EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSEO BY CHLOEC1 OR CHLOECSOL1. 
EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN DECOHPOSEO BY CHLDEC2 OR CHLDECSOL2, 
EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOHPOSEO BY SYHOEC1 OR SYHOECSOL1. 
EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSED BY SYHOEC2 OR SYHOECSOL2. 
EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN l BEING A BAND MATRIX I IS GIVEN. 
EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN IS A BAND HATRIXo 



























































TEP.HitlED SYSTEM OF NON-LI'IEAR 
TERHINEO SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR 
SOL SOLV~S A SYSTEM OF LIN[kR 
EROUEP..HINED SYSTEH OF LitlEAR 
EkOlTERHINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
TEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
ERDETERHINEO SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
ERDETERHINEO SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
BtlO SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR 
THE EIGENVECTORS OF A COMPLEX 
EQILBRCOM 
. EQILBR 
COMPUTES THE ERROR FUNCTION I 
OHPLEHENTARY E~ROR FUNCTION I 
NONEXPERFC COMPUTES 
ARP.tO O~LIVlRS THE ARITHMETIC 
tRP.OFFUNCTION COMPUTES THE 
ION ( E~F) AND COMPLEMENTARY 
NCTION CALCULATES THE INVERSE 
ATIVELY AN UPPERBOUNO FOR THE 
ELY ANO AN UPPERBOUNO FOR THE 
ES A ROUGH UPPEkBOUNO FOR THE 
N UPPEROOUNO FOR THE RELATIVE 
PEIDE 
COMEUCNRH CALCULATES THE 
EI CALCULATES THE 
ENX COMPUTES A SEQUENCE OF 
EH I BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT, 
EH l BY MEANS OF AN I~PLICIT, 
EK l BY MEANS OF A 3RD ORDER, 
ALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF AN 
SOFA 1ST, 2ND OR 3RO ORDER, 
PO!NT RULE WITH SHOOTHING AND 
FOUSER EVALUATES A 
COHFOUSER EVALUATES A COMPLEX 
fOUSER1 EVALUATES A 
FOUSER2 EVALUATES A 
OHfOLISER1 EVALUATES A COMPLEX 
OHFOUSER2 EVALUATES A COMPLEX 
LATES A TERHINATif'.£ CONTINUED 
EQUATIONS WITH HARQUAROT•S METHOD. 





EQUATIONS; THE UNKNOWN VARIABLES HAY APPEAR NON-LINEARLY BOTH IN THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE GIVEN HATRIX• 
EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE GIVEN MATRIX ■ 
EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED av OECBNO. 
EQUILIBRATED I BY EQIL8RCOM l HATRIX INTO THE EIGENVECTORS OF THE ORIGINAL HATRIX. 
EQUILIBRATES A COHPLEX HATRIX. 
EQUILIBRATES A HATP.IX BY MEANS OF A DIAGONAL SIHILARITY TRANSFORMATION. 
ERBELH CALCULATES A ROUGH UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEH OF LINEAR E 
ERF) ANO COHPLEHENTARY ERROR FUNCTION I ERFC J FOR A REAL ARGUMENT. 
ERFC) FOR A REAL ARGUMENT. 
ERFC(Xl • EXPIX•X)e 
ERROR BOUND OF THE COHPUTOR. 
ERROR FUNCTION ( ERF l AND COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION I ERFC t FOR A REAL ARGUHENT. 
ERROR FUNCTION ( ERFC J FOR A REAL ARGUMENT. 
ERROR FUNCTION Y = INVERFIXl. 
ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED. 
ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED. 
ERROR IN THE SOLUTION Of A SYST~M OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE HATRIX IS TRIANGULARLY OECOHPJ 
ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF THAT SYSTEM. 
ERRDRFUNCTION COMPUTES THE ERROR FUNCTION ( ERF) AND COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION l ERFC 
ESTIMATES UNKNOWN PARAMETERS IN A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS; THE UNKNOWN 
EUCLIDEAN NORM OF A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH LW LOWER COOIAGONALSe 
EULER PERFORMS THE SUMMATION OF AN ALTERNATING INFINITE SERIES. 
EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL ■ 
EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS EIN,X) = THE INTEGRAL FROM 1 TO INFINITY OF EXPI-X • Tl/ T••N or. 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED TAYLOR SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER ONE-STEP HETHOO; AUTOMATIC STEP-SIZE CONTROL IS NOT PROVIDE 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD;THIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SVST 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SEMI-IMPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVES 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, 3RD ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA METHOD; THIS HETHOO CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF 
EXPONENTIONALLY FITTED RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; AUTOMATIC STEPSIZE CONTROL IS NOT PROVIDED; THI 
EXTRAPOLATION; THIS HETHOO IS SUITABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
FEHHERHSYH SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A FOURTH ORDER SELF-ADJOIN 
FEMLA~ SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF•ADJOINT DI 
FEHLAGSKEW SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNOARY•VALUE PROBLEH FOR A SECOND ORDER OIFFERENTIA 
FEHLAGSY~ SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF•ADJOlNT 
FG IS All AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF FRESNEL INTEGRALS ■ 
FLEHIN MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
FLEUPD ADOS A RANK-2 MATRIX TO A SYMMETRIC HATRIX. 
FORWARD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 
FOURIER SERIES WITH EQUAL SINE ANO COSINE COEFFICIENTS. 
FOURIER SERIES WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
FOURIER SERIES. 
FOURIER SERIES. 
FOURIER SERI ES• 
FOUl<.IER SERIES. 
FOUSE~ EVALUATES A FOLIRIE~ SERIES WITH EQUAL SINE AND COSINE COEFFICIENTS. 
FOUSER1 EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES. 
FOUSER2 EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES. 
FRACTION. 




























































FRESNEL CALCULATES THE 
AN MATRIX OF AN N-OIMENSIONAL 
AN MATRIX OF AN N•OIMENSIONAL 
AN MATRIX OF AN N-OIHENSIONAL 
HININ MINIMIZES A 
HININDER MINIMIZES A 
ES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A 
ES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A 
G!VEN INTERVAL I A ZtRO OF A 
GI-WE.ti INTERVAL l A ZERO OF A 
GIVEN INTERVAL I A ZERO OF A 
LINiHIN HINIMIZES A 
RNKlHIN MINIMIZES A 
FLEHIN MINIMIZES A 
PR4XIS MINIMIZES A 
CALCULATES THE INVERSE ERROR 
JAPLUSN CALCULATES THE BESSEL 
S~ YA01 CALCULATES THE BESSEL 
YAPLUSN CALCULATES THE BESSEL 
FFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ• 
FFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS av A RITZ-
FFE~ENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-
CULkTES THE RECIPROCAL OF THE 
THE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE 
GAHHA CALCULATES THE 
OHGAH COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE 
SYSTEM OF LIIIEAR EQUATIONS BY 
S•HOULTON, AOAHS•BASHF01tTH OR 
QZI COMPUTES 
QZIVAL COMPUTES 
FROH THE NEWTON FCRH INTO THE 
HSHHRMTRI TRANSFORMS A 
THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX 
A~O E!GENVECTO~S OF A GOMPL~X 
THE EIGENVALU£S OF A COMPLEX 
ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A COHPLEX 
THE CODIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A 
X EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER-
AL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER-
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F~ESNEL INTEGRALS C(XI AN) S(XI. 
FULHATVEC CALCULATES THE PRODUCT A• B, HHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX AND BIS A VECTOR. 
FULSY~MATVEC CALCULATES THE PRODUCT A• B, HHERE A IS A SYHMETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIAN 
FULTAMVEC CALCULATES THE PRODUCT A' 'B, WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE MATRIX A ANO 9 
FUNCTION OF H VARIABLES USING FORWARD DIFFERENCES. 
FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES USING FORHARO DIFFERENCES, 
FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES, IF THE JACOBIAN IS KNOWN TO BE A BAND MATRIX ■ 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL ■ 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL, USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION ANO OF ITS OERI 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL ■ 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER OF CONSECUTI~ 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION ANO OF ITS DERIVATIVE ■ 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE ■ 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE ■ 
FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES IN A GIVEN OIRECTIONe 
FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
FUNCTION Y = INVERFCX). 
FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+K C O<=K<=N, O<=A<1 t. 
FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KINO ( ALSO CALLEO NEUHANN'S FUNCTIONS) OF ORDER A AND A+1 ( A>=O J 




GALERKIN METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT OF Y" IS SUPPOSED TO BE UNITY. 
GAMMA CALCULATES THE GAMMA FUNCTION. 
GAHHA FUNCTION FOR ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE (.s.1.s1i HOREOVER ODO ANO EVEN PARTS ARE DELIVE 
GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS. 
GAHHA FUNCTION. 
GAMMA FUNCTIONS. 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX IS IN SANO FORM AND I 
GEAR'S METHOD; THE ORDER JF ACCURACY IS AUTOMATIC, UP TO ~TH ORDER; THIS HETHOD IS SUITABL 
GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF QZ•ITERATIONo 
GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES BY MEANS OF QZ•ITERATION ■ 
GIANT DELIVERS THE LARGEST REPRESENTABLE REAL NUMBER. 
GMS SOLVES AN AUTONOHOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER OIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLE 
GRUNERT FORHo 
GSSELH PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH A COMBINATION OF PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE PIVO 
GSSERB PERFOP.MS A TRIAIIGULAR DECOMPOSTION OF THE HATRIX OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AN 
GSSINV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX. 
GSSINVERB CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND 1-NORM, AN UPPERaOUND FOR THE ERROR IN TH 
GSSITISDL SOLVES A SVSTEH Of LINEAR EQUATIONS AND THE SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY. 
GSSITISOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS; THIS SOLUTION IS IHPROVEO ITERATIVELY AN 
GSSNEHTO~ CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF NON•LINEAR 
GSSNRI PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR OECOHPOSITION ANO CALCULATES THE 1•NORH OF THE INVERSE HATRIX 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO CALCULATES A ROUGH UPPERBOUNO FOR THE RE 





HERMITIAN TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX WHICH IS UNITARY SIHILAR WITH A GI-WEN HERMITIAN HATRIX. 
HESSENBE~G HATRIX BY HEANS OF OOUBLE QR ITERATION. 









































3L+242 It 5 
342 36 51 
342't't 51 
342 51 53 
3't2 54 53 
34,.:.1 219 
34252 45 











EX lIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER-
A MATRIX I~TO A SIMILAR UPPER-
INTO A SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER-
IGE~VALUES 3F A COMPLEX UPPER-
ICE~VALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER-
E EIGENVALUE.S OF· A REAL UPPER• 
EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER-
HOHSOLSVD SOLVES THE 
HOHSOL SO~VES THE 
T PREHULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A 
POSTMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A 
T P~EHULTIPLIES A MATRlX BY A 
POSTMULTIPLIES A HATRIX BY A 
T P,-.E'IULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A 
POSTHULTIPLIES A HATRIX BY A 
NEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM BY 
LSQORTOEC DELIVERS THE 
A COMPLEX HATRIX- BY HEANS OF 
R TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF 
R TkIDIAGONAL ONE BY HEANS OF 
ANSFORHATION CORRESPON>ING TO 
ANSFORHATION COKRESPO~OING TO 
IX FROM THE DATA GENERATED BY 
IX FROH THE DATA GENERATED BY 
COSH COMPUTES THE 
AP.CCOSH CO~PUTES THE INVERSE 
SINH COMPUTES THE 
ARCSINH COMPJT~S THE INV~RSE 
TANH COMPUTES THE 
AP.CTAN~ CO~PUTES THE INVERSE 
COMPL~T~ BETA-FUNCTION RATIOS 
TH! IN:OHP.ETE BETA-FUNCTION 
COMPLETl BETA-FUNCTION RATIOS 
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HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
HESSENBE~C HATRIX BY HEANS OF WILKINSON'S TRANSFORHATION. 
HESSE~BERG HATRIX WITH A REAL NONNEGATIVE SUBDIAGONALe 
HESSENOE~G HATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONALe 
HESSENBERG MATRIX. 
HESSENBE~G MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY MEANS OF SINGLE QR ITERATION 
HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY MEANS OF SINGLE QR ITERATION 
HESTGL2 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEOU~E FOR THE COHPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HESTGL3 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION Of GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HOHOGENElUS SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS A• X = 0 ANO X' •A• O, WHERE "A" DENOTES A MATRI 
HOMOCENE~US SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OF EQUATIONS A• X • 0 ANO X' •A= 0, WHERE "A" og 
HOHSOL SOLVES THE HOHOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OF .EQUATIONS A• X = 0 ANO X' • A 
HOHSOLSVD SOLVES THE HOHOGENEOUS SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS A• X = 0 AND X' •A• O, WHE~ 
HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR OEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A COLUHN IN A TWO-D 
HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A COLUMN IN A TWO-D 
HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A ROW IN A TWO•DIHE 
HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A ROW IN A TWO-OIHE 
HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN IN A ONE•DIHENSIONAL A 
HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL A 
HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION HITH COLUMN INTERCHANGES ANO CALCULATES THE DIAGONAL OF THE 
HOUSEiOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUHN INTERCHANGES OF THE MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQU 
HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION FOLLOHEO BY A COHPLEX DIAGONAL TRANSFDRMATION INTO A SIHILAR 
HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSF~RMATION, 
HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION. 
HSHCOLHAT PREHULTIPLIES A HATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HAT 
HSHCOLTA~ POSTMULTIPLIES A HATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HA 
HSHCOHCOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX VECTOR INTO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT VECTOR. 
HSHCOHHES TRANSFORMS A COHPLEX MATRIX BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION FOLLOWED BY 
HSHCOHHES. 
HSHCO~PRD P~EHULTIPLIES A COMPLEX HATRIX WITH A COMPLEX HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX. 
HSHOECMUL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF GENERALIZEO EIGENVALUES. 
HSHHR~TRI TRANSFORMS A HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A SIHILAR REAL SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
HSHHRHTRI. 
HSHHR~TRIVAL OELIVE~S THE HAIN DIAGONAL ELEHENTS ANO THE SQUARES OF THE CODIAGONAL ELEMENT 
HSHREABIJ TRANSFORMS A MATRIX TO BIDIAGONAL FORM, BY PREHULTIPLYING AND POSlHULTIPLYING WI 
HSH~EABIJ. 
HSHREABIDe 
HSHROWHAT PREHULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HAT 
HSHROWTA~ POSTMULTIPLIES A MATRii BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR D~FINING THIS HSH HA 
HSHVECMAT PREHULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HAT 
HSHVECTA~ POSTHULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HA 
HSH2COL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEOURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH2RJW2 IS AN AUXILIARY ?ROCEDURE FOR THg COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH2RJW3 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COttPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH3COL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH3RJH2 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEOUKE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH3RJH3 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUHENT X. 
HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT Xe 
HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X, 
HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGU~~NT X. 
HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FOR A ~EAL ARGUMENT X, 
HYP~RBOLIC TA~G~~T F~R A ~EAL ARGUMENT Xe 
l(X,P+N,Ql FOR N: 0 (1l NMAX, 0 <• X <• 1, P > D, Q > Oe 
IIX,P,QI; 0 <= X c: 1, P > D, Q > O. 




























































ALU~ PR03LEN l BY HEANS OF AN 
ALUl PROBLEN) BY MEANS OF AN 
0 BY GSSNkI; THIS SOLUTION IS 
R EQUATIONS; TriIS SOLUTION IS 
HOR GSSERB■ THIS SOLUTION IS 
fQUATIOhS A~J THE SOLUTION IS 
INCBETA COMPUTES THE 
IaPPLUSN COMPUTES 
IaQPLUSN COHPUTES 
INCJMGAH COMPUTES THE 
I~T~HS ~O~PUTES THE 
S PERfU~HS THE SUHHATION OF A 
E SUHHATIOli OF AN ALTERNATING 
IhFNRHCOL CALCULATES THE 
I~FN~MHAT CALCULATES THE 
INFNRH~OW CALCULATES THE 
INFNRHVEC CALCULATES THE 
ROE~ OifFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS C 
ROER DIFFEk:NTIAL EQUATIONS C 
ROER O~FFC:F.ENTIAL EQUATIOtiS ( 
kUER OIFFE~iNTIAL EQUATIONS ( 
R~ER OIFFER:~TIAL EQUATIONS C 
RDER CIFFEkENTIAL EQUATIONS ( 
RUER OIFFEkENTlAL EQUATIONS ( 
ROE~ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( 
ORDER OIFFlRENTIAL EQUATION C 
ROEk OlFFEk:NTIAL EQUATIO~S ( 
RUER OIFFEk;NTIAL EQUATIONS C 
~~E~ GIFF~~~HTlAL EQUATIO~S ( 
O~D~R O~FFE~ENTIAL EQUATION ( 
~OE~ DlFFE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
ROE~ OlFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
RJJER OlffEf..E_NTIAL EQUATIONS C 
RDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( 
ROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( 
ROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
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IBPPLUSN CO~PUTES lNCOHPLETE BETA-FUNCTION RATIOS IIX,P+N,Q) FOR N = 0 11) NHAX, 0 <= X <= 
IBQPLUSN COiPUTES INCOMPLETE liETA-fUNCTION RATIOS I<X,P,Q+NJ FOR N = 0 Cl) NHAX, 0 <= X <= 
ICHCOL INTERCHANGES TWO COLUHNS OF A HATRIX ■ 
ICH~OW INTERCHANGES TWO RJWS OF HATRIX. 
ICHROWCOL INTERCHANJES A ROW AND A COLUHN OF A HATRIX ■ 
ICHSEQ I~TERCHANGES TWO COLUHNS OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR HAT~IX, WHICH IS STORED COLUHNWISE I 
IGHSElVE: INTERCHANGES A ~ow ANO A COLUHN OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR HATRIX, WHICH IS STORED co 
ICHVEC INTERCHANGES TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN AR~AY ACLIUJ ANO ARRAY ACSHIFT + L I SHIFT+ Ul• 
IHPEX SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROB 
IHPLI:IT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER ONE-STEP HETHOD; AUTOMATIC STEP•SIZE CONTROL IS N 
IHPLICIT, EXPJNENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER ONE•STEP HETHOO;THIS HETHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE 
IHP~O~ED ITE~ATIVELY AN UPPERBOJND FD~ THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS OALCULATEO. 
IMPROVED ITEkATIVELY AND AN UPPERBOUNO FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED. 
IHPROVEO ITERATIVELY. 
IHPROVEO ITERATIVELY, 
INCOETA COHPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA-FUNCTION ICX,P,Qt; 0 <= X <= 1, P > o, Q > o. 
INCOHGAH COiPUTES THE INCOMPLETE GAHHA FJNCTIONS. 
INCOMPLETE BETA-FUNCTION l(X,P,QJ; D <= X <= 1, P > a, Q > a. 
INCOHPLETE BETA-FUNCTION RATIOS ICX,P+N,Q) FOR N • 0 (lJ NHAX, 0 <a X <= 1, P > O, Q > O. 
INCOHPLETE BETA-FUNCTION RATIOS I<X,P,Q+N) FOR N • 0 (11 NHAX, 0 <• X <• 1, P > D, Q > Oo 
INCOHPLETE GAHHA FUNCTIONS. 
INOEFINifE INTEGRAL OF A GIVEN CHEBrSHEV SERIES, 
INFINITE SERIES HITH POSITIVE MONOTONICALLY DECREASING TERNS USING THE VAN WlJNGAARDEN TRA 
INFINITE SE~IESe 
INFINITY-NORH OF A COLUHN VECTOR. 
INFINITY-NOR~ OF A HATRIX ■ 
lNFlNITY-NORH OF A ROW VE~TORo 
INFINITY•NORH OF A VECTOR ■ 
lNfNRHCOL CALCULATES THE INFINITY•NORH OF A COLUHN VECTOR• 
INFNRHHAT CALCULATES THE INFINirY-NORH OF A HATRIX. 
INFNRHROW CALCULATES THE INFINITY•NORH OF A ROW VECTOR■ 
INFNR~VEC CALCULATES THE INFINITY-NORH OF A VECTOR ■ 
INI SEL£CTS A (SUB)SET OF INTEGERS OUT OF A GIVEN SET OF INTEGERS; IT IS AN AUXILIARY PROC 
INIHAT INITIALIZES A HATRIX WITH A CONSTANT. 
INIHATO INITIALIZES A CCO)OIAGONAL OF A HATRIX, 
INISYHO INITIALIZES A ICOIDIAGONAL JF A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE U~PERTRIANGLE IS STORED CO 
INISYHROW INITIALIZES A RJH OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWIS 
INITIAL VALUE PROaLEH I BY HEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOO WITH LIHITEO STORAGE R 
INITIAL VALUE PROaLEH) BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER HULTISTEP HETHOD ADAHS-HOULTON, AOAHS 
INITIAL VALUE P~OuLEH) BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER TAYLOR HETHJO; THIS HETHOD CAN BE USE 
INITI~L VALUE PRJdLEH) BY MEANS OF A 1ST, 2ND OR 3KD ORDER ONE-STEP TAYLOR HETHOOi THIS H 
INITIAL VALUE PROBL~H) BY HEANS OF A 1ST, 2ND OR 3RD ORDER, EXPO~ENTIONALLY FITTED RUNGE• 
INITIAL VALUE PROaLEH) BY HEANS OF A 3RD ORDER HULTISTEP HETHOD: THIS HETHOO CAN 8£ USED 
INITIAL VALUE PRJBLEH l BY HEANS OF A 3RD ORDER, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SEHI•IHPLICIT RUNGE 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH J BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOO ■ 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS Of A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD ■ 
INITIAL VALUE PRJdLEH I BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOil ■ 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA METHOu: THE ARC LENGTH IS INTR 
INITIAL VALUE PRJBLEH I BY MEANS OF A 5TH.OROER RUN~E•KUTTA HETHOO; THE INTEGRATION IS TER 
INITIAL VALUE PRJaLEH J BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOO; THIS HETHOO CAN ONLY B 
INITI~L VALUE PRJ~LEH > BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORO!R RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOJ; THIS METHOD CAN ONLY 8 
INITIAL VALUE PRJBLEH J BY HEANS OF AN EXPONE~TIALLY FITTED, 3RD ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOO; 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEK) BY HEANS OF AN IHPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER ONE•STEP H 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF AN IHPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1SJ ORDER ONE-STEP" 
INITIAL VALUE PROBL£H J BY HEANS OF JHE IHPLICIT MIDPOINT RULE WITH SHOOTHING ANO EXTRAPOL 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH IJ BY EXTRAPOLATION, APPLIED TO LOW ORDER RESULTS, A HIGH ORDER OF A 































































WHERE UIS A LONG NONNEGATIVE 
INTCAP DELIVERS THE 
S THE SUH OF LONG NONNEGATIVE 
IFF~REN:E OF LONG NONNtGATIVE 
£ PkOOu:T OF LONG NONNEGATIVE 
kEHAINOEP. OF LONG NONNEGATIVE 
EI CALCULATES THE EXPONENTIAL 
INT~G~AL Sl(X) AND THE COSINE 
QAuRAT COMPUTES THE DEFINITE 
£GP.AL CtLCULATES THE DEFINITE 
TP.lCUB COMPUTES THE DEFINITE 
NTCHS C~MPUTES THE INDEFINITE 
SINCDSINT CALCULATES THE SINE 
Rt.SIIEL CALCULATES THE FREStlE.L 







WTON POLYNOMIAL THROUGH GIVEN 
A~CCOSH COMPUTES THE 
ARCSINH COMPUTES THE 
ARCTANH COMPUTES THE 
RIDIAGONAL ~AT~IX BY MEANS OF 
Ahu EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF 
ANG EIG~NVECTJRS BY MEANS OF 
HES~ENB~~G MATRIX BY MEANS OF 
HESSfNB~~G ~ATRlX BY MEANS OF 
CALCUL~TES THE 1•NORM OF THE 
GSSINVERB CALCULAT~S THE 
!NV CALCULATES THE 
I~V1 CALCULATES THE 
OEClNV CALCULATES THE 
CALCULATl~ THE 1-NORH OF THE 
GSSINV CALCULATES THE 
CHLOECINV2 CALCULATES THE 
:HLOEC1~V1 CALCULATES THE 
~HLINV2 CALCULATES THE 
CHLINV1 CALCULATES THE 
SYMuECINV2 CALCULATES THE 
SYMOECINV1 CALCULATES THE 
SYHI~V1 CALCULATES THE 
SYHINV2 CALCULATES THE 
ICWTl'".TNOF)( 
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INITIALIZES A (COIOIAGONAL OF A MATRIX ■ 
INITIALIZES A (CJIOIAGONAL OF A SYMMETRIC HATRIX, W10SE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWISE 
INITIALIZES A MATRIX HITH A CONSTANT. 
INITIALIZES A ROH OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, HHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUNNWISE IN A ONE 
INITIALIZES A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT. 
INIVEC INITIALIZES A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT. 
INTCAP DELIVERS THE INTEG~R CAPACITY. 
INTCHS COMPUTES THE INDEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A GIVEN CHEBYSHEV SERIES. 







INTEGRAL CALCULATES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR I 
INTEG<AL CIIXI. 
INTEG~AL Of A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL. 
INTEG~AL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER 
INTtGRAL OF A FUNCTION Of TWO VARIABLES OVER A TRIANGULAR OOHAIN. 
INTEG<AL OF A GIVEN CHEBYSHEV SERIES. 
INTEG~AL SIIXI ANO THE COSINE INTEGRAL Cl(Xle 
INTEC<ALS CIXI AND SIX>. 
INTEG,ALS E(N,XI = THE INTEGRAL FROH 1 TO INFINITY Of EXP(•X • T)/ r••N or. 
INT~RCHANGES A ROW ANO A COLUMN OF A MATRIX. 
INTERCHANGES A ROW ANO A COLUMN OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR HATRIX, WHICH IS STORED COLUHN~ISE I 
INTERCHANGES TWO COLUMNS OF A MATRIX. 
INTERCHA~GES TWO COLUMNS OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR HATRIX, WHICH IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE 
INTERCHANGES TWO ROHS OF MATRIX. 
INTERCHANGES THO VECTORS GIVEN IN ARRAY A[LIUJ ANO ARRAY A[SHIFT + L a SHIFT ♦ u1. 
INTERPOLATION POINTS ANO CORRESPONDING FUNCTION VALUES. 
INV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX THAT HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY DEC. 
INVE~SE ERROR FUNCTION CALCULATES THE INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION Y ~ INVERFCXlo 
INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
INVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT Xo 







IMVERSE OF A MATRIX ANO l•NORM, AN UPPERBOUND FOR TrlE ERROR IN THE INVERSE HATRIX IS ALSO 
INVERSE OF A HATRIX THAT HAS 6EEN TRIANGULARLY OECOHPOSEO BY DEC. 
INVERSE OF A ~ATRIX THAT HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOHPOSEO BY GSSELH OR GSSERB.THE l•NO~H J 
INVERSE OF A HATRIX WHOSE O~DER IS SHALL RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF BINARY OlGITS IN THE NU 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX WHOSE TRIANGULARLY D~COMPOSED FORH IS DlLIVERED BY GSSELM. 
INVERSE JF A MATRIX. 
INVERSE JF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEF 
INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOD; THE CDEF 
IllVER5E OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLO 
INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, lF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECO~POSEO BY CHLO 
INVE.iSE 3F A SYHiETRIC MATRIX BY A SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION I HITrlOUT PIVOTING 1; THE COEFF 
INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY A SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION ( WITHOUT PIVOTING>; THE COEFF 
INVERSE OF A SYNHETRIC NATRIX, USING THE SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION FORHEO BY SYHOEC1 OR SYMD 
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LSQINV CALCULATES THE 
AL HATRIX BY HEANS OF INVERSE 
.iJ.GOf;AL HAT!\IX av MEANS OF QR 
lt.GutlAL HAHIX BY ME.ANS OF GiR 
~~ViCTO~S 8Y HE.ANS OF INVERSE 
~hV~CTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE 
HHETRIC H~TRIX BY MEANS OF QR 
MHET~IC MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR 
HHET,IC HAT~IX BY MEANS OF QR 
E P.~AL, BY HEANS OF SINGLE QR 
R& HJ.TRIX BY M~ANS OF 0 INVERSE 
E P.EAL, BY HE.AN5 OF SINGLi QR 
NAT~IX BY HEANS OF DOUBLE QR 
RG HATklX BY HEANS OF INVERSE 
OF A NON-STATIONARY ZNO ORDER 
OF A NOll•STATIONARY ZND ORDER 
RI; THIS SO~UTION IS IMPROVED 
NSI THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED 
Rb. THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED 
AND THE SOLUTION IS IHPROVED 
LI~EAR EQUATIONS OF HHICH THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS OF HHICH THE 
JACOBNHF CALCULATES THE 
JA~OBNNF CALCULATES THE 
JACDBNBNOF CALCULATES THE 
CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF THE 
j!ANT DELIVERS THE 
LSQORTUECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR 
LSQSOL SOLVES A LINEAR 
G~S OF TH£ MATRIX OF A LINEAR 
OEFFlCllNT MATRIX OF A LINEA~ 
HAkQUA,JT CALCULATES THE 
GSSNlHTON CALCULATES THE 
VES THE HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF 
GS~SOL~~B SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
OF TH£ MAT~IX OF A SYSTEM OF 
OLV~S A TRIOl~G~NAL SYST~M OF 
OLVcS h Tk~UIA~ONAL SYSTEM CF 
HMETklC TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF 
GSSITl~OL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
OEFINIT~ SYHHETRIC SYSTEM OF 
OEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF 
uECSOL8Nu S)LVES A SYSTEM OF 
so~VES A SYMMETRIC SYSTEH OF 
SOLVES A SYHHETRIC SYSTEH OF 
OEFINIT~ SYHHETRIC SYSTEM OF 
CHLSOL1 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
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INVERSE OF THE MATRIX s•s, HHERE s IS THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PRO 




ITE kA T ION. 
ITEi<.ATION. 
ITEii.A T ION. 
ITERATION. 







ITERATIVE METHOD, WHICH Ii AN ACCELERATION OF RICHARDSON'S HETHOD, 
ITERATIVELY AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED. 
IT ERA TIV ELY AN'O AN UPPERBOUNO FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED. 
ITH,ATIVELY. 
ITERATIVELY. 
ITISOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS HHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY OECOHPOSED 8 
ITISOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE HATRIX HAS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY 
lXPFIX IS AN AUXILIARY PROClOURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF INCOHPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 
IXQFIX IS AN AUXILIA~Y PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF INCOHPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 
JACOBIAN ( BEING A BAND HATRIX I IS GIVEN. 
JACOBIAN IS A BAND HATRIX. 
JACOBIAN MATRIX OF AN N-DIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF H VARIABLES USING FORWARD DIFFERENCES• 
JACOBIAN HATRIX OF AN N-DIMENSIO~AL FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES USINi FORWARD DIFFERENCES, 
JACOBIAN HATRIX OF AN N•OIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES, IF THE JACOBIAN IS KNOHN TO 9 
JACOBNBN)F CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN HATRIX OF AN N•DIH£NSIONAL FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES, IF 
JACOBNHF CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN HATRIX OF AN N-OIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF H VARIABLES USING 
JACOBNNF CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF AN N-DIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES USING 
JFRAC CALCULATES A TERMINATING CONTINUED FRACTION. 
LARGEST ELEMENT OF A HATRIX ANO DELIVERS THE INDICES OF THE MAXIMAL ELEMENT. 
LARGEST REPRESENTABLE REAL NUHB:.R. 
LEAST SUUARES Pk0BL£M BY HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION HITH COLUMN INTERCHANGES ANO CALCUL 
LEAST SQ~ARES PROuLEH IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSED BY LSQORTOECo 
LEAST SQUAR£S PROBLEM, 
LEAST SQUARES PROBLEH. 
LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERHINED SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH MARQUARDT' 
LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERHINED SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH THE GAUSS-
LINEA' EQUATIONS A• X = 0 ANO X' •A= O, HHER~ "A" DENOTES A HATRIX ANO "X" A ~ECTOR; I 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS ANO CALCULATES A RJUGH UPPE~BOUNO FOR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN THE CALCULATE 
LINcA~ tQUATIONS ANO CALCJLATES AN UPPERBOUNO FOR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF TH 
LINEAR E~UATIONS ANu PERFORMS THE T,IANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITHOUT PIVOTING. 
LINEA~ ElUATIONS ANO PERFORMS THE TRIDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION ■ 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS ANO THE SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUA~E ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX SHOLl.O BE GIVEN 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOD; THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX SHOLl.O BE GIVEN 
LINEAR E~UATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING IF THE COEFFlCIENT MATRIX I 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS BY SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION C WITHOUT PIVOTING); THE COEFFICIENT NATRIX S 
LINEA, EQUATIONS av SYHHETRIC O~COHPOSITION ( WITHOUT PIVOTING); THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX s 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS BY THE HETHOO OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS. 
LINEAR EQUATIONS If THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN OECONPOSED BY CHLO£C1 OR CHLOECSOL1. 
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CHLSOLZ SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 
SYHSUL1 so~v~s A SYSTEH OF 
SYMSOL2 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
VlS THE ~uHOGEU~OUS SYSTEM OF 
OLV~S A TR~vIAGuNAL SYSTEH OF 
OLVES A TRI~lAGONAL SYSTEM OF 
SOL SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF 
SOLELH SOLVlS A SYSTEH OF 
ITISOL so~VES A SYSTEH OF 
ITISOLE?.B SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
NTH~ SOLUT~ON OF A SYSTEM OF 
u£CSOL SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 
RICHA~tSON SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
LIMINATiON SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 
s AN ov~~OETERHlNEO SYSTEH OF 
AN UNDlRu[TERHINEO SYSTEM OF 
SITISOL~?.B SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
s AN ov~~~ETERMlNEO SYSTEM OF 
AN UNu~~OLTERMINED SYSTEM OF 
SOL8Nu SOLVE.SA SYSTEH OF 
HMET~IC TKIDIAGJNAL SYSTEM OF 
LSQJRTDECSOL SOLVES A 
LSQSOL SOLVES A 
TEP.CHANGES OF THE HATRIX OF A 
S THE ~uEFflGIENT MATRIX OF A 
A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC 
A POSITIVE JEF1NITE SYHHETRIC 
FEHH£RMSYH SOLVES A 
FEHLAGSKEW SOLVES A 
FEHLAGSYH SOLVES A 
FEHLAG SOLVES A 
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LINEA~ EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSEO BY 
LINEA~ EJUATIJNS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN DECJMPOSED BY 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOHPOSEO BY 
LINEA~ E~UATIONS OF EQUATIONS A• X = 0 ANO X' •A= O, WHERE •A• 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS THE TRIA~GULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 









A MATRIX AND .. X .. 
LINEA, EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY GSSELH OR GSSERBo 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY OECOHPOSED BY GSSELH OR GSSERB. THIS S 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS WHJSE MATRIX HAS TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY GSSNRI; THIS SOLUTION IS IHPR 
LINtA~ EiUATIONS WHJSE MATRIX 15 TRIANGULARLY DECOHPOSED BY GSSELH ■ 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE ORJER IS SHALL RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF BINARY DIGITS IN THE NUMBE 
LitlEA~ EQUATIONS WITH POSITIVE ~EAL EIGENVALUES C ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEH I BY HEA 




LINEA~ EQUATIONS; THIS SOLUTION IS IHPROVEO ITERATIVELY ANO AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERROR IN 
LINEA, E~UATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT-HANO SIDE BY THE PSEUDO•INVERSE OF THE GIVEN HATRI 
LINEA~ EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT-HAND SIOE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE GIVEN HATRI 
LIN~A, EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING OECOMPOSEO BY DECBND ■ 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE TRIAN~ULAR DECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN, 
LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM BY HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUHN INTERCHANGES AND 
LINEAR L~AST SQUARES PROBLEM IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSEO BY LSQORTOECo 
LINEA~ LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM. 
LINEA~ LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM. 
LINEA~ SYSTEM ANO PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BY CHOLESKY•S HETHOO ■ 
LINEA~ SYSTEM, THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
LINEA~ TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A FOURTH ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT 
LINEAR TWO•POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ 
LINEA~ TWO-POINT BOUNJARY•VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT 
LINEAR TWO•POlttT BOUNOARY•VALUE PROBLEH FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT 
LINEMIN ~INIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES IN A GIVEN DIRE~TIDN. 
LINIGER1VS SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE 
LINI~~R2 SOLVES A~ AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE? 
LNGAOO ADOS TWO DOUBLE PR~GISION NUHB£RS. 
LNGDIV DIVIDES TWO DJUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
LNGFULHATVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC THE PRODUCT A• B, WHERE A IS A GIV 
LNGFULSYH1ATVEC CALCJLATE5 BY JDUBLE PRECISION ARITiHETlC THE PRODUCT A• B, WHERE A IS A 
LNGFULTAHVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A' • B, WHERE A' IS THE 
LNGINrAOD COHPUTES THE SUH OF LONG NONNEGATIV: INTEGERS. 
LNGINTOIVIOE COMPUTES THE QUOTIENT WITH REMAINDER OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
LNGINTMULT COMPUTES THE P~ODUCT OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
LNGINTPOW£R COMPUTES u••POWER, WHERE UIS A LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGER AND POHER IS THE POSI 
LNGINTSUBTRACT COMPUTES THE DIFFEREtlCE OF LON~ NONNEGATIVE INTEGE~S. 
LNGHATMAT CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW OF A VECTOR ANO A COLUHN VECTOR BY DOUBLE 
LNGHATTAl1 CAL:ULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS BY 00u6LE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
LNGHATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODU:T OF A VECTOR ANO A ROW VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION A 
LNGMUL MULTIPLIES TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
LNGRESVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A• 8 + X • C, WHE 
LNGSC~PRJ1 CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, W 
LNGSEQVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, WH 
LNGSUB SJBTRACTS THO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMaERS. 
LNGSYHHATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR GIVEN IN A ONE-OIHEN5IONAL ARRAY AN 
LNGSYHRESVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRE:ISION ARITHMETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B + X • C, 
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GAHHA CALCULATES THE NATURAL 
HPUTES u••POWER, WHERE UIS A 
LHGlNTADD COMPUTES THE SUH OF 
CT ~OHPUTcS THE DIFFERENCE OF 
THULT COMPUTES THE PRODUCT OF 
HE ~UOTlENT WITH REHAlNOEk OF 
DUPHAT COPIES A 
OHPRu PREHULTlPLIES A COKPLEX 
lNIHAT INITIALIZES A 
ULATES THE I~FINITY-NORK OF A 
AT CALCULATES TH~ 1-NORH OF A 







BESS 11 CALCULATES THE 
NONlXP DESS 11 CALCULATES THE 
bESS IO CALCULATES THE 
NOM~XP ~ES~ 10 CALCULATES THE 
B~SS ~APLUSN CALCULATES THE 
P 6tSS iAPLUSN CALCULATES THE 
BESS l CALCULATES THE 
NO~~XP BESS I CALCULATES THE 
hEXP BlSS KADl CALCULATES THE 
BlSS KA01 CALCULATES THE 
P B~SS KAPL~SN CALCULATES THE 
BtSS ~APLJSN CALCULATES THE 
BESS K CALCULATES TME 
NONEXP BESS K CALCULATES THE 
ON£XP o~ss K01 CALCULATES THE 
B~SS K01 CALCULATES THE 
P SPHE~ BESS I CALCULATES THE 
SPHER BESS I CALCULATES THE 
P SPHER BESS K CALCULATES THE 
SPHE~ BESS K CALCULATES THE 
Zo/0.1/7& 
LNGTAHVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A CDLUHN VE°CTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISIO 
LNGVE~VEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS BY DOUBLE LENTGH ARITHHETIC. 
LOG ~AHHA CALCULATES THE NATURAL LOGARITHM Of THE GAMHA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUHENTSo 
LOGARITHM OF THE GAHHA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUHENTSo 
LO~G NON~EGATIVE INTEGER AND POWER IS THE POSITIVE C SINGLE-LENGTH> EXPONENT. 
LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
LON~ NON~EGATIVE INTEGERS. 
LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
LONG NONNEGATIVE INfEGERSo 
LSQDGLINV CALCULATES THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE OF H'H, WHERE HIS THE COEFFICIE 
LSQlNV CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF THE HATRIX S'S, WHERES IS THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX OF A LI 
LSQORTDEC DELIVERS THE HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUHN INTERCHANGES OF THE KATRI 
LSQORTOECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEH BY HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH C 
LSQSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEH IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN DECOKPOSED 
LUPZE~ORTPOL CALCULATES A NUHBER OF ADJACENT UPPER OR LOWER ZEROS OF AN O~THOGONAL POLYN01 
MARQUARDT CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEH OF NON-LINEAR 
HATHAT a• SCALAR PRODUCT JF A ROW VECTOR AND A COLUHN VECTOR. 
HATRIX I~TO ANOTHER HATRIXo 
HATRIX WITH A tOHPLEX HOUSEHOLDE~ MATRIX. 
HATRIX HITH A CONSTANT. 
HATRIX ■ 
HAT~IXo 
HATTAH 1: SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO A ROW VECTOR. 
HATVEC I= SCALAR PRJOUCT OF A ROW V~CTOR ANO A VECTOR. 
HAX~L~RO~ ADOS A CO~STANT TINES A RJW VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, HAXELHROWl=THE SUBSCRIPT OF 
HAXEL~ROWl=THE SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEHENT OF THE NEW ROW VECTOR WHICH IS OF HAXIHUK ABSOLUTE 
HBASE DELIVERS THE BASE OF THE A~ITHHETIC OF THE COHPUTOR. 
HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL. 
HlNIHIZES A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL, USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION ANO 
HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES IN A GIVEN OIRECTIONa 
HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES ■ 
HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL ~ARIABLESo 
HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
HININ HlNIHIZES A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL. 
HININOER HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL, USING VALUES OF THE FUN 
HINHAXPOL CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL THAT APPROXIHATES A FUNCTION, GIVE 
HOOIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE. 
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KINO OF ORDER ONE; THE RESULT IS HULTIPLIED BY EXPC-AB 
HOOIFIED BE~SEL FUNCTION JF THE 1ST KlNO OF O~DER ZEROo 
HODIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF O~DER ZERO; THE RESULT IS HULTIPLIEO BY EXPC-A 
HODIFlED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER AtN, N=O, ••• ,NHAX, A>=O AND A~GUHENT X 
HOOIFIED OESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER AtN, N=O, ••• ,NHAX , A>=O AND ARGUHENT X 
HOOIFlEO BE~SEL FUNCTIOUS OF THE 1ST KIND OF OROER L CL= D,, •• ,N lo 
HOOIFlED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L CL= o, ••• ,N ); THE RESULT IS HULTIP 
HOOIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF OROER A ANO A+1, A>=O ANO ARGUMENT X, X>D 1 HU 
HOOlFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A AND A+l, A>=O, AND ARGUMENT X, X>Oo 
HOUIFIED BESS~L FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF OROER AtN, N=O, ••• ,NHAX, A>=O ANO ARGUHENT X 
HOOlFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ••• ,NHAX I A>=O, ANO ARGUMENT 
HJOIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER L CL= D, ••• ,N > HITH A~GUHENT X, X > 
HOOIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RO KIND OF OROER L CL= O, ••• ,N > WITH ARGUMENT X, X>O; 
HODIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUMENT X, X>O; THE 
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RO KIND OF ORDERS ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUMENT X, X > o. 
HODIFIEO SPHERICAL SESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINO HULTIPIEO BY EXPC-xta IlK+.5l(X)•SQRT( 
HOOIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINDi l(K♦o5lCX)•SQRTCPI/12•X>I, K=O, ••• ,N 
HODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND HULTIPLIEO BY EXPC+XII K(I+e5l1X>•SQRT 
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CuHABS CALCULATES THE 
HUL:OL STORES A CONSTANT 
HUL~OW STORES A CONSTANT 







LlH > BY HlANS OF A 3RD ORDER 
LOG GAHHA CALCULATES THE 
Of THE 2~0 (INO I ALSO CALLED 
NSFO~MS A POLYNOMIAL FROM THE 
QUANcHbND SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 
QUANEHdNJ1 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
FAN OV~RDETERMINEO SYSTEH OF 
FAN OVEROEJERHINED SYSTEM OF 
RHCOL CALCU~ATES THE INFINITY• 
~~ENk~~GL CALCULATES THE 1• 
Cl,P.11 CAL::ULAT£S THE EUCLIOEAN 
Rl111AT C"LCULATES THE lNFlHITY-
OhEh~HHAT CALCULATES THE 1• 
RNP.OW CilLCULATES THE INFlllITY• 
OIIENR11R0,1 CALCULATES THE 1• 
RHVEC CiLCULATES THE INFINITY-
OIIENijHVEC CALCULATES THE 1• 
POSlTIOH A~D CALCULATES THE 1-
0NENR~lNV CALCULATES THE 1• 
THE INV~RSc. OF A MATRIX ANO 1• 





MODIFIED TAYLOR SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 1ST OROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLE 
HOOULUS OF A COMPLEX NUMBER. 
MULCOL STORES A CONSTANT HULTIPLIEO BY A COLUHN VECTOR INTO A COLUHN VECTORo 
HULROH STORES A CJNSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A ROW VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR. 
HULTIPLI~O BY A COLUHN VECTOR INTO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
HULTIPLIED BY A ROW VECTO~ INTO A RJW VECTOR. 
MULTIPLIED BY A VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
MULTIPLIES A COLUMN VECTOR BY A CONSTANT. 
MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX COLUHN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUH6ERo 
MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX ROH VECTOR BY A COHPLEX NUHBER. 
MULTIPLIES A ROH VECTOR BY A CONSTANT. 
HULTI?LIES rwo DOUBLE PRE~ISION NUMBERS. 
MULTIPLIES THO SINGLE PRE~I~ION NUMBERS TO A OOUBLE PRECISION PRODUCT. 
HULTISTEP HETHOOI THIS HETHOO CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTE11So 
HULTISTEP SJLVES A SYSTEH OF 1ST OROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM J BY 
HULVEC STORES A CONSTANT HULTIPLIEO BY A VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
NATURAL LJGARITHH OF THE GAHHA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS. 
NEUMANN'S FUNCTIONS> OF ORDER A ANO A+1 l A>=O I AMO ARGUHENT X>Oo 
NEW~RN TRANSFORMS A POLYNOHIAL FROH THE NEWTON FORH INTO THE GRUNERT FORHo 
NEWTON CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NEWTON POLYNOMIAL THROUGH GIVEN INTERPOLATION PO 
NEWTON FJRH INTO THE GRUNERT FO~M. 
NON-LINEA~ EQUATIONS Of WHICH THE JACOBIAN ( BEING A BANO HATRIX J IS GIVENo 
NJN•LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN IS A BAND MATRIX. 
NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH MARQUA~OT 1 S HETHOO. 
NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH THE GAUSS-NEWTON METHOD. 
NONEXP BESS I CALCULATES THE HOOIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINO OF ORDER L IL= D, 
NONEXP BESS IAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF O~OE~ A+N, 
NONEXP BESS IO CALCULATES THE HOOIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO; THE 
NONEXP BESS 11 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE; THE R 
NONEXP BESS K CALCULATES THE HODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KINO OF ORDER L IL= Ot 
NONEXP BESS KAPLUSN CALCULATES THE HODIFilD BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A+Nt 
NONEXP BESS KA01 CALCULATES THE HOOIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A AND A 
NONEXP BESS K01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER ZERO ANO 
NONEX? ENX COMPUTES A SEQUENCE OF INTEGRALS EXPCXJ • ElN,X). 
NONEX? SPHE, BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND NUL 
NONEXP SPHER BESS K CALCULATES THE HOOIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RO KINO MUL 
NONEXPERFC COMPUTES ERFCCX> • EXPlX•X>. 
NORDERPOL EVALUATES THE FIRST K NORHALIZED DERIVATIVES OF A POLYNOMIAL C I.E. J•TH DERIVAT 
NOkM ~FA COLUMN VECTJRo 
NO~M OF A COLUMN VECTOR. 
NORH OF A COHPLlX HATRIX WITH LW LOWER CODIAGONALS. 
NORH OF A HAT~IXo 
NORM JF A HATRIX. 
NORM JF A ROW VECTORo 
NORK JF A RJH VECTOR. 
NORM OF A VECTOR. 
NORM OF A V~CTJR. 
NORM OF THE INVERSE MATRIX, 
NORH JF THE I~VERSE OF A MATRIX WHOSE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM IS DELIVERED BY GSSELHo 
NORM, AN UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERROR IN THE INVERSE HATRIX IS ALSO GIVEN. 
NORHALIZEO DE~IVATIVES OF A POLYNOMIAL l I.E, J-TH DERIVATIVE/CJ FACTORIALJ 1, J=Ot1t•••tK 
NORMALIZES REAL AND COHPLEX EIGENVECTORS, 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A COMPLEX HATRIX. 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A THO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
ONENRHCOL CALCULATES THE 1•NORM OF A COLUMN VECTOR, 
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BESS Jl CALCULATES THE 
BESS JO CALCULATES THE 
BlSS J CALCULATES THE 
BESSY CALCULATES THE 
BESS Y01 CALCULATES THE 
GL CALGULAT~S ALL ZEROS OF AN 
NT UPPE~ OK LOWtR ZEROS OF AN 
UHBlR OF AOJACENT ZEROS Of AN 
S DECOHPJSITION AND SdLVES AN 
SOLSVuOVR SOLVES AN 
LEAST S~UA~ES SOLUTION OF AN 
LEAST SQUA~ES SOLUTION OF AN 
PEIDE ESTIHATES UNKNOWN 
OSITIOII WIT ◄ A COHBINATION :>F 
TRIA~GULAR OECOHPOSITION WITH 
BAKCOMHES 
SIAN ELIHINATIOII WITH PARTIAL 
AR vECOHPOSlTlON WITH PARTIAL 
ATION Of PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE 
ATES OF A COHPLEX NUM9ER INTO 
K HO~HALIZE~ DERIVATIVES OF A 
N;W~RN TRANSFORMS A 
LAT~S THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE 
HE COEFFICI;NTS OF THE NEWTON 
ROS CALCULATES ALL ZEROS OF A 
ES ALL ZERCS OF AN ORTHOGONAL 
LO~EP. ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL 
JAC;NT ZEKOS OF AN ORTHOGONAL 
CHEPOL EVALUATES A CHEBYSHEV 
POL EVALUATES A 
THE FIRST K DERIVATIVES Of A 
HEPOL EVALUATES ALL CHEBYSHEV 
E CHOLESKY JE:OMPOSITION OF~ 
lCULATE~ THE J~TERMIN4NT OF A 
CHLJECSOLBNO SOLVES A 
;HLSOLBND SOLVES A 
2 CALCULATES Trlt INiERSE OF A 
1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A 
E CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A 
E CHOLESKY D~COHPOSITlON OF A 
1 C~LCULATES THE INVE~SE OF A 
2 CALCULATES THf:. INVERSE. OF A 
L~ULATES THE O~TERHINANT Of A 
LAT~S OF THE DETERMINANT OF A 
C ◄ LJECSOL2 SOLVES A 
CHLDECSOL1 SOLVES A 
wONJ GRAD SOLVES A 
HSHVECTAH 
2&/011'7& 
ONENRHHAT CALCULATES THE 1-NORH OF A HATRIX ■ 
ONENR~ROW CALCULATES THE 1-NORM OF A ROW VECTOR ■ 
ONENRHVEC CALCULATES THE 1•NORH OF A VECTOR. 
O~OINARY BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF D~DER ONE. 
ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO. 
ORuINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L l L = o, ••• ,N J, 
ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND OF ORDER L ( L = O, •• ,,N J WITH ARGUHENT X, X> 0 
ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND ORDER ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUHENT x; X > Oo 
ORTHOGON~L POLYNOHIAL, 
ORTHO~ONAL POLYNOMIAL ■ 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOHIAL, 
OVE.~DETE~HINED SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
OVERDETERMINED SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, HULTIPLYING THE RIGHT•HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-I 
OVEROETE~HI~ED SYSTEH OF NON-LINEAR ElUATIONS WITH HARQUARDT'S HETHOD, 
OVERDETERMINED SYSTEH OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH THE GAUSS-NEWTON HETHOO. 
OVERFLOW TESTS WHETHER A VALUE IS AN OVERFLOW VALUE. 
PARAH~TERS IN A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS; THE UNKNOWN VARIABLES HAY APPE 
PARTI~L ANO COMP~ETE PIVOTING. 
PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
PEIDE ESTIMATES UNKNOWN PARAMETERS IN A SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS; THE UN 
PERFO~HS THE BACK TRANSFORHATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHCOHHESe 
PI DELIVERS A FULL PRECISION APP~OXIHATION TO PI=CA 3.14••• 
PIVOTING IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX IS IN BAND FORM ANO IS STORED ROWWISE IN A ONE-OIHENSIO 
PIVOTING. 
PIVOTING. 
POL EVALUATES A POLYNOHIAL. 
POLAR COJROINATES, 
POLYNJHIAL ( I.E. J•TH OERIVATIVE/(J FACTORIAL) >, J=0,1, ••• ,K ca DEGREE. 
POLYNOMIAL FROH THE ~EWTON FORH INTO THE GRUNERT FO~H. 
POLYNOHlAL THAT APPROXIHATES A FUNCTION, GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGUHENTS, SUCH THAT THE INFIN 
POLYNOHIAL THROUGH GIVEN INTERPOLATION POINTS ANO CORRESPONDING FUNCTION VALUES. 







POLYNOMIALS UP TJ A CERTAIN DEGREE, 
POLZ£~0S CALCULATES ALL ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHE.TRIC BAHO HATRIX, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC BAND MATRIX. 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC LINEAR SYSTEH ANO PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BY CHJ 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC LINEAR SYSTEM, THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT HATRI 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOO; THE COEFFICIENT MATRI 
POSITIVE OEFINITE SYHHETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUHNWISE IN A ONE-DIHEN 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A THO-DIMENSIONAL A~RA 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLOEC1 DR CHLOEC 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC MATRIX, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOHPOSEO BY CHLOEC2 OR CHLDEC 
POSITIVE OEFI~ITE SYHMETRIC MATRIX, THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHMETRIC MATRIX, THE CHOLESKY OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN IN A TWO•OIMENS 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR ~QUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHODi T 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOO; T 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC SYSTEN Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE HETHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENT 
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PSTTFHHAT CALCULATES THE 
L FORH, BY PREHULTIPLYING AND 
E DELIVERS A FULL 
PI DELIVERS A FULL 
UPSUB SUBTRACTS TWO SINGLE 
OPHUL MULTIPLIES TWO SIIIGLE 
OfUI~ DIVIDES THO SIN~LE 
DPADD AOOS THO SINGLE 
LNGAOD ADDS THO DOUBLE 
LNGSUB suaTRALTS THO DOU8LE 
LNGHUL HULTIPLIES TWO DOUBLE 





HATRIX TJ BIDIAGONAL FOkH, BY 
PRETFHHAT CALCULATES THE 
FU~HkTVEC CALCULATES THE 
UBL, PRlCISION ARITHHETIC THE 
FULSYMHkT\/~C CALCULATES THE 
UBLE PktCISION A~ITHHETIC THE 
FULTAH,EC CALCULATES THE 
UBLE PR~CISlON ARITHHETIC THE 
LNGINTHULT COHPUTES THE 
:oHHUL CALCULATES THE 
PSulNV CALCULATES THE 
PSuINVSVO CALCULATES THE 
RIOIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF 
RIOIAG~NAL ~ATRIX BY MEANS OF 
SYMHETkIC HATRIX BY MEANS OF 
SYHHET,IC HATRIX BY MEANS OF 
SYHHETkIC HATkIX BY HEANS OF 
ARE ~EA~, BY MEANS OF SINGLE 
A~~ REAL, BY MEANS OF SINGLE 
ERG HATkIX av HEANS OF DOUBLE 
26/01/76 
POSTMULTIPLIES A HATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING 
POSTHULTIPLlES A HAT~IX BY A HOJSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING 
POSTHJLTIPLYING HATRIX FROH THE DATA GENERATED BY HSHREABIO. 
POSTHULTIPLYI~G WITH ORTHOGONAL ~ATRICES. 
PRAXIS HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
PRECISION APP~OXIHATION TO E=CA 2.11& ••• 
PRECISION APPROXIHATION TO PI=CA Jol~••• 
PRECISIO~ NUHBERS TO A OOJBLE PRECISION DIFFERENCE. 
PRECISION NUHdERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION PRODUCT. 
P~ECISIO~ NU1BERS TO A OOJBLE PRECISION ~UOTIENT. 





PRlHULTIPLIES A COMPLEX HATRIX WITH A CDHPLEX HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX. 
PR~HULTIPLIES A HATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING 
PREHULTIPLIES A HATRIX BY A HOJSEHOLOER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING 
PRlHULTIPLIES A' HATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING 
PREHULTIPLYING AND POSTHU.TIPLYING WITH ORTHO~ONAL HATRICES. 
PkEHULTIPLYING MATRIX FRON THE DATA GENERATED BY HSHREABIDo 
PRETFHHAT CALCULATES THE ?REHULTIPLYING HATRIX FROH THE OATA GENERATED BY HSHREABIOo 
P~oou:T A• B, WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX ANO 8 IS A VECTO~. 
PRODUCT A• 8, WHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX AND BIS A VECTOR. 
PRODUCT•• 8, WHERE A IS A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN 
PROJUCT A• 8, WHERE A IS A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN 
P~oou:T A'. B, WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED Of THE HATRIX A AND BIS A VECTOR. 
PRODUCT A•• a, WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE MATRIX A ANO BIS A VECTOR. 
PRODUCT OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
PRODUCT JF TKO COHPLEX NU~BERSo 
PSDINV CALCULATES THE PSEUOO•INVERSE OF A HATRIXo 
PSDINVSVJ CALCULATES THE >SEUDO•INVER5E OF A MATRIX; C THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION BE 
PSEUOJ•l~VE~SE OF A HATRIX. 
PSEUDO-INVERSE Of A HATRIX; C THE SINGULAR VALUE OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN•>• 
PSTTFHHAT CALCULATES THE POSTHULTIPLYING MATRIX FROH THE DATA GENERATED BY HSHREABID ■ 









QRICOH CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTORS ANO THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER•HESSEN6ERG HATRI 
QRIHRH CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO EIGEN\/ECTORS OF A COMPLEX HERHITIAN HATRIX. 
Q,IsN;vA. CALCULATES THE SINGJLAR VALUES OF A GIVEN HATRIX. 
QRISNGVALBID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A BIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
QRIS~GVA.OEC CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES D~COHPOSITION u. s. v•, WITH u AND V o,THOGJ 
QRISNGVALOECBID CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION OF A MATRIX OF WHICH THE BIDI 
QRISYM CALCJLATES ALL EIGENVAL~Ei AND EIG~NVE~TORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY HEANS OF Q~ IT 
Q~ISYHTRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY 
QRIVALHR~ CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES Of A COMPLEX HERHITIAN HATRIX. 
QRIVALSYHTRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR I 
QRIVALSY~1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES Of A SYHMETRIC MATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 


























































KWD CALCULATES THE ROOTS OF A 
COHJIV CALCULATES THE 
LNGINTOIVIOE COMPUTES THE 
RNK1UPO ADOS A 
OAVUPO ADDS A 
FLEUPO ADDS A 
~ECIP GA~HA CALCULATES THE 
OE COMPUTiS THE QUOTIENT WITH 
HA·LLEST C IN ABSOLUTE VALUE I 
GiANT Ol~IVE~S THE LA~GEST 
RESVEC CALCULATES THE 
UBL£ PRE:ISlON ARITHMETIC THE 
SYH~ESVEC CALCULATES THE 
USLE PRlCISION ARITHMETI~ THE 
, WHICH IS AN ACCELERATION OF 
NT OIFFlP.ENTIAL EQUATION 8Y A 
ER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SY A 
HLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BY A 
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A 
COHKWO CALCULATES THE 
:HSHZ FINDS A COMPLEX 
LATES THE S~ALAR PRODUCT OF A 
MATHAT 1: SCA~AR PRODUCT OF A 
E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COMPLEX 
HATTAN 1: SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
MATVEC •= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
OHP.OWCST NULTIPLIES A COMPLEX 
Z&/011'76 
QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COHPLEX COEFFICIENTS. 
QUANEHBNO S3LVES A SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JA:OBIAN C BEING A BAND HAT 
QUAtlEHBND1 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN IS A BAND HATRIXo 
QUDTI~NT JF TWO COM?LEX NJMBERS. 
QUOTIEtff HITH REMAINDER OF LONG f40NNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
QZI CJHPUTES GENERALIZED EIGEHVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF QZ•ITERATION■ 
QZIVAL COMPUTES GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES BY HEANS OF QZ•ITERATIONo 
RANK-1 HATRIX TO A SYHHET{IC HAr~1x. 
RANK•2 MATRIX TO A SYHMETRIC HATRIX. 
RANK-2 HATRIX TO A SYHHETRIC MATRIX. 
RiAEIGVAL CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL. 
REAEI~1 CALtULATES THE EIGENVECTORS AND EIG~NVALUES OF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE AL 
REAEIG3 CALCULATES THE El~ENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE AL 
REAQRI CALCULATES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER•HESSEN6ERG HATRIX, PROV 
REASCL NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A TWD•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY. 
REAVALQRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPE~•HESSENBERG HITRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL 
REAVECHES CALCULATES AN EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TJ A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPP 
RECIP GAH~A CALCULATES THE RECIPROCAL OF THE GAMHA FUNCTION FOR ARGUHENTS IN THE RANGE [o5 
R~CIPlOCAL JF "THE GAHHA FJNCTION FO~ ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [o5,1o5J; MOREOVER ODD AND EVE 
R~MAI~DE~ OF LONG NO~~EGATIVE INTEGERS. 
REPRESENTABLE REAL NUMBER■ 
REPRESENTABLE REAL NUMBER. 
RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B + X • C, WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX, 8 AND CARE VECTORS AND XIS AS 
RESIDUAL VECTJR A• B + X • C, WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX, 8 AND CARE VECTORS ANJ XIS AS 
RESIDUAL VECTOR A• 8 + X • C, WHERE A IS A SYMMETRIC HAT~IX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORE 
RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B + X • C, WHERE A IS A SYMMETRIC MAT~IX, WHOSE UPPE~TRIANGLE IS STORE 
RESVEC CALCULAT£S THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B + X • C, WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX, B ANO CAR 





RITZ-;ALERKIN HETHOJ; THE COEFFICIENT OF Y" IS SUPPOSED TO BE UNITYo 
RKE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM> OY MEANS 
RK1 SJLVES A SINGLE 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KJTTA HE 
RK2 INTEGRATES A SINGLE 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH > BY HEANS 
RK2N SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS l INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEAN 
RK3 S)LVES A SINGLE 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION C INITIAL VALUE PRDBLEH I BY MEANS OF 
RK3N SOL~ES A SYSTEM OF 2ND ORD~R DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY HEAN 
RK~A SOL~ES A SINGLE 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA H 
RK4NA SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM> BY HEA 
RKSNA SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY HEA 
RttK1Hitt MINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
RNK1UPD ADOS A RANK-1 MATRIX TO A SYHMETRIC MATRIX. 
ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS. 
ROTATION HATRIX, 
ROTCOL REPLACES TWO COLUHN VECTORS X ANO y BY TWO VECTORS ex ♦ SY AND CY - sx. 
R~TtO~COL REPLACES TWO COMPLEX COLUHN VECTORS X ANO y BY TWO COMPLEX VECTORS ex. SY AND C 
ROTCOHROW R~PLACES TWO COHPLEX ROW VECTORS X ANO y BY THO COMPLEX VECTORS ex ♦ SY AND CY -
RDTRDH R;PLACES THO ROW VECTORS X AND y BY TWO VECTORS ex ♦ SY AND CY - sx. 
ROW OF A VECTOR ANO A CDLUHN VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
ROW VECT~~ AND A COLUMN VECTOR. 
ROW VECTOR AND A COMPLEX VECTOR. 
ROW VECTJ~ AND A ROW VECT~R. 
ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR. 



























































RJWCST HULTIPLIES A 
ES A CONSTANT HvLTIPLIEO 8Y A 
OUPVECROW COPIES A 
OLP.OW ADDS A CONSTANT TIH~S A 
LHP.OW ADDS A CO~STANT TIMES• 
LHROH ADJS A CONSTANT TIMES A 
EC~OH ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A 
ULATES THE INFINITY-NORH OF A 
OH CALCULAT~S THE 1-NORH OF A 
TES THE SCALAk PRODUCT OF TWO 
~HJ BY HEANS oF A stABILIZED 
ATION BY HEAN5 OF A 5TH ORDER 
LEH> BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER 
LLH I BY MEANS JF A 5TH O~OER 
LEH) BY MEANS OF A 5TH OKDER 
OkD~R, ~xP~NENTIONALLY FITTED 
LlH J BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER 
ATION 6Y HLANS OF A 5TH ORDER 
LEH l BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER 
PONLNTI~LLY FITTED, 3RO ORDER 
NTIALLY FITTED, SEHI•IMPLICIT 
LEH J BY MEANS OF A STH ORDER 
LEH l SY HE~NS OF A 5TH ORDER 
TAHHAT t: 
TAH VEC t:: 
COHHATVEC CALCULATES THE 




LNGTAHVEC CALCULATES THE 
SYMl'fATVEC t= 
LNGHATVEC CALCULATES THE 
VECVEC I== 
LNGSYHHATVEC CALCULATES THE 
LNGTAHHAT CALCULATES THE 
LNG1ATTA~ CALCULATES THE 
LNGVECvEC CALCULATES THE 
SEQVEC I= 
LN~SlQ~EC CALCULATES THE 
SCAPRD1 I= 
LNGSCAPRD1 CALCULATES THE 
UE PROULEH FO~ A SECOND ORDER 
UE PROBL~M FOR A SECOND JRDER 
UE PKOBLEH FOR A FOURTH OKOER 
ORO~~, ~X~ONE~TIALLY FITTED, 
R INTERPOLATION USING A STURM 
FUNCTION DERIVEU FROM A STURN 
FUNCTiuN OE~IVED FROM A STURM 
FOUSER EVALUATES A FOURIER 
R EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER 
ROH VECTOR BY A CONSTANT. 
RJH VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR. 
ROW VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
ROW VECTOR TO A COLUHN VECTOR. 
ROW VECTOR TJ A ROH VECTOR. 
Zo/01176 
ROW VECTOR TO A ROH VECTOR, HAXELHROHl=THE SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT OF THE NEW ROW VECTOR W 
ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
RJM VECTOR. 
ROW VECTJR. 
ROW VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
ROWCST HULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A CONSTANT, 





RUN~E-KUTTA HETHOOI AUTOMATIC STEPSIZE CONTROL IS NOT PROVIDED; THIS HETHOO CAN BE USED TJ 
RUNGE•KUTTA HETHJD; THE ARC LENGTH IS INTRODUCED AS AN INTEGRATION VARIABLE; THE INTEGRATI 
RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOO; THE INTEGRATION IS TERMINATED AS SOON AS A CONDITION ON X ANO Y, WHICH 
RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOO; THE INTEGRATION IS TERMINATED AS SOON AS A CONDITION ON XCOJ, ••• ,X[NJ 
RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THIS METHOD CAN BE USEO TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS WITH KNOWN EIGENVALUES 
RUNGE•KUTTA METHOO; THIS HETHOO CAN BE USEC TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEHSo 
RUN~E•KUTTA METHOD; THIS HETHO) CAN ONLY BE USED IF THE RIGHT HANO SIDE OF THE OIFFE~ENTIA 
RUNGE-KUTTA H~THOO; THIS METHOD CAN ONLY BE USED IF THE RIGHT HANO SIDE OF THE OIFFERENTIA 
s:ALAt PRJOUCT OF A COLUHN VECTOR ANO A COLUHN VECTOR. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COLUMN VECTOR ANO A VECTOR. 
SCALAR PROOJCT OF A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR ANO A COMPLEX VECTOR. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW OF A VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROM VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
SCALAR PRJOUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND A ROH VECTOR. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO A VECTOR. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A COLUHN VECTOR BY OOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A ROW OF A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS GIVEN C 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANU A ROH VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC •. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A VECTOR. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR GIVEN IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY AND A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC HATRI 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF THO COLUMN VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROH VECTORS BY DOUBLE P~ECISION ARITHMETIC. 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS BY DOUBLE LENTGH ARITHMETIC. 
s:ALAi PtOOJCT OF TWO VECTO~S GI~EN IN ONE·OIHENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE MUTUAL SPACINGS B 
SCALAR PRJDUCT OF THO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE MUTUAL SPACINGS B 
SCkLA~ PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE•DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE SPACINGS OF BOTH 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-UIHENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE SPACINGS OF BOTH 
SCAPRD1 1:: SCALAR PRODUCT OF THO VECTORS GIVEN IN O~E-OIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE SPACIN 
SCLCO~ NJRMALIZES THE COLJHNS OF A COMPL~X MATRIX• 
SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-GALERKIN HETHOD. 
SELF·ADJJlNT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ-GALERKIN METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT OF Y" IS SUP 
SELF-AOJJINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BY A RITZ•GALERKIN H 
SELZERORTPOL CALCULATES A NUHdER OF ADJACENT ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL. 




SEQVEC s~ SCALAR PRODUCT JF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE ~UTUAL 
SERIES WITH EQUAL SINE ANO COSINE COEFFICIENTS. 
SERIES WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
PAGE ZZ 
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SlNSE~ EVALUATES A SINE 
~oss~~ ~VALUATES A CJSINE 
FUUSE~1 EVALU~TES A FOURIER 
FCUSEK2 EVALUATES A FOURIER 
1 EVkLUkTES A COMPLEX FOURIER 
2 EVALU4TES A CO~PLEX FOUKIER 
INT~GRAL OF A GIVEN CHEBYSHEV 
EPOLSER EVALUATES A CHEBYSHEV 
RMS A HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A 
REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A 
REkL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A 
IAGONAL TRANSFOkMATiON INTO A 
ES 1RAhSFOk1S A ~ATRIX INTO A 
GONAL HATRlX WHICH IS UNITARY 
MATkIX BY MEANS OF A DIAGONAL 
SINH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC 
KPUTES THE lN~EkSE HYPERBOLIC 
SINCOSiNT CALCULATES TH£ 
SINSER EVALUATES A 
SOLOVR CALCULATES THE 
SOLJNO CALCULATES THE 
RISNGVALOECBiv CALCULATES THE 
Q~ISN~VAL~EC CALCULATES THE 
QkISNGVALBIO CALCULATES THE 
QRISNGVAL CALCULATES THE 
DWARF DELIVERS THE 
ESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED 
lSS I C~LCULATES THE HOOIFIED 
SFHER BLSS J CALCULATES THE 
£SS K C4LCULAT~S TH£ MODIFIED 
ESS K CALCULATES THE MOOIFIED 
SPHER BlSS Y CALCULATES THE 
CDHSQRT CALCULATES THE 
lTABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF 
S M~THOO CAN BE USEO TO SOLVE 
S MlTHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE 









SIMILAR REAL SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
2&/01/7& 
SIMILAR T~IDIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION ■ 
SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HEAN$ OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION~ 
SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER·HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NONNEGATIVE SUBOIAGONAL. 
SIMILAR UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF WILKlNSON•S TRANSFORMATION. 
SIMILAR WITH A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION, 
SINCOSFG IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE SINE ANO COSINE INTEGRALS. 
SIN~OSINT CALCULATES THE SINE INTEGRAL SIIXI ANO THE COSINE INTEGRAL CIIXI. 
SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMtNT Xo 
SINE :oR A ~EAL ARGUMENT Xe 
SINE INTEGRAL SI(X) ANO THE COSINE INTEGRAL CICX)o 
SlNE 5E~IES. 
SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION ANO SOLVES AN OVEROETERMI~ED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
SINGU~AR VALUES DECJ~~OSifION ANO SOLVES AN UNOERDETERHINEO SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION OF A HATRIX OF WHICH THE BIDIAGONAL ANO THE PRE- ANO POSTHUL 
SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION U • S • V', WITH U AND V ORTHOGONAL ANOS POSITIVE DIAGONAL. 
SINGULAR VALUES OF A BIDIAGONAL HATRIX. 
SINGULA~ VALUES JF A GIVEN HATRIX. 
SINH COH~UTES THE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
SINSEt EVALUATES A SINE S~RIES, 
SMALLEST C IN ABSOLUTE VALUE I REPRESENTABLE REAL NUHBER ■ 
SNORE~EZ EXCHANGES AT MOST N+l NUMBERS WITH NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET; IT IS AN AUXIL 
SOL SOLVES THE SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY 
SOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE HAT~IX BEING DECOMPOSED BY OECBNO ■ 
SOLELM SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHJSE HATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED 8 
SOLOV, CALCULATES THE SlNJULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION ANO SOLVES AN OVEROETcRHINEO SYSTEM OF 
SOLSVDOV~ SOLVES AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT•HANO 
SDLSVDUND SOLVES AN UNDERJETERHINEO SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RlGHT-HANJ 
SOLSY~TRI SOLVES A SYHMET~IC TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIJNS, THE TRIANGULAR DECOHP 
SOLTRI SOLVES A TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING 
SOLTRIPlV SOLVES A TRIDIA~ONAL SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR OE;OHPOSITION BEI 
SOLUNO CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOMPOSITION ANO SOLVES AN UNOEROETERMINEO SYSTEH J 
SPHER BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPH~RlCAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINDi I[K+.51 (X 
SPHER BESS J CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINOl J[K+.5l1Xl•SQRTCPI 
SPHER BESS K CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KINDi K(l+,51 ex 
SPHER BESSY CALCULATES THE SPH~RICAL B~SSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KINDi YCK+.SJCXl•SQRTCPI 
SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS JF THE 1ST KIND MULTIPIED BY EXPC-Xll ICK+.5lCXl•SQRT(PI/(2•Xll 
SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINDi ICK+.5l1Xl•SQRTCPI/C2•XJ>, K=O,.,.,N, WHERE I 
SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINDi J[K+,5JIXl•SQRTCPI/C2•Xll, K=O, ••• ,N , ~HERE J 
SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND MULTIPLIED BY EXPC+XII KCI+.5J(XJ•SQRTCPIIC2•Xl 
SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 3RD KINDi K[It,5JIXJ•SQRT(PI/C2•Xll, I=O, ••• ,N , WHERE K 
SPHERICA~ BESSEL FUNCTION> OF THE 3RD KINDi YCK+,5l(Xl•SQRT<Pl/(2•XJI, K=D,.,.,N t WHERE Y 
SQUARE ROOT OF A COHPLEX NUMBER, 
STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
STIFF SYSTEHS WITH KNOWN ~IGENVALUE SPECTRUM. 
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330 80 151 
KWICINDE.X 
S Ht.IHOO CAN BE USED TO SOLVE 
S Ht.THOU CA~ B~ USEu TO SOLVE 
S METHOD LAN BE USED TO SOLVE 
S Ht.THOO CAN BE USED TO SOLVE 
S Ht.THOO CAN at USED TD SOLVE 
LINEAk INTERPOLATION USING A 
OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FROM A 
OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FRUH A 
LNGSUB 
OPSUB 
LNGINTAOO COMPUTES THE 
SUHPOSSERIES PERFORHS THE 
EULER PERFORMS THE 
SlTlON OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
HINANT OF A POSITIVE OEFINITE 
St. OF A SYMMETRIC HATRIX BY A 
·St.OF A SYHiETRIC HATRIX BY A 
SYST~H OF LIN~AR EQUATIONS BY 
SYST~H OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
SYHOEC1 CALCULATES THE 
SYMuEC2 CALCULATES THE 
NO SOLVt.S A P:>SITI\/E DEFINITE 
ND SOLV~S A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A 
1 CALCULATES TH~ INVERSE OF A 
NVE~SE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
NJE~S~ OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
LLUL~T~S THE i~GENVALUES OF A 
LCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A 
N\/ALUES ANO ElGt.NVECTORS OF A 
TFHSYHT~I1 TRANSFO~MS A REAL 
TFHSYHT~l2 TRANSFORMS A REAL 
( l,I( ~OHe. ) EiGENVALUES OF A 
( OR SO~E I il~ENVALUES OF A 
SlTi.011 OF A POSiTIVE DEFINITE 
SYHHET~!C 0£~0~POSITION OF ~ 
SYHM~T~IC DECOMPOSITION OF A 
SiTlON OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
NI/ERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
NVE~S£ OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
MiN,NT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
HINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
LCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A 










SUOTRACTS TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
SUBTRACTS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TD A DOUBLE PRECISION DIFFERENCE. 
SUH OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS, 
SUHHATIO~ OF A INFI~ITE SERIES WITH POSITIVE MONOTONICALLY DECREASING TERHS USING THE VAN 
SUHHATION OF AN ALTERNATING INFINITE SERIES. 
SUMPOSSERIES PERFOP.HS THE SUHMATIDN OF A INFINITE SERIES WITH POSITIVE MONOTONICALLY OECRE 
SYHOECINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX BY A SYHH£TRIC OECOHPOSITION ( WIT 
SYMOE:INV2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A SYHMETRIC MATRIX BY A SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION ( HIT 
SYMDEGSOL1 SOLVES A SYMHETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION ( WITH 
SYHDE:SOL2 so~vEs A SYMHErRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYHMETRIC DECOMPOSITION c WITH 
SYHDE:1 CALCUlATES THE SYMMETRIC OECOHPOSITION OF A SYHHETRIC MATiIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE 
SYHDE:2 CALCULATES THE SYHMETRIC DECOMPOSITION OF A SYHHETRIC HAT~IX WHOSE UPPE~ TRIANGLE 
SYMOETERH1 CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX, THE SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION 8 
SYHJETE~~2 CALCULATES THE OETERHINANT A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, THE SYH~ETRIC DECOMPOSITION BEI~ 
SYHINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX, USING THE SYHHETRIC OECOHPOSITION FD 
SYHINV2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, USING THE SYHHETRIC DECOHPOSITION FD 
SYHHAT\/EC 1= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHOSE UPPE~TRIAN~ 
SYMMETRIC BAND MATRIX. 
SYMMETRIC BAND HATRIX. 
SYHHETRIC OECOHPOSITION C WITHOUT PIVOTING>; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A 
SYHMETRI:. DECOMPOSITION ( WITHOUT PIVJTlNG ); THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX GIVEN COLUHNWISE I~ A 
SYMHETRIC DECOHPJSITION C HITHOJT PIVOTIN~ 1; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD BE GIVE~ COLUi 
SYMHETRIC OECOMPJSITION C WITHOJT PIVOTING 1; THE COEFFICIENT HAT~IX SHOULD BE GIVEN IN TH 
SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUMNW!SE IN 
SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A TWO•OIMEN 
SYMHETRIC LINEAR SYSTEM ANO PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BY CMOLESKY'S METHOD. 
SYMMETRIC LINEAR SYSTEH, THE TRIANGULAR OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
SYMHETRIC MATRIX SY A SYM1ETRIC DECOHPOSITIO~ ( WITHOUT PIVOTING I; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
SYHHETRI: H~TaIX av A SYH1ET~l: OECOHPOSITION ( WITHOUT PIVOTING 1; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOO; THE CO~FFICIE~T 11ATRIX GIVEN COLU~NWISE 
SYHHETRl~ HAT~IX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT METHOD; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX GIVEN COLUHNWISE 
SYHH£TRIG MATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITE~ATION. 
SYHHETRIC MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
SYHMETRI~ MAT~IX 8Y MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
SYMHETRI; MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION. 
SYMMETRIC HATRIX INTO A SIHlLAR TRIUIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORHATIONe 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERIVED F~OH A STURH SEQU£NCE. 
SYMMETRIC MAT~IX USING LINEAR INT~RPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERI\/EQ FROH A STURH SEQU~NCE. 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPEK TRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A ON~-OIHENSIONAL ARRAY. 
SYHHETRl: HAT~IX WHJSE UP?ER TRIANGLE IS GI~E~ COLU~NWISE IN A O~E-DIMENSIONAL AR~AY. 
SYHHETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A THO-DIMENSIONAL AKRAY. 
SYHHETRIC HAT~IX WHOSE UP~ER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A THO•DIMENSIO~AL ARRAY. 
SYHMETRIC MATRIX, IF THE iATRIX HAS BEEN DECOHPOSED BY CHLOEC1 OR CMLOECSOL11 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX, Ir THE ~ATRIX ~AS B~EN OECOHPOSEO BY CMLDEC2 0~ CHLDECSOL2. 
SYHHETRIC HATRIX, THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-OIHENSIONAL A 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX, THE CHOLESKY OECOHP:>SITION BEING GIVEN IN A THJ•DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
SYMMETRIC HATRIX, THE SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
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1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A 
2 CALCULATlS THE INVERSE OF A 
CT OF A VECTO~ ANO A ROW OF A 
ITIALIZiS A ICO>OIAGONAL OF A 
S~H~OW INITIALIZES A ROW OF A 
L2 SOLViS k PJSlTlVE DEFINITE 
L1 SOLVE.SA POSITIVE DEFINITE 
SYHOECSOL2 SOLVES A 
SYHOECSOL1 SOLVES A 
AO SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE 
C.AL:;ULATt:S ElGC:NVECTORS .OF A 
CON~LCUTIVE, EIGENVALUES OF A 
LCULAT£~ TH£ EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A 
TRikNGULAR JECOHPOSITION OF A 
AN HAH.IX INTO A SlltI LAR REAL 
D~CSOLSYHTRI SOLV~S A 
SOLSYHTRI SOLVES A 
SOLSVO SOLVES T~~ HOHOGENEOJS 
GSSSJLERB SOLVES A 
COHPOSTlON OF THE MATRIX Of A 
OLT~IPIV SO~VES A TRIDIAGONAL 
ELSOLTkl SOLVES A TRIOIAGOttAL 
OLVES A SYH~ETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
GSSITISOL SOLVES A 
A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC 
A POSITIVE JEFlNITE SYHHETRIC 
JECSJLBNO SOLVES A 
SYHDECSOLZ SOL~cS A SYHHETRIC 
SYHOECSOL1 SOLVES A SYHNETRIC 
A POSITIVE DEFihIJE SYHHETRIC 
CHLSOL1 SOLVES A 
CHLSOLZ SOLIIES A 
SYl1SOL1 SOLVt:S A 
SYHSOLZ SOLVES A 
HOHSOL SOLVES JHE HOMOGENEOUS 
SOLT~I SOLVES A TRIDIAGONAL 
OLTkIPIV SOLVES A TRIOIAGONAL 
SOL SOLVES JHE 
SOLELH SOLVl::S A 
ITISOL SOLVES A 
ITISOLER3 SOLV~S A 
HE l:.RROR IN THt. SOLUTION OF A 
OC:CSOL SOLVES A 
Rl CH A F:.O SON SOL 1/t.S A 
£LlHINATION SOLV~S A 
GSS SOL SOL 1/E.S A 
ANO SOLVt.S AN OVEROETERHINEO 
ANO SOLVES ~N UNOEROETERHlNED 
GSSITISOLfRB SOLVES A 
OOVR SOLVlS AN OVERDETERHINEO 
UNO SOLVES AN UNOEROETERHINEO 
SOLBND SOLVES A 
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SYHHETRIC HATRIX, USING JHE SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION FORHEO BY SYHOEC1 OR SYHDECSOL1o 
SYHHETRIC HAT~IX, USING JHE SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION FORHED BY SYHuEC2 OR SYHOECSOL2o 
SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHJSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY, 
SYMMETRIC HAT~IX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STOREO COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY, 
SYHHET~IC HAT,IX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STOR~D COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY. 
SYHHEJRlC SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUAJIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOJ HETHOO; JH~ COEFFICIENT HAT 
SYHHETRIC SYSTEM Of LINEA~ EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HEJHOD; JHE COEFFICIENT HAT 
SYHHETRI~ SYSTEH Of LINEA, EQUATIONS BY SYHHEJRIC OECOHPOSITION C WITHOUT PIVOTING )j THE 
SYHHETRI~ SYSTEH OF LINEA, EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC DECOHPOSITION C WITHOUT PIVOTING J; THE 
SYHHETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEA, EQUATIONS BY THE HETHOO OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS. 
SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HAT,IX BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
SYHHETRI~ T~IOIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURN SEQUENCE. 
SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERAJIDNo 
SYHHETRIC JRIDIAGONAL HAJ~IX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HAT,IX. 
SYHHETRI: TRIDIAGONAL HAT~IX. 
SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORMS THE TRIDIAGONAL OECOHPOSITIO 
SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEH Of LI~AR EQUAJIONS, THE TRIANGULAR OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVE~ 
SYHRESVEC CALCULATES THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B • X • C, WHERE A IS A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHO 
SYHSOL1 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSEO 
SYHSOL2 SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS A• X = 0 ANO x• •A= o, WHERE "A" DENDJES A HAJRIX ANO ·x· A 
SYSTE1 OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO CALCULATES A ROUGH UPPERBOUND FOR THE RELAJIVE ERROR IN THE 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO CALCULATES AN UPPEROOUND FOR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN THE SOLU 
SYSTE~ OF LI~EAR £QUAJIONS ANO PERFO~HS 1Hl TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSIJION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORHS THE TRIANGULAR DECOHPOSITION WITHOUT PIVOTING• 
SYSTE1 OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFOR1S JHE TRIDIAGONAL OECOHPOSIJIONo 
SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO THE SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY. 
SYST£~ o~ LINEAR EQJAJIDNS BY CHDLESKY'S SQUARE ROOJ HETHOO; THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX SHOULD 
SYSTE~ 0~ LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HEJHOO; THE :oEFFICIENT HAT~IX SHOULO 
SYSTEH 0~ LINEAR EQUATIONS BY GA~SSIAN ELIHINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOJING If THE COEFFICIEN 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC DECOHPOSITIDN C WITHOUT PIVOTING 1; THE COEFFICIEN 
SYSTE1 OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC OECOHPOSITION C WITHOUT ?IVOJING 1;, THE COEFFICIEN 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE HEJHOO OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS. 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSED BY 
SYSJEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSED BY 
SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF JHE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSED av 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF JHE COEFFICIENT HATKIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSED av 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUAJIONS OF EQUATIONS A• X = 0 AND X' •A= O, WHERE •A" 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR OECOMPOSITION BEING GIi/EN. 











A HA JR 
SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUAJIONS WHOS~ HAJRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOHPOSEO BY GSSELH OR GSSE 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY OECOHPOSEO av GSSELH OR GSSE 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE HATRIX HAS TRIANGULARLY OECOHPOSEO BY GSSNRI: JHIS SOLUJI 
SYSTE~ OF LIHEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX IS TRIANGULARLY DECOHPOSEO BY GSSELH. 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE ORDER IS SHALL RELATIVE TO THE NUHdER OF BINARY DIGITS IN 
SYSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS HITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES I ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLE 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS HITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES I ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLE 
SYSJE~ OF LINEAR EQJATIONS. 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
SYSTEH Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS; 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUAJIONS, 
SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUAJIONS, 
SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY ANO AN UPPERBOUND FOR TH 
MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT•HAND SIDE BY THE PSEUDO-INVERSE OF THE G 
MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT•HANO SIOE BY THE PSEUDO•INVERSE OF THE G 
THE MATRIX BEING DECOHPOSED BY OECBND. 
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KWICINOEX 
OLV~S A SYHMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL 
~UAS~HBNO SOLVES A 
QJANEHBN01 SOLV~S A 
SOLUTJON OF AN OVERDETERMINED 
SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMINED 
1HP£X SO~VES AN AUTONOMOUS 
TAN COMPUTES THE 
TANH CO~PUTES THE HYPERBOLIC 
HPUTES THE. IN'o/EkSE HYP"ERBOLIC 
ST, 2ND OR 3RD ORDER ONE-STEP 
BY HEANS OF A VARIABLE JROER 
LUAT~S THE FIRST K TERMS OF A 
N A VECTOR l CORRESPONDING TO 
UN COLUMNS> CORRESPONDING TO 
ANSFOF.HATlON CORRESPONDING TO 
TFMPREVEC IN COHBINATION HITH 
ANSFOF.HAT ION CORRESPONDING TO 
6A~~EAH;S1 PERFORMS iHE BACK 
6AKREAHES2 PERFORMS THE BACK 
dA~LBP. PERFORMS THE BACK 
BkKCOHHE.S PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKH~HTRI PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKSYHT~I1 PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKSYHT~I2 PERFORMS THE BACK 
RIX BY MEAN5 OF HOUSEHOLO[R'S 
OLLOHED BY A COMPLEX DIAGONAL 
Et.tlS OF A DIAGONAL SI HILARITY 
OhE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S 
ONE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S 








GSSNRI PERFORMS A 
DECBNO PEKFORMS A 
OECSYMTkI PERFORMS THE 
DECT~I PE~FORMS A 
0£:TRIPIV PEKFORHS A 
GS5[LM PERFORMS A 
DEG PE i<FGRHS A 
AR EQUATIONS AND PERFO~MS THE 
AR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORMS THE 
GSSERB PERfORNS A 
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SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN I BEING A BAND MATRIX I IS GIVEN. 
SYSTE~ OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN IS A BAND HATRIX. 
SYSTEM Of NON•LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH HARQUAROT'S METHOD. . 
SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH THE GAUSS-NEWTON HETHOO. 
SYSTE~ o~ 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM > BY HE.ANS OF THE IHPLI 
TAHMAT 1= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COLUMN VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
TAMVE: l= SCALAR PkJDUCT OF A COLUHN VECTOR AND A VECTOR. 
TAN COMPUTES THE TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
TANGENT ~OR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUHENT Xe 
TANH :OH?UTES THE HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUMENT Xo 
TAYLOR HETHODI THIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE LARGE AND SPARSE SYSTEMS, PROVIDED HIGHER 
TAYLO< HETHODI THIS HETHOJ CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS, WITH KNOWN EIGENVALUE SPEC 
TAYLO< SE,IES. 
TAYPOL EVALUATES THE FIRST K TERMS OF A TAYLOR SERIES. 
TFMPR~VEC IN COMBINATION HITH TFHSYMfRI2 CALCULATES THE TRANSFORMING HATRIX. 
TFHREAHlS TRANSFORMS A HATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER-HESSENBERG MATRIX BY HEANS OF WILKINSON 
TFHREAHES. 
TFM<EAHESa 
TFHSYHTRI1 TRANSFORMS A REAL SYHHETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BV HEANS OF H 
TFMSYHTR11o 
TFMSYHTRI2 CALCULATES THE TRANSFORMING HATRIX. 
TFMSYHT~I2 TRANSFORMS A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF H 
TFMSYHTRI2. 
TRANS•ORHATION (ONA VECTOR I CORRESPONDING TO TFHREAHESe 
TRANSFORMATION CON COLUMNS I CORRESPONDING TO TFHREAHES. 
TRANS•O<HATION ClRRESPONDING TO EQILBR. 
TRANSFORHATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHCOHHES. 
TRANSFORMATION ClRRESPONDING TO HSHHRHTRI. 
TRANSFORHATION CORRESPONDING TO TFHSYHTRI1e 
TRANSFOR~ATION CORRESPONDING TO TFHSYMTRI2o 
TRANSFORMATION FOLLOWED BY A COMPLEX DIAGONAL TRANSFORMATION INTO A SIHILAR UNITARY UPPER-





TRANSFORHS A COMPLEX HATRIX BY HEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORHATION FOLLOHEO BY A COMPLEX 
TkANSFORMS A COMPLEX VECTOR INTO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT VECTOR. 
TRANSFOR1S A HER~ITIAN MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR ~EAL SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
TRANSFOR1S A MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF WILKINSON'S TRANSFO 
TRANSFOR~S A HATRIX TO BIDIAGONAL FORH, BY PR:MULTIPLYING ANO POSTHULTIPLYING HITH ORTHOGO 
TRANSFOkMS A ~LYNOHIAL FROM THE NEWTON FOkH INTO THE GRUNERT FORM ■ 
T<ANSFORHS THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF A COMPLEX NUHBER INTO POLAR COORDINATES. 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION ANO CALCULATES THE 1-NDRH OF THE INVERSE HATRIX ■ 
TRIANGULA~ OECOHPOSlTION OF A BAND MATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING ■ 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC T~IOIAGONAL HATRIX. 
TRIANGULAR DECOHPDSlTION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
TkIAN;ULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX, USING PARTIAL ?!VOTING. 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH A COMBINATION OF PARTIAL ANO COHPLETE PIVOTING. 
TRIANGULAR DECOHPDSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
TRIAN;ULA~ DECOMPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION ~ITHOUT PIVOTING. 




























































CTiuN OF TWO VARIABLES OVER A 
QUAK~S P~ODLEH BY HOUSEHOLDER 
TOEC DE~Ivl~S THE HOUSEHOLDER 
UATlOtlS HHOSE HATRIX HAS BEEN 
LGULAT[S THE O~TERHINANT OF A 
S ElGEHVECTO~S OF A SYMMETRIC 
E, lIGE~VALJES OF A SYHHETRIC 
HE lIGENVALJES OF A SYHHETRIC 
0 ElGEHVECTO~S OF A SYMMETRIC 
GOHAL LLEMLNTS OF A HfRMITIAN 
TkIMNGULAR OECOHPOSITiON OF A 
OltOMPOSITlON OF A SYMMETRIC 
INTO A SIMILAR REAL SYHHETRIC 
TkIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A 
HMETRIC HATkIX INTO A SIMILAR 
HtlETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
DlGSOLTRIPIV SOLVES A 
~ECSOLTRI SOLV~S A 
CSOLSYMTRI SOLV~S A SYMMETRIC 
SOLTRI SOLVES A 
SOLTRIPI, SOLVES A 
SOLSYMTRI ~OLVfS A SYMMETRI~ 
FEMHE~HSYM SvLVES A LINEAR 
FEMLkGSKEW SOLVES A LINEAR 
FEHLAGSYM SOLVES A LINEAR 
FEHLAG SOLVES A LINEAR 
S OECOHPOSITlON ANO SOLVES AN 
SO~SVDUND SOLVES AN 
N TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX WHICH IS 
TRA~SFORM~TION INTO A SIMILAR 
GOMP~EX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL 
~EN ~EAL tl~lNVALUE OF A REAL 
COHPLEX EI~ENVALUE OF A REAL 
Fu~H5 ~ ~ATRIX INTO A SIHilk~ 
MATlON INTO A SIHILAR UNITARY 
THE EI~~NVALU~S OF A COMPLEX 
THL EIGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX 
TE.S THt EIG~HVALUES OF A REAL 
ES ANO lIGE~V~CTORS OF A REAL 
SE. vF A MAT~IX ANO 1-NORH, AN 
ON lS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY AN 
S !MP~OVEO ITERATIVELY ANO AN 
E~B~LH :ALCULATES A ROUGH 
AT!ONS iHO CALCULATES A ROUGH 
R EQUATIONS ANO CALCULATES AN 
LY DECREASING TE~HS USING THE 
LATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
LATlS THE SCA~AR PROOUCT OF A 
VECVEC a: SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
OUPCOLVEC COPIES A 
DUPROWVEC COPIES A 
Zi:>/D1/7& 
TRIAN~ULA~ OO~AIN ■ 
TRIANGULARIZATION WITH CDLUHN INTERCHANGES ANO CALCULATES THE DIAGONAL OF THE INVERSE OF H 
T~IANGULARIZATION WITH COLUHN INTERCHANGES OF THE HATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEH 
TRIAN~ULARLY DECOMPOSED BY DEC ■ 
T,IAHiULARLY DECOMPOSED MATRIX ■. 
TRIGUa COMPUTES THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF TWO VARIABLES OVER A TRIANGULAR DOH 
TR"IOIAGO"AL HATRIX BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE ■ 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITE~ATION. 
TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX WHICH IS UNITARY SIMILAR WITH A GIVEN HERMITIAN HATRIX. 
TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX. 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX ■ 
TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGO"AL MATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION, 
TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER"S TRANSFORMATION. 
TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANJ PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH PART 
TRIUIAGOiAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQJATIONS AND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITHOUT P 
TRIDI,GONAL SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORMS THE TRIDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION, 
TiIOIAGONAL_SYSTEM OF LINEA~ E~JATIONS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN ■ 
TRiuIAGONAL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN ■ 
T,IOIAGO"AL SYSTE1 OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S, T~E TRIANGULAR OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
TWO-POINT BOU~DARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A FOURTH ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WIT 
TWO-POINT BOU~OA~Y-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A S~COND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A ~ITZ•GALERK 
TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF•AOJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY 
TWO-POINT BOU~DARY-VALUE PROBLEH FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY 
UNDERDETERHINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
UNu~~JET~RMlNEO SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, HULTIPLYING THE RIGHT-HANO SIDE SY THE PSEUDO• 
UNDERFLOW TESTS WHETHER A VALUE IS AN UNDERFLOW VALUE ■ 
UNITA<Y SIMILAR WITH A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
UNITA<Y UPPEk-HESSENBERG HATRIX HlTH A REAL NONNEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL. 
UPPER•HESSE~BERG HATRIX BY HEANS OF OOUBL~ lR ITERATION. 
UPPER-HESSENBERG MATRIX BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITE~ATION. 
UPPER-HESSENBERG HATRIX BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION ■ 
UPPi~-HESSENBERG HATRIX BY MEANS OF WILKINSON'S TRANSFORMATION ■ 
UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NONNEGATIVE SUBOIAGONAL ■ 
UPFER-HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL ■ 
UPPER-HESSEN6ERG MATRIX ■ 
UPPE~•HESSEiB~RG HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL ~I~ENVALUES ARE REAL, BY HEANS OF SINGLE QR ITE 
UPPER-HESSENBERG HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY HEANS OF SINGLE QR ITE 
UPPERBOUNO FO, THE ER,O~ IN THE INVERSE ~AT~IX IS ALSO GIVEN. 
UPPERBOUNO FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED. 
UPPE~~DUND FO~ THE ERRD~ IN THE SOLUTION IS CALCULATED ■ 
UPPERBOUND FOR THE ERKOR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS HHOSE MATRIX IS T 
UPPER30U"O FO, THE RELATI~E ER~J~ IN THE CALCULATED SOLUTION, 
UPPERBOUNO FO, TH£ RELATIVE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF THAT SYSTEH. 
VALQRlCO~ CALCULATES THE ~IGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX UPPER•HESSENBE~~ HATRIX WITH A REAL SUBD 
VALSYHTRI CALCULATES ALL, OR SOHE CONSECUTIVE, EIGENVALUES OF A SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL NATR 
VAN HIJN~AAROEN TRANSFORMATION ■ 
VECSYHTRI CALCULATES EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF INVERSE IT 
VEGTO~ A~O A COLUMN VECTO, BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETICo 
VECTo, A~O A ROW VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHKETIC. 
VECTO, A~O A VECTOR ■ 
VECTOR INTO A COLUHN VECTOR. 
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SHGOHCOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX 
ES A CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A 
uUPVEC COPIES A 
OLVLC ADOS A CONSTANT TIHES A 
OHPLEX NUHB~R TIHES A COMPLEX 
OHVLC AOOS A CONSTANT TIMES A 
LHVEC ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A 
INIVEC INITIALIZES A 
ULATES THE INFINITY-NORM OF A 
EC ~ALCULATES TrlE 1-NO~M OF A 
TLS THL SCA~AR PROOU~T Of TWO 
ECP.EASING TERHS USING THE VAN 
HESSENBERG HATRIX BY HEANS OF 
NDS (.IN A GIVLN INTERVAL) A 
NOS l IN A GIVEN INTERVAL> A 
NOS CINA GIVEN INTERVAL I A 
AIRYZEROS CO~PUTES THE 
POLZ~~os C~LCULATES ALL 
ALLZERO~TPOL CALCULAT~S ALL 
ER ~F kOJAC~NT UPPER OR LOWE~ 
LCULATE~ A NUHBER OF ADJACENT 
ON~NRHCOL CALCULATES THE 
ONENRHMAT CALCULATES THE 
OhENRH~OH CALCULATES THE 
ONLNkHVEC CALCULATES THE 
OHPOSITIO~ AND CALCULATES THE 
ONENRHINV CALCULATES THE 
S THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX ANO 
.--,n,,n:->JT<:: nF KWIC':TtJOE)( 
2&/01/76 
VECTOR I~TO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT VECTOR. 
V~CTO~ INTO A VECTOR. 
VECTOR INTO ANDTHEk VECTO~. 
VECTO~ TO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
VECTO~ TJ A COMPLEX ROH VECTOR. 
VECTO~ TJ A ROH VECTOR. 
VECTO~ TO A VECTOR. 
VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT. 
VECTOR. 
VECTO~. 
VECTORS BY DOUBLE LENTGH ARITHHETIC• 
VECVE: I= SCALAR PRJDJCT JF A VECTOR AND A VECTOR. 
WIJN~AARDEN TRANSFORMATION. 
WILKINSON'S TRANSFORHATION. 
ZERO JF A FUNCTlON OF ONE VARIABLE USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION ANO OF ITS OERIVATIVEo 
ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE. 
ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE. 
ZERCIN FINDS I IN A GIVEN INTERVAL I A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE• 
ZEROI~DER FINDS C IN A GIVEN INTERVAL) A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE V~RIABLE USING VALUES 
ZEROINRAT FINDS C IN A GIVEN INTERVAL ) A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE. 
ZEROS ANO ASSOCIATEJ VALUES OF T~E AIRY FUNCTIONS AICZJ ANO BIIZI ANO THEIR DERIVATIVES. 
ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL HIT~ REAL COEFFICIENTSo 
ZfRDS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL ■ 
ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL. 
ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL ■ 
1-NOR~ 0~ A COLUMN VECTOR. 
1-NORH OF A MATRIX. 
1-NOR~ o~ A ROW VECTOR ■ 
1-NORH OF A VECTOR. 
1•NOR~ OF THE INVERSE HAT~IXo 
1•NORM OF THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX WHOSE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORK IS DELIVERED BY GSSEL 
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HBASE OELIVE~S THE aASE OF THE ARITHMETIC OF THE COHPUTOR. 
A~REB DELIVERS THE ARITHMETIC E~ROR BOUND OF THE COMPUTOR, 
DWARF DELIVE~S THE SMALLEST ( IN ABSOLUTE VALUE ) REPRESENTABLE REAL NUMBERo 
G~ANT DELIVERS THE LARGEST ~£P~ESENTABLE REAL NJMBER. 
INTCAP DELivERS THE INTEGER CAPACITY. 
Pl OLLIVERS A FULL PRECISION APPROXIMATION TO PI=CA 3.1't••• 
l JELIVERS A FULL PRECISION APPROXIHATION TO E=CA 2,716,,, 
OVE~FLOH TESTS WHLTrlE~ A VALUE IS A~ OvERFLOW VALUE. 
UHuE~FLOW TESTS WHETHER A VALU~ IS AN UNuERFLOW VALUE. 
IHIV~C INITIALIZES A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIHAT INITIALIZES A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIM,TO INITIALIZES A (GOlDIAGJNAL JF A MATRIX, 
INISYHD INITIALIZES A ICOlDIAGONAL OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•DIHENSIONAL 
A~RAY, 
INISYHROW INITIALIZES A ROH OF A SYMHETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY, 
HJLVEC STORES A GO~STANT MULTIPLIED BY A VECTOR INTO A VECTOR. 
MULROW STORES A CONSTANT MULTIPLIED BY A ROW VE~TOR INTO A ROH VECTOR ■ 
MULCOL STO~ES A CONSTANT MULTIPLlEO BY A COLUHN VECTOR INTO A COLUHN VECTOR, 
OJPV~C COPIES A VECTOR INTO ANOTHER. VECTOR, 
OJPVEC~OW COPIES A RO" VECTJ~ INTO A VECTO~, 
OJPkOWVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO A ROW VECTOR, 
OUPVECCOL COPIES A COLUHN VECT)R INTO A VECTOR, 
OUPGOLVEC COPIES A VECTOR INTO A COLUHN VECTOR, 
OUPHAT COPIES A MATRIX INTO AN)TME~ MATRIX, 
PuL EVALUATES A POLYNOMIAL, 
CHEPJL EVALUATES A CHEBYSHEV PJLYNOMIAL, 
ALLCHEPOL EVALUATES ALL CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS UP TO A CERTAIN DEGREE. 
CrtEPOLSER EvALUATES A CHEBYSHEv SERIES. 
H~WGRN TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL FROH THE NEWTON FORH INTO THE GRUNERT FORH, 
I~FN~HVEC CALCULATES THE IN~INITY•NORH JF A VECTOR. 
INFNRMROH CALCULATES THE INFINITY-NORM OF A ROH VECTOR ■ 
lNFNRHCOL CALCULATES THE INFINITY-NORM Of A COLUHN VECTOR■ 
IhFNRHHAT CALCULATES THE INFINITY•NORH OF A HAT<IXo 
DNtN~MVEC CALCULATES THE 1•NORH OF A VECTJR ■ 
O~tNRHROW CALCULATES TH~ l•NOR~ OF A ROH VECTOR. 
ONEHkHCOL CALCULATES THE 1-NORM OF A COLUHN VECTOR ■ 
ONEN~HHAT CALCULATES THE 1·NORH Of A MATRIX. 
ABSHAXHAT CALCULATES THE HOOULJS Of THE LARGEST ELEMENT OF A MATRIX ANO DELIVERS THE INDICES Of THE MAXIMAL ELEHENT. 
HSHVECHAT PREHULTIPLlES A MATRIX 8Y A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING GIVEN IN A 
0NE•OIH£NSIONAL AKRAY, 
HSHCOLHAT PREHJLTl~LIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HAT<IX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A COLUMN IN A 
TWO•uIHENSIONA~ AR~AY. 
H~HROHHAT PREMULTIPLIES A MATRIX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH HATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A ROW IN A 
TWO•ulMENSIONAL A~~AY. 
ttSHvLCTAH POSTHULTIPLIES A HAT~IX BY A HOUSEHOLDER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN IN A 
O~E-uIHENSIONAL ARRAY, 
HSHCOLTA~ POSTHULTIPLIES A HAT~IX av A HOUSEHOLJER HATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A COLUMN IN A 
TnO·OIHENSIONAL ARRAY, 
HSHROHTAH POSTHULTIPLIES A 1AT<IX BY A HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, THE VECTOR DEFINING THIS HSH MATRIX BEING GIVEN AS A RJW IN A 
THO•OIHENSIONAL AkRAY. 
SiNSER EVALUATES A SINE SE(IES, 
COSSER EVALUATES A COSINE SERIES. 
FOUSE~ EVALUATES A FOURI£~ 5E<I~S WITH EQUAL SINE ANO COSINE COEFFI~IENTS. 
FOUSER1 EVALUATES A FOURIER SERIES. 
FOUSER2 EVALUATES A FOURIER SE~IES. 
COHFOUSER EVALUATES A CONPLEX FOURIER SERIES WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
1 
CONTENTS OF KWICINDEX 
203 ,oHFOUSER1 EVALUATES A COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES. 
203 COHFOUSER2 EVALUATES A ;oHP~EX FOURIER SERIES. 
26/01/76 
271 OPAOu ADDS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUHBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION SUH. 
271 OPSUB SUBTRACTS TWO SIIIGLE. PRE::XSION NUHBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION DIFFERENCE. 
271 uPHUL HULTIPLIES TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUH~ERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION PROOUCTo 
271 O~JIV OIVIOfS TWO SINGLE PRECISION NUMBERS TO A DOUBLE PRECISION QUOTIENT. 
271 LN;Aoo ADOS TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBERS. 
271 L%SJB SUilTRACTS TWO DOUBLE PRECISION NUHi3ERS. 
271 LNGHUL MULTIPLIES TWO DOUBLE P~ECISION NUHBERS. 
271 LNGuIV OIi/IDES TWO DOUdLE PRECISION NUHBEkS. 
5 CJLCST HULTI?LIES A ;JLUHN VECTOR BY A CONSTANT. 
5 ROWCST HULT1PLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A CONSTANT. 
201 LNilNTAOO COMPUTES THE SUM Of LONG NON~EGATIVE INTEGERS. 
ZQ1 LNGlNTSUBTRACT COMPUTES THE DIFFERENCE OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
201 LNilNTHULT COMPUTES TttE PROJUCT OF LONG NON~EGATIIIE INTEGERS. 
201 LNGitlTDIVIOE COMPUTES THE QUOTIEIIT WITH REHAINDER OF LONG NONNEGATIVE INTEGERS. 
PAGE 
201 LNGINTPOWER COMPUTES U••POWER, WHERE UIS A LON~ NONNEGATIVE INTEGER AND POWER IS THE POSITIVE ( SINGLE•LENGTH) ~XPONENT. 






























2~5 DE~POL EVALUATES THE FIRST K DERIVATIVES OF A POLYNOHIAL. 
2G5 lNTCH~ ~OHPUTES THE INDEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A GIi/EN CHEBYS~EV SERIES. 
211 A~LZ~RORTPOL CALCULATES ALL Zl:.ROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOHIALo 
211 LU~ZERORTPOL CALCULATES A NUHBER OF ADJACENT UPPER OR LOWER ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOHIALo 
211 SELZE~ORTPOL CALCULATES A NJHBER OF AOJACENT ZEROS OF AN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOHIALo 
15 FULHATIIEC CALCULATES THE PRJOU~T A• Bt WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX ANO 8 IS A I/ECTOR. 
15 FJLTAHI/EC CALCULATES THE PRODUCT A'• B, WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE HATRIX A AND BIS A VECTOR. 
15 FULSYHMATIIEC CALCULATES THE PRJOUCT A• 8, WHERE A IS A SYH~ETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWIS£ IN A 
O~E•OlHENSIONAL ARRAY ANO BIS A VECTOR. . 
31503 15 ~ESIIEC CALCULATC:S THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B + X • C, WHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX, 8 AND CARE VECTORS AND XIS A SCALAR. 
3150~ 15 SYHRESIIEC CALCULATES THE RESIOJAL I/ECTOR A• 8 ♦ X • C, WHERE A IS A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STOKED 
COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY, B ANO CARE VECTORS AND XIS A SCALAR. 
31505 Z85 LNGFULHATVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC THE PRODUCT A• B, WHERE A IS A GIVEN HATRIX AND 8 IS A I/ECTOR. 
31506 Z85 LNGFULTAHVEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC THE PRODUCT A'• 8, WHERE A' IS THE TRANSPOSED OF THE HATRIX A ANO 8 
IS A I/ECTOR. 
31507 265 LNGFULSYHHATI/EC CALCULATES av DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE PRODUCT A• 8, WHERE A IS A SYNHETRIC NATRIX, WHOSE 
UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•DIHENSIONAL ARRAY AND 8 IS A VECTOR. 
31506 Z65 LNGRESI/EC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A• B ♦ X • C, WHERE A IS A GIVEN MATRIX, BAND CARE 
V~CTORS ANO XIS A SCALAR. 
3150~ 265 LNGSYHRESIIEC CALCULATES BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC THE RESIDUAL VECTOR A • B • X • C, WHERE A IS A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, 
WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS STORED ~OLUHNWISE IN A O~E•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY, BAND CARE VECTORS ANO XIS A SCALAR. 
3201D 131 EULER PERFORHS THE SUMMATION OF AN ALTERNATING INFINITE SERIES. 
3202D 131 SU~?O~SERIES PEkFOR~5 THE SUHHAJION OF A INFINITE SERIES WITH POSITIVE MONOTONICALLY OECREASING TERNS USING THE VAN 
WlJNiAAROEN TRANSFORHATION. 
32051 135 INTEGKAL CALCULATES THE CEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR 01/E~ A NUHBlR 
DF CDNSECUTIIIE INTE~VALS. 
3207G 133 UAOr.AT COMPUTES THE uEFINITE I~TEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL. 
32075 2~7 TRl~UB COMPUTES THE DEFINITE l~TEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF TWO VARIABLES OVER A TRIANGULAR DO~AIN. 
3JD10 1'<1 RK1 SOLi/ES A SINGLE 1ST OROc.R :lIFFHENTIAL EQUATION BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA NETHOO. 
33012 171 RK2 INTEGRATES A SINGLE 2ND OROER OIFFERENTIAL EQUATION ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF A STH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHODo 
33013 173 RKZN SOLVES A SYSTEH OF ZWO O,DER OIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS l INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM) BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDE, RUNGE•KUTTA 
HE T HOCI. 
33014 175 kK3 SOLi/ES A SIHGLE 2ND ORDER OIFFERENTIAL EQUATION C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA HETHOJ; 
TttIS METHOD CAN ONLY BE USED IF THE RIGHT HANO SIDE OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUAlION DOES NOT DEPEND ON y•• 
33015 177 RKJN SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 2ND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH) BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
HETHOD; THIS HETHDD CAN ONLY BE USED IF THE RIGHT HANO SIDE OF THE DIFFERENfIAL EQUATIONS DOES NOT OEPENO ON Y'• 






























RK4A SOLVES A SINGLE 1ST ORuER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY HEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THE INTEGRATION IS 
T~~MINATEO AS SUON AS A CONDITION ON X ANO Y, WHICH IS SUPPLIED 8Y THE USER, IS SATISFIED ■ 
~<'+l•A SOLVES A SYST~M OF 1ST OKOER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS Of A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
H~THOD; THE INTEG~ATION IS TE~HINATED AS SOON AS A CONDITION ON X[OJ, ••• ,X[NJ , SUPPLIED BY THE USER, IS SATISFIED ■ 
kK5NA SOLVES A SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 
HLTHOU; THE ARC LEN~TH IS INT~JDUCED AS AN INTE;RATION VARIABLE; THE INTEGRATION IS TERMINATED AS SOON AS A CONDITION ON 
XtOJ, ••• ,X{Nl , SUPPLIED BY THE USER, IS SATISFIED, 
RKE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ElUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A 5TH ORDER RUNGE•KUTTA METHOD. 
H)DIFlED TAYLOR SOLV~S A SYSTE~ o~ 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROaLEM I BY MEANS OF A 1ST, 2ND OR 3RD 
ORDER ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD; THIS METHOO CAN BE USED TO SOLVE LARGE ANO SPARSE SYSTEMS, PROVIDED HIGHER OROER DERIVATIVES 
CAN EASILY aE OBTAINED. 
EXPO~ENTIALLY FITTED TAYLOR SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A 
VARIABLE OROER TAYLOR M~THO); THIS HETHOO CAN BE USED TD SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS, WITH KNOWN EIGENVALUE SPECTRUM, PROVIDED 
HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES CA~ EASILY BE OBTAINED, 
A~K SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS t INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM J BY MEANS OF A STABILIZED RUNGE•KUTTA METHOD 
WITH LIMITED STORA~E REQUI~EHE~Ts. 
£FRK SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST OkJER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM l BY MEANS OF A 1ST, 2NO OR 3RD ORDER, 
EXPONlNTIONALLY FITTED ~UNGE•KUTTA METHOD; AUTOMATIC STEPSIZE CONTROL IS NOT PROVIDED; THIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF 
SYSTEMS WITH KNOWN EIJENVALJE SPECT~UH■ 
HULTISTEP SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A VARIABLE ORDER 
MJLTiSTEP METHOD A3AMS-MOULTON, ADA~S-BASHFDRTH OR GEAR'S METHOD; T ➔ E ORDER OF ACCURACY IS AUTOMATIC, UP TO 5TH O~DER: THIS 
METHOD IS SUITAoL~ FOR STIF~ SYSTE1S. 
EFERK SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER JIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PRD8L£H) BY MEANS OF AN EXPONENTIALLY 
FlTT£D, 3RD ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD; THIS METHOD CA~ BE US£0 TD SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS WITH KNOWN EIGENVALUE SPECTRUM. 
LINIGcR2 SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS Of AN IMPLICIT, 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDE~ ONE•STEP HETHOO; AJTOMATIC STEP•SlZE CONTROL IS NOT PROVIDED; THIS HETHOD CAN BE USEJ TO SOLVE 
STIFF SYSTEMS. 
LlN1GcR1VS SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of 1ST O~DER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH I BY HEANS OF AN IMPLICIT, 
EXPONLNTIALLY FITTED 1ST ORDER ONc-STEP METHOD;THIS HETHOD CAN 8E USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS. 
IMPEX SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM) BY MEANS OF THE IMPLICIT 
MlOPJ~NT RULE WITH SHOOTHIN; AND EXTRAPOLATION; THIS METHOD IS SUITABLE FDR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
£FSIRK SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEH OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM I BY MEANS OF A 3RD ORDER, 
LXPO~ENTIALlY FITTED, SEHI•IMPLICIT RUNGE-KUTTA HETHOD; THIS METHOD CAN BE USED TO SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS. 
~ICH,~DSON SOLVfS A SYSTEM JF LINEA~ EQUATIONS WITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES ( ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY ~ALUE PROBLEM I BY HEANS OF 
A NON-STATIONARY 2ND ORD~R ITERATIVE METHOD ■ 
ELIMihATION SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH POSITIVE REAL EIGENVALUES C ELLIPTIC 80UNOARY VALUE PROBLEM) av H~ANS , 
OF A NON-STATIONARY 2ND OkDER ITERATIVE METHOD, WHICH IS AN ACCELERATION OF RICHARDSON'S METHOD ■ 
OIFFSYS SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 1; BY EXTRAPOLATION, APPLIED TO LOW ORDER 
~ESULTS, A HIGH ORDER OF ACCURACY IS OBTAINED; THIS METHOD IS SUITABLE FOR SMOOTH PROBLEHS WHEN HIGH ACCURACY IS REQUIRED. 
GHS SOLVES AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 1ST OROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ( INITIAL VALUE PROBLEH l BY MEANS Of A 3RD ORDER 
HULT!STEP METHOD; THIS METHJO CAN BE USED TJ SOLVE STIFF SYSTEMS. 
F~HLAG SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY•VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF-ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A 
klTZ-GALERKIN METHOJ; THE COEFFICIENT JF y• IS SUPPOSED TJ BE UNITY. 
FEHLhGSYH SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND ORDER SELF•AOJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A 
RITZ-GALER~IN METHOD. . 
F~HLAGSKEW SOLVES A LINEAR TWO•POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM FOR A SECOND O~ER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY A RITZ·GALERKIN 
M~THCO. 
FEHHERMSYH SOLVES A LINEAR TWO-POINT 80UNDARY•VALUE PROBLEM FOR A FOURTH ORDER SELF•ADJOINT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION MITH 
DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS BY A ~ITZ-GALERKIN METHOa. 
VECVEC I= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A VECTOR ■ 
HATVEC 1: SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ~OH VECTOR AND A VECTOR ■ 
TKMVEC &= SCALAR fRJDUCT Of A ~DLUKN VECTOR AND A VECTOR. 
MATHAT •= SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ~ow VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
TAHMAT 1: SCALAR PROOJCT OF A COLUMN VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR ■ 
HATTAM I= SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ,ow VECTOR AND A ~ow VECTOR. 
SEQVEC I: SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE MUTUAL SPACINGS BETWEEN THE INDICES OF tHl 
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1ST VlCTOR CHANGE LINEARLY. 
SCA?R01 I= SCALAR P~JDUCT OF TWJ VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE SPACINGS OF BOTH VECTO~S ARE CONSTANT. 
SYMHATVEC t= SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A RJW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHOSE UPPERTRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUHNWISE IN A 
O~E-OIHENSIONAL AkRAY ■ 
E.HVEC ADDS A CONSTANT TIHES A VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
ELMVECCOL ADDS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
ELHCOLVEC ADOS A CO~STA~T TlHE> A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
ELMCOL ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLU~N VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR. 
ELMROH ADDS A CONSTA~T TIHES A ROH VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR■ 
HAXiLHROW ADOS A CONSTANT TIHES A R)W VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, MAXELMROWl=THE SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT OF THE NEW R)W VECTOR 
W ➔ IC~ IS OF HAXIHUM ABSJLUTE VALUE. 
ELHV~CROW AUOS A CONSTANT TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR. 
ELM~OHVEC AOOS A CONSTANT TIMES A VECTJR TO A ROW VECTOR• 
ELMROHCOL ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A COLUHN VECTOR TO A ROH VECTOR, 
ELMCOLROW ADOS A CONSTANT TIMES A RJW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VE~TOR. 
ICHVEC INTERCHANGES THO VECTORS GIVEN IN ARRAY A[LIUJ ANO ARRAY ACSHIFT + L I SHIFT+ Ul. 
I:HCOL INTERCHANGES THO COLUMNS OF A HATRIX, 
I:HkOW INTERCHANGES THO ROHS OF MATRIX. 
I:HROHCOL INTERCHA~GES A ROH AND A COLUHN OF A MATRIX. 
l~HSEQVEC INTERCHANGES A ROH ANO A COLUMN OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR MATRIX, WHICH IS STORED COLUHNHISE IN A ONE•OIMENSIONAL 
A~RAYo 
l:HSEQ INTERCHANGES TWO COLUHNS OF AN UPPERTRIANGULAR MATRIX, WHICH IS STORED COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•OIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
ROTCOL REPLACES TWO COLUMN VECTORS X ANO Y BY THO VECTORS ~X ♦ SY ANO CY - SX, 
~OTROH REPLACES THO ROW VECTORS X ANO y BY THO VECTORS ex+ SY AND CY - sx. 
SOL SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY DEC, 
It,V CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX THAT HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY DEC, 
SOLiLH SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY GSSELM OR GSSERB. 
~OLBND SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE HATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY OECBND. 
LSQSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM IF THE CJEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY LSQORTOEC. 
LSQOGLINV CALCULATES THE DIAGONAL ELEHENTS OF T~E IN~ERSE OF H'H, WHERE HIS THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUAk~S 
P~OBLtH ■ 
LSQORTDEC DELIVERS THE HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUMN INTERCHANGES OF THE HATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES 
P~OaLLHo . 
L5QO~TOECSOL SOLVES A LitlEA~ LEAST SQUARES PROBLEH OY HOUSEHOLDER TRIANGULARIZATION WITH COLUHN INT£RCHANGES ANO CALCULATES 
T~E DlAGONAL OF THE INVERSE OF H'M, WHERE MIS THE COEFFICIENT HATRIXo 
LSQINV CALCULATfS THE INVERSE OF THE MATRIX s•s, WHERE s IS THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM ■ 
TFMSYHTRI2 TRAtlSFORHS A ~EAL SYHHETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIHILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER'S TRANSFORMATION ■ 
O~KSYMTRI2 PERFORMS TrlE BACK TRANSFOKHATION COR~ESPONDING TO TFHSYHTRI2 ■ 
TFMP,EVEC IN COMBINATION WITH TFHSYHTRI2 CALCULATES THE TRANSFORMING MATRIX. 
TFMSYHTRI1 TRANSFORMS A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLOER•S TRANSFORMATION. 
bAKSYMTRI1 PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CDR~ESPONOING TO TFMSYHTRI1 ■ 
ZE~OlN FINDS ( IN A ;rvEN I~TE~VAL I A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF O~E VARIABLE. 
VALSYMTRI CALCULATES ALL, 0~ SOME CONSECUTIVE, EIGENVALUES OF A SYHMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
USING A STURM SEQUE~CEo 
VECSYHTRI CALCULATES EIGENVECT~RS OF A SYMMETRIC TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
EI~v~LSYH2 CALCULATES ALL C OR SOHE I EIGENVALUES OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTION DERIVED FROM 
A STURM SEQUENCE ■ 
EIGSYHZ CALCULATES EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS BY MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
EIGVALSYHl CALCULATES ALL l OR SO~E I EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF A FUNCTIO~ JERIVEJ FROH 
A STUR~ S~QUENCE. 
£IGSYM1 CALCULATES EIGENVALJES ANO EIGENVECTORS BY HEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
QRlvALSYMTRl CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A SYHHETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
Q~ISYMTRI CALCULATES THE EijENvALUES AND EIGENV;CTORS OF A SYHHETRI~ TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX BY HEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
QRIVALSYH2 CALCULATES THE ElGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC HATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATIONo 
QRISYH CALCULATES ALL EIGENVALUES A~O EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC HATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
QRIVALSYH1 CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMHETRIC HATRIX BY MEANS OF QR ITERATION. 
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TFHREAHES T~ANSFORHS A ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER-HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS OF WILKINSON'S TRANSFORMATION. 
O~K~EAHES1 PEkFORHS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION I ON A ~ECTOR I CORRESPONDING TO TFKREAHES. 
BAK~LAHESZ PERFOkMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION I ON COLU~NS I ~ORRESPONDING TO TFMREAHES. 
EUILBk EQUILIBRATES A MATRIX BY MEANS OF A DIAGONAL SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION. 
BAKLBK PERFORHS THE BACK TRANSFORHATION C)RRESPON)ING TO EQILBR. 
REAVALQRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER-HESSENBERG HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY HEANS OF 
srN~LE QR ITERATION, 
F.EAVECHES CALCULATES AN EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG HATRIX BY HEANS OF 
INVE~SE ITE~ATION. ~ 
REA~IGVAL CALCULATES TH~ EI~ENVALUES OF A HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, 
~EAS~L NO~HALIZES THE COLUM~S OF A THO•DIHE~SIONAL ARRAY. 
REAEIG1 CALtULATES THE EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A HATRIX, PROVIOEO THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. 
kEAQKl CALCULATES ALL £IGENVALJES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENBERG HATRIX, P~OVIOEO THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, 
BY MEANS OF SINGLE QR ITERATIO~. 
KEAEIGJ CALCULATES THE EIGENVE;TORS ANO EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX, PRJVIOED THAT THEY ARE ALL REAL. 
COHVALORI CALCULATES THE REAL ANO COHPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER•HESSENSERG MATRIX BY HEANS OF OOUBLE QR ITERATION, 
COHVECHES CALCULATES THE EI~ENVECTO~ CJRRESPONOING TO A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER-HESSENBERG NAT~IX BY NEANS 
OF INVERSE ITERATION. 
COH~l~VAL CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A HATRIXe 
COHSCL NORMALIZES REAL ANO COMPLEX EIGENVECTORS. 
COH~IG1 CALCULATES THE EI~ENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS OF A MATRIX ■ 
LINEMIN MINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES IN A GIVEN OIRECTION. 
kNKlUPD ADDS A RANK-1 HATRIX Tl A SYHHETRIC HAT~IX ■ 
OAVUPU ADOS A RANK-2 MATRIX TO A SYMMETRIC HATRIX. 
F~EUPD ADOS A RANK•Z HATRIX TO A SYHHETRIC MATRIX. 
RNK1HIN HINIHIZES A FUNCTION o~ SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
FLENIN MINIMIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES ■ 
CONJ GRAD SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS. 
~SS~LH PERFORHS A TRI~N;ULAR OECOHPOSITION WITH A COHBlNAflON OF PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE PIVOTING. 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
!NVl CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX THAT HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY OECOHPOSEO av GSSELH DR GSSERB.THE i•NORH OF THE INVERSE 
MATRIX HIGHT ALSO BE CALCULATED. 
GSSINV CALCOLAT~S THE INVERSE )FA MATRIX. 
uN~NRMINV CALCULATES THE 1-~0K1 OF THE INVERSE OF A HATRIX WHOSE TRIANGULARLY DECOHPOSEO FORN IS DELIVERED BY GSSELH. 
t~B~LH CALCULATES A ROUGH UPPE~BOUND FJ~ THE ERROR IN THE SJLUTION OF A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX IS 
T~IANGULARLY DECOMPOSED BY GSSELH. 
GSSE~u PERFORMS A TRI~N;ULA~ OECOHPOSTION OF THE MATRIX OF A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND CALCULATES AN UPPERBOUNO FO~ THE 
k~LATlVE ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF THAT SYSTEM. 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO CALCULATES A ROUGH UPPERBOUNO FOR THE RELATIVE ERROR IN THE CALCULATEJ 
S~LUTlON. 
GSSlNVE~B CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A HAT~IX ANO i•NORH, AN UPPERuOUNO FOR THE ERROR IN THE INVERSE HATRIX IS ALSO GI~EN. 
ITI50L SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE HATRIX HAS BEEN TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSE~ BY GSSELH OR GSSERB. THIS SOLUTION 
I~ lH?ROVEO ITERATIVElY• 
GSSITlSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND THE SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY. 
GSSN~I PERFOtHS A TRlAN;ULA~ O~COHPOSITION ANO CALCULATES THE 1•NORH OF THE INVERSE MAT~IX ■ 
ITISOLERB SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHOSE MATRIX HAS TRIANGULARLY OECOHPOSED BY GSSNRI; THIS SOLUTION IS IHPROVEO 
lTE~ATIVELY AN UPPE~BJUNO FOR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUTIO~ IS CALCULATED. 
GSSITISOLERB SOLVES A SYSlEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS; THIS SOLUTION IS IMPROVED ITERATIVELY ANO AN UPPERBOUNO FOR THE ERROR IN 
T ➔ E SOLUTION IS CAL;ULATED. 
HSHRLABIO TRANSFORMS A HATRIX TO BIDIAGONAL FORM, BY PREHULTIPLYING ANO POSTHULTIPLYING WITH ORTHOGONAL MATRICES. 
PSTTF1~AT CALCULATES THE POSTMJLTlPLYING MATRIX FROM THE DATA GEN~RATEO BY HSHREABID. 
PRETFMHAT CALCULATES THE PkEHULTIPLYING MATRIX FROM THE DATA GENERATED BY HSHREA8IO, 
Q~ISNGVAL3l0 CALCU.ATES THE SI~GULAR VALUES OF A BIDIAGONAL KATRIX. 
QRISNGVALOECBIO CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OECOHPOSITION OF A HATRIX OF WHICH THE BIDIAGONAL ANO THE PRE- AND 
POSTHULTIPLYING HATRICES ARE GIVEN. 
QKISNGVAL CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A GIVEN HATRIXo 
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Q~ISNGVALDEC CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOHPOSITION U • S • V', WITH U ANO V ORTHOGONAL ANDS POSITIVE DIAGONAL. 
SJL5VOOVR SOLVES AN OVERDETERHINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE av THE PSEUDO-INVERSE Of THE 
GIVEN HATRIX. 
SOLOVR CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES DECOHPDSITION AND SOLVES AN OVERDETERHINED SYSTEH Of LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
SJLSVOUNO SOLVES AN UNDERDETER~INED SYSTE~ Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, MULTIPLYING THE RIGHT•HANO SIDE BY THE PSEUOO•INVERSE Of THE 
GlV~N MATRIX. 
SOLUNu CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES 0£CJHPOSITION AND SOLVES AN U~OEROETERHINEO SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
HOHSOLSVD SOLVES THE HOHOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS A• X = 0 ANO x• •A= 0, WHERE "A" DENOTES A HATRIX AND "X" A 
V~CTOR; < THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN>• 
HOHSOL SOLVES THE HOHOGENEO~S SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OF EQUATIONS A• X = D AND X' •A= D, WHERE NA" DENOTES A HATRIX 
A~J "X" A VECTOR■ 
PSDINVSVD CALCULATES THE PSEUOO•INVERSE OF A HATRIXI I THE SINGULAR VALUE OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN I. 
P~OINV CALCULATES THE PSEUOO·IiVERSE OF A MATRIX. 
DEC P~RFO~HS A TRIANGULAR DECOHPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
uE:SOL SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEA~ EQUATIONS WHOSE ORDER IS SHALL RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER Of BINARY DIGITS IN THE NUMBER 
REP~ESENTATION. 
O~ClNV CALCULATES THE INVERSE Jf A MATRIX WHOSE ORDER IS SHALL RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF BINARY DIGITS IN THE NUHBER 
~E?RESENTATION. 
D~TERH CALCULATES THE OETERHINANT OF A TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED HATRIX ■ 
CHLDLC2 CALCULATES THE CHOLESKY DECOHPJSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMHETRIC HATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A 
TMO-CIHENSIONAL ARRAY. 
CHLOLC1 CALCULATES THE CHOLESKY OECOHPOSITIDN Of A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMHETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN 
COLUHNWISE IN A ONE•DIHENSIONA. ARRAY. 
CnLuETERM2 CALCULATES Of THE DETERMINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC HATRIX, THE CHOLESKY OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN IN A 
TMO-u!HENSIONAL ARRAY. 
CHLOETERH1 CALCULATES THE OETE~HINANT Of A POSifIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC HATRIX~ THE CHOLESKY OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN 
COLU~NMISE IN A ONE-OIHENSIJNA~ A,~AY. 
OEC8ND PERFORMS A TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A BAND HATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
OETE,HBNO CALCULATES THE DETERMINANT Of A SANO ~ATRIX. 
LECSDLBNO SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIHINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX IS IN 
BANu FORM ANO IS STO~ED ROHMIS~ IN A ONE-DIHENSIONAL A~RAV. 
CrlLDECBND PERFORMS THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC BAND HATRIX. 
CrlLOETERHBNO CALCULATES THE OETERHINANT OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SANO HATRIXe 
CHLSOLBNO SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC LINEAR SYSTEH, THE TRIANGULAR OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
CHLDECSOLBNO SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHHETRIC LINEAR SYSTEH ANO PERFORHS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BY CHOLESKY'S 
H~THOO. 
COHAaS CALCULATES THE MODULUS OF A COHPLEX NUHBER. 
COMMUL CALCULATES THE PRODU~T lF TWO COMPLEX NUMBERS. 
CvMOIV CALCULATES THE QUOTIENT OF TWO COMPLEX NUMBERS. 
COMSy,T CALCULATES TH~ SQUA~E ,oor OF A ClH?LEX NUMBER. 
Ck~POL TRANSFORMS THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF A COMPLEX NUHBER INTO POLAR COORDINATES. 
C~HKWO CA~CULATES T ➔ E ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS. 
COHCOLCST HULTIPLIES A COHPLEX COLUMN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER. 
COM~OWCST MULTIPLIES A COMP~EX ~ow VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMBER. 
COMHATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALA, PRODUCT OF A COHPLEX ROW VECTOR ANO A COMPLEX VECTOR. 
H~HCOMCOL TRANSFORHS A :OHP.EX VECTOR INTO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT VECTOR. 
HS~COHPRO PREMULTlPLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX. 
KUTCO~COL REPLACES THJ COMPLEX COLUHN VECTORS X AND y BY THO COMPLEX VECTORS ex+ SY ANO CY - sx. 
ROTCOMROW REPLACES TMJ COMPLEX ROW VECTORS X AND y BY TWO COMPLEX VECTORS ex + SY AND CY - sx. 
C~M~UCNRH CALCULATES THE EUCLIDEAN NORM OF A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH LW LOWER COOIAGONALS ■ 
S~LCOH NORMALIZES THE COLUH~S OF A COHPLEX HATRIX. 
EQILli~COH EQUILIBRATES A COMPLEX HATRIX. 
uAKLBRGOM TRANSFORMS THE EIGENVECTORS Of A COMPLEX EQUILIBRATED l BY EQILBRCOH) MATRIX INTO THE EIGENVECTORS Of THE ORIGINAL 
H~TRIX. 
HSHHRHTRI TRANSFORMS A HERMITIAN HATRIX INTO A SIMILAR REAL SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX, 
HSHHRHTRIVAL OELIVE,S THE HAIN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS AND THE SQUARES Of THE COOIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERHITIAN TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX 
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WHICH IS UNITARY SIMILAR HirH A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
BAKHRMTRI PERFOkMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO HSHHRHTRio 
H5HCOMHES TRANSFO~HS A ~OHPLEX ~ATRIX av MEANS OF HOU5EHOLO~R•·s TRANSFORMATION FOLLOWED BY A CONPLEX DIAGONAL TRANSFORHATION 
INTO A SIMILAR UNITA~Y UPPE~-HESSENBERG HATRIX WITH A REAL NONNEGATIVE SUBOIAGONALe 
BAKCOHHES PERFORMS THE BACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONOI~G TO HSHCOHHES. 
EIGVALHRM CALCULATES TH£ EI;ENVALUES OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
EIGHRM CALCULAT~S THE EIGENVAL~ES AND EIGE~VECTOR5 OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
~RIVALHRM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIX. 
QRIHiM CALCULATES THE EIGENVALJES AND EIGE~VECTJRS Of A COMPLEX HERMITIAN MATRIXo 
VALQk!COH CALCULATES THE EIGEN~ALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER-HESSENBERG HATRIX WITH A REAL SUBOIAGONAL. 
QRICOH CALCULAT~S THE EIGENUECTJRS AND THE EIGE~VALUE5 OF A COMPLEX UPPER•HESSENBERG MATRIX. 
EIGUALCOH CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX. 
EIGCOH CALCULATES THE EIGEN~ECTJRS ANO EIGENVALJES o= A COMPLEX HAT~IXo 
ELMCOMVECCOL ADOS A COMPLEX NUH6ER TIMES A COMPLEX COLUHN VECTOR TO A COHPLfX VECTOR. 
ELHCOHCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NU~8E~ TIMES A CJH?LEX COLUH~ VECTOR TO A COMPLEX COLUHN VECTOR. 
ELHCOHROWVEC AODS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COHP~EX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROH VECTOR. 
CHLSOL2 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF rHE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2 OR CHLDECSJL2o 
CHLSOL1 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC1 OR CHLOECSOL1o 
CHLDECSOL2 SOLVES A PJSITIVE DEFINIT! SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHoo; IHE COEFFICIENT 
HAriIX SHOULD BE GIVEN IN THE UPPERTRIANGLE OF A TWO•DIHENSIONAL ARRAY. 
CHLDECSOL1 SOLVES A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOO; THE COEFFICIENT 
MATRIX ·SHOULD BE GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAY. 
C~LlNV2 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC MATRIX, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLOECZ OR 
CHLOECSOL2o 
CHLINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE Of A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC HAT~IX, IF THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC1 OR 
LHLULCSOL1o 
C"LDECINV2 CALCULATES THE INVE~SE OF A POSITIVE OEFINirE SYHHETRIC MATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOO; THE COEFFICIENT 
HATRIX GIVEN COLUMNHISE IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL AR~AY. 
C~LOECINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE SYHMETRIC HATRIX BY CHOLESKY'S SQUARE ROOT HETHOO; THE COEFFICIENT 
MATKIX GIVEN COLUMNWISE IN A O~E-DIHENSIONAL ARRAYo . 
LNG~ECVEC CALCULATES TH~ SCALAR PRODUCT OF THO VECTORS BY DOUBLE LENTGH ARITHMETIC. 
LNGMATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR ANO A ROH VECIOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
LNGTAMVEC CALCULATES IHE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHfTICo 
LNGHATHAT CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW OF A VECTOR AND A CDLUHN VECTOR BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHHETIC. 
L~GTAHHAT CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUHN VECTORS BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
LNGHATTAM CALCULATES THE SCALA' PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS BY DOU6LE PRECISION ARITHHETIC. 
LN~SEQVEC CALCULATES THE SCALA' PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS GIVEN IN ONE•OIHENSIONAL ARRAYS, HHERE THE MUTUAL SPACINGS BETWEEN THE 
lN~IC~S OF THE 1ST VECTOR CHANGE LINEARLY, BY DOUBLE LENGTH ARITHMETIC. 
LNGSCAPR01 CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF THO V~CTORS GIVEN IN ONE-DIHENSIONAL ARRAYS, WHERE THE SPACINGS OF BOTH VECTORS 
A~E CONSTANT, BY DOUBLE P~E:ISIJN A,ITHMETIC. 
LNGSYMHATVEC CALCULATES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR GIVEN IN A ONE•DIHENSIONAL ARRAY ANO A ROW OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX, 
HHJSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS STO,ED CJLU~NHISE IN A JNE•DIHENSIONAL ARRAY, BY DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC. 
OECSYHTRI PERFO~MS THE TkIANGULAR OECOMPOSirION OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX. 
SJLSYHTRI SOLVES A SY1METRI: 1,101AGONAL SYSTEH OF LINEAR ElUATIONS, THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
DECSOLSYHTRI SOLVES A SYHHETRI~ TRIOIAGOl~AL SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORMS THE TRIDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION. 
DECTRl PERFORMS A TRIANGULA, OECOHPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIXo 
~OLTkl SOLVES A TRIOlAGJNAL SYSTE~ OF LINEAR EQ~ATIONS THE TRIANGULAR OECOHPOSITION BEING GIVEN. 
~~C50LTRI SOLVES A T~IOIAGONAL SYST~H OF LINEAR EQUATIONS AND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITHOUT PIVOTING. 
u~~T~IPIV PERFOkH5 A TRlAUGULA~ DEGOHPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAl HATRIX, USING PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
S~LTRIPIV SOLVES A T~IDlAGONAL SYST~H JF LINEAR EQUATIONS THE TRIANjULAR DECOMPOSITION aEING GIVEN. 
DECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES A TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOHPOSITION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING. 
QJANEWBND SOLVES A SYSTEH OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF ~HICH THE JACOBIAN l BEING A BAND HATRIX) IS GIVEN. 
QUANEHBN01 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS OF WHICH THE JACOBIAN IS A BAND HATRIX. 
PRAXIS HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES. 
HININ HINIHIZES A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL. 
HININOER HINIHIZES A FUNCTI~N ~F ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL, USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION AND OF ITS DERIVATIVE. 
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ZEROINRAT FINDS I IN A 5IVE~ ,~TE~VAL t A ZERO JF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE. 
J~COuliNF CALCULATES THE JACJBIAN MATRIX OF AN N•DIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF N VARIA6LES USING FORWARD OIFFEKENCES. 
JACOBt~MF CALCULATES THE JACJBIAN HATRIX OF AN N·DIHENSIONAL FUNCTION OF H VARIABLES USING FORWARD DIFFERENCES. 
JACOON6N0f CALCULATES THE JAC06IAN MATRIX OF AN N•OIMENSIONAL FUNCTION OF N VARIABLES, If THE JACOBIAN IS KNOWN TO BE A BAHD 
MAT,ux. 
HAR~U~ROT CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF AN OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF NON~LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH MARQUARDT'S METHOD. 
GSSNEHTON CALCULATES J Hi:. LEAST SQUA.RE.S SOLUTION OF AN OVEROE TERHINEO SYSTEM OF NON•LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH JHE GAUSS•NEWTON 
Hi:. THO[J. 
PEIOE ESTIMATES UNK~OHN PARAMETERS IN A SYSTEH JF 1ST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS; THE UNKNOWN VARIABLES ~AY APPEAR 
NON-LINEA~LY BOTH IN JHE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ANO ITS INITIAL VALUES; A SET OF OBSERVED VALUES Of SOHE COMPONENTS OF THE 
SOLUTION OF THE OIFFE~ENTIAL ElUATIONS HUST BE ~IVEN. 
Z~ROINOER FINDS CINA GIVEN INTERVAL t A ZERO OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE USING VALUES OF THE FUNCTION AND OF ITS 
DERIVATIVE. 
POLZEROS CALCULATES ALL ZEROS Of A POLYNOHIAL WITH REAL COEFFICIENTS. 
QZI~AL COHPUTES GENERALlZEO El~~NVALUES BY ~EANS OF QZ-ITERATION. 
QZI ,oHPUTES GENE~ALIZEO EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTONS BY HEANS OF QZ•ITERATION. 
HSHJEC~UL IS AN AUXILIARY P~OCEOURE FOR THE COMPUTATIO~ OF GENERALIZED EI~ENVALUESo 
Ht~TGL3 IS AN AUXlLIARY PkO;EOUkE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENEkALIZED EIGENVALUES• 
HEST~LZ IS AN AUXILIA~Y P~O:Eoa~E FOR THE COHPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
H5H2COL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH3COL IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSHZROHJ IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEJURE FOR THE COMPUTATION Of GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH2~0W2 IS AN AUXILIARY PRJCEJURE FJR THE COHPJTATION Of GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH3ROHJ IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
HSH3RDW2 IS AN AUXILIARY PR:>CEDURE FOR THE COHPJTATION OF GENERALIZED EIGENVALUES. 
CHSHZ FINDS A COMPLEX ROTATlON HATIUX. 
SYHOEC2 CALCULATES T"E SYHHET,IC OECOHPOSITION OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN IN A THO-DIMENSIONAL 
A~RAY. 
SYHOEC1 CALCULATES THE SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WHOSE UPPER TRIANGLE IS GIVEN COLUMNHISE IN A 
ON[•OINENSIONAL ARRAY. 
SYHOETERMZ CALCULATES THE OETEtHINA~T A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, THE SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN IN A TWO•DIHENSIONAL AkRAY. 
SYHOETERH1 CALCULATES THE DETE~MINANT OF A SYHHETRIC HATRIX, THE SYHMETRIC DECOMPOSITION BEING GIVEN COLUHNHISE IN A 
ONE-JlHENSrONAL ARRAY. 
SYMSOLZ SOLVES A SYSTEH OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT HATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY SYHDECZ OR SYHOECSOL2, 
SYHSCLl SOLVES A SYSTEH Of LINEAR EQUATIONS IF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN OECOHPOSEO BY SYHOECl 0~ SYHDECSOLlo 
SYMDECSOLZ SOLVES A SYHHETRIC SYSTEH Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC OECOHPOSITION ( WITHOUT PIVOTING a; THE COEFFICIENT 
HAJRIX SHOULD BE GIVEN IN TiE UPPERTRIANGLE OF A THO-DIMENSIONAL AR,AYo 
SYHDECSOL1 SOLVES A SYHHETRIC SYSTEH Of LINEAR EQUATIONS BY SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION ( WITHOUT PIVOTING); THE COEFFICIENT 
MATRIX SHOULD aE GI~EN COLU1NWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. 
SYHI"V2 CALCULATES JHE INve,sE OF A SYHHETRIC MAJRIX, USIHG THE SYHHETRIC DECOMPOSITION FORHEO BY SYHOECZ OR SYHOECSOLZ. 
SYHillVl CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A SYHHET~IC MATRIX, USING THE SYH1ETRIC DECOMPOSITION FORHEO av SYHDEC1 OR SYHOECSOL1. 
SYHJlCINVZ CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A SYHHETRIC MATRIX BY A SYMMeTRIC DECOMPOSITION I WITHOUT PIVOTING); THE COEFfICI~tlT 
HAT~IX GI~EN COLUHNHISE IN A THO·OIMEllSIONAL AR~AY. 
SYH0LCINV1 CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A SYHHETRI~ MATRIX BY A SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION C WITHOUT PIVOTING t; THE COEFFICIENT 
HAT~IX GIVEN COLUHN~ISE IN A ONE-OIHENSIONAL AR~AY. 
[RkO~FUNCTION COMPUTES THE :RRO~ FUNCTION ( ERF t AND COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION C ERFC) FOR A REAL ARGUMENT. 
UONEXPERfC COHPUHS ERFCIX) • ;:xPtx•x1. 
INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION CALCULATES THE INvE,sE E~ROR FUNCTION y = INVERF(X). 
F~~~NEL CALCULATES THE FRESNEL 1NT;:5RALS CCXI A~J SCXlo 
FG IS AN AUXILIARY P~OCtDURE FJR THE COMPUTATION OF FRESNEL INTEGRALS. 
IN:OM5AH COMPUT~S T~E INCOMPLETE GA1HA FUNCTIONi. 
I~C6lTA COMPUTES THE IN~OHPLET~ SETA-FUNCTION ICX,P,QI; D <= X <= 1, P > D, Q > D, 
iBPPLUSN CO~PUTES IHCOMPLETE BETA•FUNCTION RATIJS IlX,P+N,Q> FOR N = D (1> NHAX, D <= X c: 11 P > O, Q > Do 
IBQPLUSN COHPUTES INCOHPLETE BETA•FUNCTION RATIJS IIX,P,Q+NI FOR N = 0 Cit NHAX, 0 <• X c: 1, P > O, Q > O. 
IXQFIX IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCTIONS. 












































u~CK~ARD IS AN AUXILIARY PRJCEDURE FOR THE COHPUTATION OF INCOMPLETE BESSELFUNCllONS. 
RECIP GAMMA CALCULATES THE RECIPROCAL OF THE GAHHA FUNCTION FOR ARGUHENTS IN THE RANGE ,.s,1.s1; MOREOVER 000 ANO EVEN PARTS 
A~E DELIVERED. 
GAMMA CALCULATES THE GAMMA FUN;TION. 
L~G GAHHA CALCULATES THE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE GAH~A FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE A~GUHENTS. 
EI CALCULATcS THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL. 
El ALPHA CALCULATES A SEQUENCE OF INTEJRALS OF THE FORH INT~GRAL IEXPl•X•T>•T••N OT), FROM T=i TO T=INFINITY. 
JFRAC CALCULATES A TERMIHATING CONTINUED FRACTION. 
SI~COSINT CALCULATES TH~ SI~E INTEGRAL SI(Xl AND THE COSINE INTEGRAL CICXlo 
SINCCSFG IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FO~ THE SINE AND COSINE INTEGRALS. 
ENX :oHPUTES A SEQJENCE OF EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL> EIN,XI = THE INTEGRAL FROH 1 TO INFINITY OF EXPl•X • Tl/ T••N OT. 
NONEXP ENX COMPUTES A SEQUENCE OF INTEGRALS EXPIXl • EIN,Xlo 
~INH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLI; SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
COSH COMPUTES THE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT x. 
TANH COMPUTES TNE HYPERBOLI; TA~GE~T FJR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
A~CSiNH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
A~CCOSH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X ■ 
ARCTANH COMPUTES THE INVERSE HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FOR A REAL ARGUMENT Xe 
TAN COMPUTES TH~ TANGENT FO~ A ~EAL ARGUMENT X. 
AkCSIN COMPUTES THE ARCSINE FOR A REAL ARGUMENT X. 
•kCCOS COMPUTES THE ARCCOSINE FOR A REAL ARGUME~T X ■ 
AlRY EVALUATES THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AI&Zl ANO BI(ZI AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. 
AIRVZ~ROS COMPUTES THE ZE~OS A~D ASSOCIATEJ VALUES OF THE AIRY FUNCTIONS AI(Zt AND BI(Z) ANO THEIR OE~IVATIVES. 
SPH~R BESS J CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FUHCTIONi Of THE 1ST KINDi J[Kto5J(X>•SQRT(PI/C2 4 Xll 9 K=O, ••• ,N t WHERE 
JCK+.S)!Xl DENOTES THE BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KINO OF ORDER K+.5. 
SPHER BESSY CALCULATES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL FU~CTIONS Of THE JRD KINDi Y(K+.5l{X! 4 SQRT(Pl/(Z•X>a, K=o, ••• ,N • WHERE 
YCK+.SJ(XI DENOTES THE BESS~L •UNCTION JF THE J~D KIND OF O~OER K+,S. 
SPHEK BESS I CALCULATES THE HOOIFIE □ SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KINDi ICK+.SJIXB•SQRT(PI/C2•Xli, K=O•••••N , WHEKE 
I[Kt.~l(XI DENOTES THE MOOI=IEO BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER K+.S. 
SPHER BESS K CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS Of THE 3RD KINDi KlI+o5llX>•SQRTlPI/&Z•X)), I=D, ••• ,N, WHERE 
K(It.~l(XI DENOTES THE MOOI=It) B~SSEL FUNGTIJN OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER Ite5o 
NONEXP SPHER BESS I CALCULATES THE MODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND HULTIPIED BY EXP(-XIS 
IC~+.Sl1X)•SQRT<PI/(2•X!)•EXPl•X), K=o ••••• N , WHERE I[K+.5l1X) uENDTES THE HOOIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER 
K+.5. 
IJUN~XP SPHER BESS K CAL~ULATES THE ~ODIFIED SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND MULTIPLIED BY EXPC+XII 
KCI+.51(X>•SQRT(PI/12 4 Xl)•EXP(tXl , I=O, ••• ,N, WHERE K[Ito5l(XI DENOTES THE HOOIFIEO BESSEL OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER I•o5e 
B~ss JO CALCULATES THE ORDINAkY BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO. 
b~SS Ji CALCULATES TH£ OKDINA~Y BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORUER ONE. 
b~SS J CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORUER L t L = D, ••• ,N le 
B~SS Y01 CALCULATES THE OROINA~Y BESSEL FUNCTIO~S Of THE 2Nu KIND ORDER ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUHENT x; X > o. 
B;SS Y CALCULATES THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KINO OF ORDER L ( L = O, ••• ,N > WITH ARGUMENT X, X> O. 
B~SS POD IS AN AUXILIARY PRJCEOURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF ORDER ZERO FOR LARGE VALUES OF 
l ➔ EI~ ARGUMENT. 
atss PQ1 IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE ORDINARY BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF ORDER ONE FOR LARGE VALUES OF 
TrlEI~ ARGUMENT. 
BESS IO CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO. 
BESS 11 CALCULATES THE ~ODIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE. 
B~SS I CALCULATES TH£ MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L ( L = O, ••• ,N ). 
G~SS KD1 CALCU~ATES THE HDOIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDE~S ZERO AND'ONE WITH ARGUMENT X, X > D. 
B~SS K CALCULATES THE HOOlFlEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER L IL= D, ••• ,N ) WITH ARGUMENT X, X > O. 
NONEXP BESS ID CALCULATES THE HOOIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ZERO; THE RESULT IS HULTIPLIEO BY 
EXPI-ABS(Xl). 
NONEXP BESS Ii CALCULATES THE HOOIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER ONE; THE RESULT IS HULTIPLIED BY EXP(-ABS(XlJ 
NONEXP BESS I CALCULATES THE ~ODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER L (La O,eee,N ); THE RESULT IS HULTIPLIED 
BY EXPC•ABSIXl)o 
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llONEXP BESS K01 CALCULATES THE HODIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER ZERO ANO ONE WITH ARGUMENT X, X>O; THE 
R~SULT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXPCXI, 
NON~XP BESS K CALCULATES THE H)DIFIEO BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER L ( L = O, ••• ,N) WITH ARGUMENT X, X>O; THE 
kESJLT IS MULTIPLIED BY EXP<X> ■ 
BESS JAPLUSN CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+K ( O<=K<=N, O<=A<1 ). 
B~SS YA01 CALCULATES THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2ND KIND I ALSO CALLEO NEUMANN'S FUNCTIONS l OF OROE~ A ANO A ♦ 1 ( A>=O) ANO 
h~~UHENT X>O ■ 
a~ss YAPLUSN CALCULATES TnE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 2NO KIND OF ORDER AtN, N=D, ••• ,NHAX, A>=O, ANO ARGUMENT X ► O. 
B~SS PQA01 IS AN AUXILIARY PRD~tDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE BESSEL FUNCTIONS FOR LARGE VALUES OF THEIR ARGUMENT ■ 
BESS IAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MOJIFIED BESSEL FUN~TiONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER AtN, N=O, ••• ,NMAX , A>=O ANO ARGUMENT X>=O. 
·BESS KA01 CALCULATES THE HOOIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD (IND OF ORDER A AND At1, A>=O, ANO ARGUMENT X, X>O. 
B~SS KAPLUS~ CALCULATES THE HO)IFIEO BESSEL FUN:TIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ••• ,NHAX, A>=D, AND ARGUMENT X>O ■ 
NON~XP BESS IAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FU~CTIONS OF THE 1ST KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ■■■ tNMAX, A>=O ANO ARGUMENT 
X>=O, MULTIPLIED BY EXP(-Xlo 
N0NEXP &SS KA01 CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A AND A+l, A>=O AND ARGUMENT X9 X>O, 
HULTIPLIEO BY THE FACTOR EX~IXI. 
NONEXP BESS KAPLUSN CALCULATES THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE 3RD KIND OF ORDER A+N, N=O, ••• ,NMAX , A>=O ANO ARGUMENT 
X>O MULTIPLIED BY THE FACTO~ EXPlXl ■ 
NEWTON CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NEWTON POLYNOMIAL THROUGH GIVEN INTERPOLATION POINTS ANO CORRESPONDING FUNCTION 
VALUES. 
INI SELECTS A ISUBISET OF INTEGERS OUT OF A GIVEN SET OF INTEGERS; IT IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR MINHAXPOL ■ 
S~DREHEZ EXCHANGES AT HOST ~+1 NU~BERS WITH NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET; IT IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR HINHAXPOL. 
HINMAXPOL CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL THAT APPROXIHATES A FUNCTION, GIVEN FOR DISCRETE A•GUMENTS, SUCH THAT 
THE INFINITY NORH OF THE ER~OR VECTOR IS HINIHISEO. 
